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Kwakiutl 

Collected, Recorded, and Annotated by Dr. Ida: Halpern 

PRINCIPAL TRIBES OF THE NORTHWEST COAST 
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OCEAN 

Courtesy, Peter Macnair, in The Legacy (Victoria: provinCial Museum, 1980) 
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INl'ROXJCI'ICN 

For many years, the art of the Natives of the Pacific Northwest 
coast has been accepted as one of the major cultural treasures of North 
America. Its importance and aesthetic value is appreciated in museums 
allover the world. But while their art has long been celebrated, their 
music has been only scarcely known and has not been musicologically 
interpreted or analysed. However, music was, and is, one of the rrost 
important fonns of artistic expression in the Pacific Northwest Coast 
Indian communities. As such, it is an excellent indication of the level 
of sophistication of their cultures. The construction and organization 
of this music is a significant reflection of the total cultural ambi-
ence. 

During my 33 years research on source material of the Native 
Indians of the Pacific Northwest Coast, I have been primarily concerned 
with collecting their music . This collecting process has been extreme
ly difficult because of the resistance of the Indians to share their 
sacred songs with a white person. Collecting this material was also 
hampered by the fact that fran 1884 to 1951 it was forbidden by the 
Federal Government of Canada for Natives to exercise their rights to 
participate in the pottateh ceremonies. Sirrdlarly, dancing, the sing
ing of hereditary songs and even speaking their own language was dis
couraged by the white man. 

An important concern of my work has been to understand the 
material that I was collecting. I have not wanted to use any previously 
published explanations relating to the meaning and background of the 
Native Indians. Therefore, I have lirrd ted myself and my research to 
the information received directly fran the Indian Chiefs and songmakers 
themselves. Besides the over 500 songs I have collected, I have had 
open-ended conversations with the Native songmakers and performers, 
amounting to several hundred pages of information. 



In my research since 1947 on the music of the Ktw.1Uuti and Noo.t
lI.aM, I have often wished to be able to compare, in depth, representa
tive songs canposed in the same genre by different song-makers. For
.tunately, I have now in my collection many same-genre songs sung by 
different chieftain singers and thus I am able to go into in-depth 
analysis of their characteristics. Recently, I was fortunate to work 
with one of the very ffNI renaining song-maker chiefs, TCM WILLIE, who 
is well versed in the Native traditions . As a result, I have been able 
to record and analyse nfNI materials as well as confinn translations and 
annotations made to my previously collected and transcribed songs. I 
am now in a better position to compare representative songs and draw 
more comprehensive conclusions about the true nature of the distinct 
generic types of Kwo.IUuti songs. I can now try to prove the existence 
of complex constructional principles underlying the canpositional 
process used by song-makers over the generations. The result of my 
research on these songs demonstrates a remarkable and sophisticated 
to these questions. Only detailed, in-depth research using the most 
modern and sophisticated equipnent at our disposal can lead us to 
conclusions of any validity. 

My research on the songs of specific genres enables the listener 
to perceive the mood and sentiment of the specific ceremony, and thus 
to compare the sophisticated canposition technique of the Native 
Indians. It is a rare occasion to be able to present different 
canpositions by different song-makers on the same subject. 

My research process was first to comprehend the meaning of the 
song; second, to establish the usage and function of it; third, to 
understand the unique Native idea of ownership and rights; fourth, to 
identify the proper protocol for their proper function; and fifth, to 
becane familiar with the Indian texts and their translation. Trans
lating the songs is very difficult. The songs are old and the texts 
are often in an archaic fonn of the language which is no longer under
stood or known. In my many years of field work, I have found only 
two chieftains who were willing and knowledgeable enough to undertake 
this work. 

The main task, hOVJever, was to transcribe, analyse and "realize" 
the Native Indian musical idioms, their specific perceptions and 
visualizations, which includes the conscious and unconscious under
standing of their own cuI tural tradition. In this I have follc7.vect 
the "Einic" approach (research directly fran Native Indians). Also 
I have transcribed and analysed their music and identified all the 
characteristics of their Native concepts, integrating them into a 
format that is both logical and understandable to our Western musical 
traditions. 

I am now involved in an "Etic" concern for the scientific 
evaluation of my original concept. I am USing sophisticated elec
tronic instruments for analysiS. This laboratory analysis reveals 
information to the researcher which may confinn or contradict one's 
theories and can provide answers to problems and enigmas. 

Close scbolarly analysis of music is not simply a goal in itself, 

for our research leads us to many other conclusions about the philo
sophical, emotional, and social concepts of the peoples we are re
searching. The music and its unique style is a manifestation of all 
these factors. My research shows a nfNI dimension, for previous re
search has been quite strictly anthropological. Through the charac
teristics of the music we can come to conclusions about the tribes' 
nanadic or sedentary habits as well as their moral, psychological and 
aesthetic attitudes. And when we can combine such findings with data 
fran refined instruments, we have additional information to examine 
and understand another musical culture and, in turn, come to conclu
sions of enormous importance. 

We know that music was and is one of the most important fonns of 
artistic expression in the KwalUuti ccmnunities. As such it is an 
excellent baraneter of the level of sophistication of their culture; 
the construction and organization of this music is a significant re
flection of the total cultural ambience. Further, the subtlety and 
complexity of the music must be completely assessed and exhaustively 
analysed if we are to ever truly come to tenns with musical style and 
its role as the central artistic and social expression of these 
peoples. We cannot expect a half-hearted overview to give us answers. 

In conclUSion, their songs show a full awareness and conscientious 
respect for compositional principles and techniques refined over genera
tions and restated, with creativity and regularity, by generations of 
songmakers . 

NarES rn KWAKIUTL aJL'lURE 

The Indians of the Pacific Northwest Coast are among the 
most interesting and colourful to be found north of Mexico. Their 
tribes include the Kwo.IUuti, Nootll.a., Tti.l'tga, Ho.A.da., TI.>-im.I iUa.l't, 
BeUa. Coola., and the Coast Sa.ti.l.>h. The highest cultural develop
ment occurred in the northern tribes, gradually diminishing as 
one moves sputh to the Coast Sa.ti.l.>h. 

The KwalUuti occupied territory on the northern corner of 
Vancouver Island, ranging fran Johnstone Strait to Cape Cook. 
As seen on the map, the KwaIUutR. are zoned as northern and 
southern . The fourteen tribes of the southern KwaIUuti, and their 
location, are: 

1. GwaI.>.i1.a. 
2 . Na.lI.wali.to x 
3. ~e.nox 

Snith Inlet 
Blunden Harbour 
Hop"'town 3 

are: 

4 . Tl.>atw.te.l'tox 
5. Kwa./u.ote.l'tox 

Ha.huam-i.!.> 
6. NawUt<. 
7. KwalUuti 
8. Qua.a.i.no 
9. IWnlUl.>h 
10. Te.na.1I.ta.1I. 

Awae.tla.la. 
11. Ma.ma.ti.ti.II.u1a. 
12. Tla.udI.>.i.I.> 

Ma.t.Upe. 
13. Kue.ka. 

W.i.we.a.II.a.m 
14.W.i.we.a.ka.e. 

Kingcome Inlet 
Gilford Island 

Hope Island 
Fort Rupert 
Q.Ja tsino Sound 
Alert Bay 
Knight Inlet 

Village Island 
'IUrnour Island 

Campbell River 

Cape Mudge 

The Four tribes of the northern KwalUutR., and their location, 

1. Ha..i.I.>la. 
2. KemMo 
3. Ha..i.ha..i.l.> 
4. Ow<.1I.e.I'tO 

Kitamaat 
Kitlope 
Bella Bella 
Ri vers Inlet 

The KwalUutR. were composed of four phratries--Raven, Eagle, 
Killer Whale, and Wolf. They had to marry outside of their own 
phratry and were not allowed to marry within the same phratry . 

The political unit of the KwalUuti was the village, which 
was self-supporting. Only luxuries, including slaves, were traded. 
The chiefs, who lived in great bouses, possessed those names wh;ch, 
with other rights, titles, and privileges, were handed down fran 
generation to generation. These might include ownership of a song, 
a crest, a special seat at the potlatc.h, or the right to Jl1EJIt>er
ship in a secret society such as the Ha.ma.aa., the so-called 
"cannibal society". 

In addition to music, the KwalUutR. culture was greatly 
enriched by totem poles, masks and costumes, and a variety of 
myths and legends, which fonn a most rewarding study. They 
express themselves masterfully in carvings of wood and stone 
and in the working of metal. 

While they showed no distinct political organization, both reli
gion and society placed great emphasis on prestige, rather than power. 
Much importance was given to wealth, family posseSSions and the owner
ship of slaves . Social climbing and the denigration of rivals were 
strong motives. 

In 1770, on the arrival of the white man, the entire West Coast 
Indian population was estimated to be about 70,000 people, while the 
Kwa.1Uut.e. population was between 7000 and 8000. In 1882 , through in
fectious diseases, the Kwo.IUuti had dwindled to about 3500. In 1924, 
there were slightly under 2000. Since that time, however, the trend 
has been reversed and by 1964 the Kwo.II..i.utR. nll!lbered about 4300. 

TOrAL POPULATIrn TOrAL FOPUlATIrn 
YEAR OF B.C. INDIANS OF KWAKIUTL 

1835 70,000 10,700 
1885 28,000 3,000 
1929 22,605 1,854 
1963 40,800 4,302 
1976 53,342 
1979 4,052 

Of great importance were their rituals and ceremonies, kept 
according to strict rules, and resulting in the exercise of medicine
man power, the acquisition of supernatural powers, spirit quests, the 
establishment of direct contact with the spiritual world, and the 
initiation into secret societies. 

The ~ ceremonials were a central part of Ktw.1Uuti culture, 
and as such, the music of this ceremony is of great importance. The 
Ha.ma.aa., the so-called "cannibal society", was evolved by the KwalUuti 
and later spread to the surrounding Ha..i.da. and Nootll.a. tribes. Initia
tion as a Ha.ma.tl.>a. was a great honour, accorded only to those of high 
rank. It was compulsory for chiefs to be initiated into the secret 
society . 

Details of the Ha.ma.aa. ceremony may differ fran one tribe to 
another, as can be seen in the following accounts (see BICGRAPHIES): 

MUNGO MARTIN: 
"An eligible young man was sent alone into the woods where he 

must stay for four years. (The time varied in different descriptions, 
sanetimes as little as four months.) Then he was sought out and 
brought back. On his return he jumped at people and bit them. Every
body pretended to be afraid. He then started to dance, getting wilder 
and wilder. 

The ceremony obliged him to dance around the house four times, 
and to climb the pole four times. At his first appearance he wore 
nothing but parts of fir trees. At the second dance--the initiation
the Ha.ma.tl.>a. wore a mask, like the head of a bird painted in strong 
colours, and growled instead of speaking because he had lost the 
power of speech through his long stay in the woods. The first part 
of the initiation was secret, the second part, public. 

Sanetimes there were women Ha.ma.aa.16). The rank was hereditary 
and a woman, being the only daughter of a Ha.ma.tl.>a., had to abide by the 
rules and remain in the woods just as a man would have clone. [drs. SAM 

WEBBER, the aunt of TCM WILLIE, was the only woman Ha.ma.aa. in Kingcome.) 
There were three Ha.ma.aa. costumes: 
(1) a headdress with a long beak which opened and shut; 
(2) no headdress, Ha.ma.aa. clad in cedar only" on naked body; 
(3) the complete attire. 



"Before the lIam<Lt6a. canes out the drt.rTs are vibrating quickly." 
His wife has given him one lIam<Lt6a. song which she brings into the 
marriag'9 . MUNGO will give it to his sons. His wife inherited it 
fran her uncle, JCllNNY KLAarsI, fran Teina Island, which is fifty 
miles fran Alert Bay. 

"The lIam<Lt6a. song, 'Mosquito'. This is an initiation song. Mos
quitos cane fran the asbes which are blown out of the chimney before 
the lIam<Lt6a. arrives. Therefore, mosquito bites cane fran the lIam<Lt6a.. 
When the lIam<Lt6a. approaches, the chimney pipes are blowing. The smoke 
scares them away. The smoke has different colours with different 
meanings: white smoke, mountain goat; brown smoke, grizzley bear. 

After the spirit talks, the lIam<Lt6a. is sanetimes paralyzed for 
two years. Haghaqua.-ea~~. Whenever be tries to enter, the drums 
announce him. He tells about all the changes. The I>01len and children 
in the villages are running about, announcing that the lIam<Lt6a is here. 
There are feast songs for the lIam<Lt6a.. Nobody likes the lIam<Lt6a. 

A small lIam<Lt6a. accanpanies him. Old people believed in small 
Ham<Lt6a.(1.> I. It was called lIama.MI'lOI.> (small people). 

When the lIam<Lt6a is dancing everybody is told to be quiet and 
to watch. One man stands up. There is no more talking . He wants to 
try to talk. The young man who is a Ham<Lt6a cannot talk. Only an old 
man who is a lIam<Lt6a can talk. He no longer swears, and he is not angry 
any rrore. II 

BILLY ASSU: 
"The Ham<Lt6a must dance around the big house four times. He climbs 

up the lIam<Lt6a pole four times to attract the people and rrake the pole 
sway. When he first canes out he wears nothing but branches. He must 
stay four years in the woods. People go there to round him up. He jumps 
down. Fifty feet. He runs away again. This is done to attain a higher 
standard among the people." 

TCM WILLIE: 
"The lIam<Lt6a ceremony lasts fran eight to twelve days. The first 

part of the initiation, there is not yet the lIam<Lt6a. The guests expect
ing new lIam<Lt6a. fran the woods are singing eight to twelve songs at the 
time. Then, after the fourth day, the lIam<Lt6a appears through the roof 
of the building with hemlock branches. Many boys, about ten, are holding 
him down to tame him with the smoke of the blanket four times. The big 
man is asked to bring the Cedar Bark and to change the lIam<Lt6a into the 
Cedar Bark costlJ11e. For four days he is there dancing with the Cedar 
Bark. After four days, he gets the mask, lDng Beak, Crooked Beak, Raven. 
After the mask is taken off, bearskin canes on (is put on). The last 
dance is when the Cedar Bark is washed off. They are singing the whole 
night and are putting the Cedar Bark away for the next time. 

The Kwa./Uu.:te. use the bear skin for the last ceremony. CIu.£.luu: 
blankets are used when there is a relationship with sane northern 
tribe (TUng.i.-t1 as in the case of STANLEY HUNT. The Cedar Bark ring 
on the lIam<Lt6a' s head can be worn for four months or even a whole year." 

STANLEY HUNT: 
"That is the way it is. lI.i.kei.u--good word-old man, when he canes 

out of the woods he jumps up on a pole--he is the first man of the olden 
days to be a lIam<Lt6a.. Ham<Lt6a gives to his own tribe, but he doesn't 
know the words anymore. lI.i.kei.u, old man fran Blunden Harbour, he knew 
how to rrake that song. It is the first lIam<Lt6a in the world. Pole, when 
first cane out of the woods. Dance. Got pole in the midst of the can
munity. He climbs up on the pole. Called lIump/> P.i.k. The old man gave 
the Ham<Lt6a to all the tribes who wanted it." 

HENRY HUNT: 
HENRY HUNT, the son of JCIlNNY HUNT, nephew of STANLEY HUNT (STANLEY 

HUNT sang the H2 lIam<Lt6a Song to me on this disc in 1950) and MUNGO 
MARrIN, and grandson of GEalGE HUNT (the famous collaborator with Franz 
Boas and Edward Curtis), gave me the following description of the 
lIam<Lt6a ceremony. You can see him in the picture wearing the Clu.£.kat 
blanket of STANIEY HUNT, whn died one year earlier than this picture 
was taken. HENRY HUNT is dancing the lIam<Lt6a.. 

He remembers one of the big celebrations his father, JOHHNY HUNT, 
gave, together with ED \\'HONNUCK, in Fort Rupert, about 1930: 

"First part, the lIam<Lt6a. appears in hemlock branches as a wild man 
untamed. He dances with hemlock for four days, disappearing and appear
ing again. 

Second part, is when he dances with the masks. That means, that 
the masks are put out. There are three dancers in the three sides mask 
conSisting of a Raven, a lIukuk (lIagokl, and the Crooked Beak. 

Third part, the people try to put tbe Cedar on the new Ham<Lt6a, 
consisting of two rings of cedar on the neck and head and hands and legs, 
on naked body. For four days he dances in this Cedar attire. 

Fourth part, the Ch.i.1kat blanket is then put on top of the Cedar 
(see picture) and the new lIamlLU,a dances slowly, becausE' he is already 
tamed, with a wanan ahead of him, leading him. 

Afterwards, the lIam<Lt6a sits on the floor in the Ch.i.1klLt blanket 
when the washing-off ceremony begins . They burn the hemlock, and they 
put the Cedar away for next year. Then they go four times around the 
house. 

Only two special Ham<Lt6a.s were allowed to fulfill that part of the 
ceremony: ED II'HONNUCK and ALFRED SlJ)W (the brother of BILLY saJII of Alert 
Bay). 

Nowadays they shorten the ceremony to four days and sanetimes even 
one day, ani tting the washing-off ceremony canpletely . The last time 
everytbing was done properly was 50 years ago. (His son, TONY HUNT, 
has the ambition to do the ceremony in the proper way, and I was pro
mised an invitation.)" 

There are very few Ch.i.1kat blankets; he knows of three: PEI'ER KNOX 
owns the blanket made by Mrs. MUNGO MARTIN (AbalJal, TCMMY HUNT in Fort 
Rupert, and HENRY HUNT, who has STANIEY HUNT's blanket. The Kwa./Uu.:te. 
otherwise use black bear skin, confirmed in TIll WILLIE's carment. 
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JAMES SEWID: 
"One had to have the right to a name and proper position fran bis 

ancestors or his wife's ancestors. The initiation of the lIam<Lt6a. took 
two weeks. In the first ceremony he was clad in evergreen hemlock 
branches. During the second ceremony be wore Cedar Bark, dyed red, 
every night. For the third cerarony he was given the mask. The 
fourth costume was Ch.i.1klLt blanket and mask. After the final ceremony 
they took off the Cedar; then canes the bath cerarony, the rubbing down 
with branches." 

CHARAcrERISTICS OF HAMATSA SOOGS 

With regard to melody in the lIam<Lt6a song genre, three basic 
melodic types are used: (a) descending melodies, (b) melodies with 
angular leaps but no over-all descending or ascending contour, and 
(c) "pendult.m-like" melodies that undulate approximately similar 
distances around a central note or notes. 
EXAMPLE 1 

(b) 

Fran a study of the lIam<Lt6a song genre, it appears that there are 
sanewhat regular "nenns" for each unit assessed: ~, range, ~, 
and certain intervals. While there is no rigid regularity, there is a 
strong tendency for songs with "irregularities" to ffIl)loy more than 
one such "irregularity". 

~ Contour Range &ale 
H2 descending DD5th 4 notes 
N9 descending -iBth 4 notes 
N41 angular leaps -9th 5 notes 
MM73 pendulum Mth 3 notes 
MM74 pendulum 4th 3 notes 
MM75 descending Mth 4 notes 

~ §Eread Between Cadence 

~ Interval FirstLLast Notes Interval 
H2 ~ lUlison (with migration) 

-1)4---

N9 A+2 1)4 D-3 
N41 A+2 unison A+3 
MM73 Dt2 unison (with migration) A+2 
MM74 A-3 unison (with migration) A-3 
MM75 Dt3 1)4 Dt2 

note: A = augmented 
D = diminished 
00= double diminished 

The nature and use of syllables in the lIam<Lt6a songs is of 
particular interest. As in all song genres, there are characteristic 
syllables. In the lIam<Lt6a. genre, these syllables are of clear lexical 
origin. Song texts often refer to the "cannibalistic" eating of 
"food". The syllables that are characteristic in all lIam<Lt6a songs 
are lIa, Ma, MiLl, and Am or An. In the language the word "food" is ex
pressed as llama, thus the derivation of the remaining syllables, 1Ia.-
Ma--MiLl. 

As we shall soon see, there are highly sophisticated principles 
which underlie the use of these syllables. Certain syllables or syllable 
canbinations are prefix syllables, others can be used as infixes and 
still others appear as suffix syllables . Specific numbers of repeti
tions and even highly organized patterns of syllables occur in these 
songs and one may even go so far as to say that there are definite 
formal patterns made by the syllables alone. The syllables, which 
began as fragments fran lexical units in the songs, have becane so 
extended and extensive in the HamlLUa songs that they have an almost 
independent life, a life which independently canplements the melody 
and beat but one which only rarely bonds with these other elements. 
See song N41 for details regarding the prefix, suffix, and infix syl
lables. 

The Potlateh was the celebrated nucleus of all their activities, 
the tribal ceremony which kept all the facets of life functioning in 
high gear. The Patla.teh was the cultural artery of Indian life. The 
word is derived fran the Noa:tka., "P<Lt6l1eft", which means "giving" or 
"a gift". It was custanary for the chief of a tribe to call a Potlateh 
and to distribute to his quests nearly all his possessions, with the 
exception of his bouse. The more he could give away, the greater became 
his honour and prestige. In return, he expected to receive even more 
worldly possessions at future Patla.teheA given by rival chiefs. 

Such feasting and gift-giving are almost universal. Similar 
custans were observed by the Maya and the Melanesians; the Maya con
sidered it canpulsory to give the return feast, even in death. Kwa./Uu.:te. 
carried rivalry, and distribution of property, to a unique extreme in 
that they would even destroy possessions in order to indicate superior 
wealth . 



The Poti.tLtch was held in the Fall when, after the long seasons 
of hunting and fishing, the Indian was free to indulge in Winter Dances 
and in the cerem:>nies of the secret societies. Occasions such as 
marriage, birth, and death were marked by the Poti.tLtch, but it might 
also be called in vengeance, to save face, to repay insult, or even to 
establish rights to certain dances, songs, legends and crests, or cos
tumes. The raising of a totem pole, the building of a house, or the 
~egalization of new titles were considered worthy of the poti.tLtch; it 
was also held to celebrate the acquisition of the "copper", that mystic 
symbol indicative of the highest status. 

A chief might give a "feast" for the men in his household in 
order to ratify a new decree or ordinance, but the whole comnuni ty 
would then unite in a poti.tLtch to sanction such new laws for the clan. 

Within his 0Nll house, the chief could celebrate minor occasions, 
such as the bestowing of minor titles on his children, through the 
medium of the poti.tLtch. But when he wished such honours on himself, 
outside chiefs must be called to the poUa-tch. There was fierce can
petition for distinguished titles and honours; their acquisition had 
always to be recognized through the POti.tLtr.il, and in this way, a chief 
gained the approval of his own house and the respect of others. The 
greater the title, the greater the poti.tLtch. 

It was possible for even commoners to climb the social ladder by 
giving poti.tLtch~, for no sharp line existed between chiefs and can
rooners. Folktales contradict the assz.mption that only a chief could 
give a POtla-tr.il . 

Titles were graded, the highest belonging to the head man or chief 
who ONlled roore rights than others. Al though he held great influence and 
prestige, he had no legal authority, except over slaves. His influence 
over the people of his house, as well as their support, were gained 
through the giving of "feasts" . But in honouring visitors, he depended 
on the help of other chiefs in calling a poti.tLtr.i1. 

Everything connected with the cerem:>ny had historical meaning and 
the roost stringent rules in dress and cerem:>ny were followed. At fun
erals, significant objects were displayed and people would pay for the 
opportunity of seeing them. At winter dances, gifts were given with the 
understanding that they would be returned with added value, according 
to set rules. Guests of the poti.tLtch were welcaned by the chief and led, 
each to his appointed place, according to rank and tribe. Each proced
ure was accompanied by cerem:>nial singing, appropriate dances were 
performed by the host chief, and speeches and orations were made glor
ifying his 0Nll position. 

In the old days POti.tLtr.il~ took fran four to six roonths. "Every
body got really fat," as MU~ MARTIN said. In roore recent times the 
poUa-tch was rushed to two or three weeks. MIDlGO ranerri:Jered when he was 
a little boy on Taina Island. A chief called a poti.tLtch and he stayed 
for six roonths. Then he went away to another poti.tLtc/, for another six 
roonths, being away altogether a whole year. "They had dried salrron, 
dried berries, and dried clams, and sanetimes five fires in one house." 

The only indulgence, in addition to food, was tobacco, srroked in 
a pipe called ca.tumu. Alcohol was unknONll until introduced by the 
white man. 

In poti.tLtch cerem:>nies, custan demands that everything be repeated 
four times--each song sung four times, each dance performed four times
because four is a mystical number. At the time of the potla-tch, famil
ies brought out all their crests to impress the audience . Entertainment 
played a major role and many theatrical tricks were performed, such as 
pretending to burn a wanan alive, or to behead th~ dancers. Such tricks 
were pure theatre, but, as Chief BILLY ASS{) said, "The white man mis
understood such tricks, and so forbade them, thinking the Indians were 
cruel. " 

During the feasting they told of all the glories of the past and 
present. The Grease Feast was a very important one during which they 
gave away Otichan (candle fish) oil, one of the roost highly valued 
carmodities. 

On the very last night they took off their headdresses and danced 
and sang a last song, to declare that the Poti.tLtch was over. The chief 
got up and started to sing and then everybody joined in. 

The Poti.tLtch was the social and cultural mainstay of their lives. 
In all its aspects (and as a present-day chief has aptly summed up), 
"It was a cold war between families, because one wants to outdo the 
other. II 

The order of the Poti.tLtch songs, according to 'reM WILLIE, was: 
(1) ~burning Song (if it is a memorial po.tR.a,tch), (2) Cedar Bark song, 
(3) Kla.6 e.lo. song, and (4) Feast song. 

In the old times, animal furs were given away at the Poti.tLtch, 
sea-otters, etc . . Because the animals have the role of intermediary 
between the Supernatural power and man, and are man's guardian spirits, 
they considered the furs of the animals to be venerable. Therefore, furs 
at the poti.tLtch were an important trading item. Later on, Hudson Bay 
blankets were substituted for furs and in roore recent poti.tLtch~ the 
value of canoes, "grease", etc. were evaluated in tenns of the blankets. 
Before the Hudson Bay blankets were in vogue, they used dog hair for 
weaving general-use blankets. One special kind of blanket, the CIU-tlla-t 
blanket made fran rrountain goat wool and dyes, was the sole preserve 
of the chiefs. 

The Poti.tLtch per se should be really considered as a financial 
system and like-wise, as a law-abiding and law-confirming institution. 

I have cane to the conclusion that, to the original inhabitants 
of the West Coast, there were three distinct levels to the universe: 
the spiritual world, the animal world, and the world of man. In 
this cosmology mankind occupied the lCM~t level. Animals were often 
cast as the mediators between the purely spiritual forces; they, 
being closer to nature, were thus nearer to these powers than humans. 

REJ,IARKS CN MUSIC 

The nusic of the KwaIUuti. Indians, one of the roost :iJJportant tribes 5 

of the Pacific Northwest, is based on strict sociological rules, which 
pertain especially to the performance and ownership of songs. 

Songs are literally "given", for they are "ONlled" by individuals 
or families who have paid for them in full. The songs then assume 
hereditary importance according to established tribal laws. Therefore, 
the collector who is permitted to record this music receives not only 
a great personal privilege, but an actual gift. 

After the caning of Christianity, Native Indians were reluctant 
to relinquish, or even reveal their songs, which were part of their 
true heredity. So strong was this feeling of ONllership that no chief 
or member of his family would sing a song belonging to another; by 
doing so, he would be treated as a thief, shamed and scorned by hiw 
0Nll people. The chief might inherit a song, acquire it by marriage, 
or canmission it for sane important occasion in order to give himself 
and his proud clan added prestige. 

The songs originated with the song-makers of the tribes and were 
conceived in a state of spiritual trance, in visions and dreams. The 
members of the tribes believed that in learning the song and ritual, 
they could reproduce the vision. 

The Indian derived great strength fran his songs , turning to them 
for superhuman help whenever he felt the limitations of his 0Nll power. 
Singing was, for him, no trivial matter. Originally, the power of 
songs was bestowed only upon chosen people. Indian mythology tells of 
many heroes who were given songs by supernatural pCAA'ers. 

A strict oral tradition was kept in the teaching of songs. Great 
stress was placed on passing songs on to subsequent generations. If a 
singer were to make a mistake, the consequences would be very serious 
for him. MUNGO MARTIN said that he ''would have to pay very nruch for 
one mistake". 

Certain songs fitted specific occasions, and were meant to convey 
particular meanings. They would not Sing a Winter dance song in Sumrer, 
or a Ghost song except at the time of death. Love songs, crest songs, 
and sane Hama.t6a songs are of a hauntingly beautiful quality, while 
Poti.tLtch songs are declamatory. Yet all reveal great dramatic impact 
and an impeccable sense of timing. 

Specification of songs is not by title but by type. One can dis
tinguish and refer to songs such as Hama.t6a, PoUa-tch, love song, etc., 
but not, for instance, to a specific Hama.t6a song. 

Similarly, the individual songs are also characterized by specific 
properties. One can distinguish the various types of songs by the 
MANNER OF SINGING, VOICE ~ALITY, INI'ENSITY, VIBRATOO, TRDlOLOO, and 
GLISSANlXlS, and their individual RHY'IliMIC BEAT or the specific SYLLABLES 
employed. 

In KwalUuti. nrusic, there is evidence of a distinct VARIATION 
PRINCIPlE, not in our sense, but in an idianatic Indian one. After the 
first melody has been sung, the repetitions show slight changes of 
pitch in a persistent upward or downward direction. 

The VOICE PRODUCTION of the Native Indian is noticeably different 
fran that of Western man. Their intonation might appear to us out of 
tune but this is certainly not so. It is not an ull-v8.rying in t onation 
but, once begun, follows in strict melodic pattern and variation. They 
vary their melodic material by a slight raising or lowering of pitch 
which is a consistent feature of their singing. This raising or lower
ing of pitch continues several times in a song, often three or four 
times. This rise or fall may, in our system, arrount to only a half tone 
altogether or as nruch as one and one half tones (see examples in MM59 
~lOUNTAIN GOAT song, N33 POTLATCH song, N12 POTLATCH song, N9 HMIATSA 
song, and N8 POTLATCH son~,' We should never assume , however, that 
they are out of pitch. Careful analysis and measurement by the collec
tor have proven this. These slight raises or lowerings of pitch repre
sent their VARIATION TECHNIQUE. 

An important characteristic of these songs is the use of SYLLABLES 
instead of entire words and texts. Usually the SYLLABLES are referred 
to as meaningless or nonsensical. In the Indian music of the Pacific 
Northwest Coast, one finds text and SYLLABLES interspersed. During my 
research, an interesting and different conclusion was arrived at con
cerning the so-called nonsense SYLLABLES. The generally accepted under
standing is that these syllables have no meaning or connection with the 
song. On the contrary, it was found that the SYLLABLES have a specifiC 
relationship to the song. They represent part of the meaning and con
tent and are meaningful abbreviations of words referred to in the song. 
One finds that even the roost iJrportant part of the song is often given 
over to the SYLLABLES. 

I have already published one study dealing with the so-called 
meaningless syllables in Indian music; in the paper "On the Interpreta
tion of the 'Meaningless Syllables' in the Music of the Pacific North
west Indians" (Ethnanusicology, XX/2, 1976). I reported a breakthrough 
in 1974 dealing with these syllables and their relation to song texts, 
Research into the enigmatic relationship between these syllables in 
Indian song types continues; the syllables are of pararrount importance 
in the song-making process, a fact I have confirmed by recent discus
sions with a Native song-maker . The syllables are of critical iJrpor
tance to the songs, and my recent research on this topic has added 
numerous roore examples, also by many other scholars. (Specific syl
lables are treated with every song.) 

The reason that the ~ in sane songs in this collection is ex
tensively treated is that FORM is a criterion we can measure. We can 
approach FORM aesthetically, because we know what aesthetics demands 
from an art form, namely variety and unity, lawful canplexity, no 
wild chaos but certain rules and regulations . Into the FORM you 
put the content which is a subject not easily defined, It is an.. 
arbitrary, subjective matter. A beautifully designed FORM you cannot 
dispute. It is the basis of craftsmanship, artistry, and self-disci
pline. An artistic culture which adheres to FORM has a higher level of 
standard than an unorganized art expression. It shows that rules, re
gulations, are inherent, if in art, so in other socio-political behav
iors of a people . Therefore, approaching a new culture, foreign to 
our accustaned concepts, and finding such law and order brings new 
respect and judgement to that culture. 



In Indian music, titles do not exist; instead, songs are classified 
by type or specifiC GENRE, such as Hama.t6a., Poti.<Ltch, etc. I tried to 
establish conclusive canposi tional prinCiples as to GENRE, and can now 
establish the basis of their musical theory, the rules and regulations 
fon the nespective GENRES. 

I have found that, for example, all Poti.<Ltch songs and Hama.t6a. 
songs, no matter who canposed them or who sang them, have strict rules 
and canpositional techniques in cannon. Formal analysis in depth showed 
extraordinary canplexities which were, in turn, found in all the songs 
in the same GENRE. Songs fran each GENRE were analysed and I found a 
different format for each of the GENRES studied. In order to be sure 
of the generic fonn, I have examined many canparable songs sung by dif
ferent chiefs. As such, I have found, so far, definite sophisticated 
and crnplicated formulas for the respective GENRES. Discovering these 
principles was especially rewarding when I discovered the myriad origi
nal expressions found wi thin what appears to be a rigid frame\\Qrk. 

When defining intervals, the tenTS "major J minor, perfect J" etc. , 
are not used in this booklet. The reason is that they are measurements 
of our Western Well-tempered scale, and acoustically not pure intervals. 

, :d' ... 
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R!IY'lliM 
---Of all the various enigmas encountered in the study of West Coast 
Indian rrusic, none has caused nure problem than the canplex issue of 
RHY'IllII. Before we may begin to clearly understand the nature of this 
canplicated music, we must come to tenns with this fundamental issue. 

Many musicians attempted, without success, to find a solution to 
this riddle. I consulted with important musicians, conductors, and 
canposers, in an effort to find a solution to this problem, but to no 
avail. None of the methods of writing beats in transcriptions was par
ticularly successful . For a demonstration of this problem, one may 
refer to the film Poti.<Ltch, which shows Barbeau and Macmillan grappling 
without success with this problem. 

In 1961 , in my paper given at Laval University, I suggested that 
melody and the sinultaneous percussive beating of sticks, rattles, etc., 
represented two separate musical events which flow independently in 
parallel courses. If we assess each event separately, we can understand 
its individual nature and then develop a canposite picture of these two 
events' subtle interrelationship. It must be stressed that the rhythm 
of the sung melodic part is in no way subjugated or influenced by the 
rhythmic patterns presented in the beat. 

In my discussions with Indian songmaker-chiefs, we learned many 
interesting details relating to rhythm, including perfonnance practices. 
CHIEF MlmJO MARTIN stressed the independence of the sung melodic ma
terial. He emphasized that the beat must begin before the singing, or 
after the singing, but never, absolutely never, simultaneously with the 
start of the singing. To do so was forbidden. I.bre recently, we have 
had confirmation fnan another songmaker, CHIEF TO.! WILLIE, who talked 
about the underlying importance of the beat patterns which fonn, in 
essence, the skeleton of the song. The beat is the central musical 
aspect of songs and is of primary importance. 

Instead, in this material, I describe intervallic differentiation with 
the words "large" and "small" (e .g., large 6th, small 6th). I find 
that these large and small intervals contract or expand in the variation 
principle of repetitions (See ELECTRCNIC ANALYSIS, further in the INmO
OOcrICN). 

Individual tones in many songs, scales, and musical examples, have 
been electronically measured and recorded in tenns of "Cents", the sys
tem of measuring pitches devised by Alexander John Ellis. The Ellis 
,ystem divides the half tone into 100 units. That means that the dif
ference between, say C and C sharp, is 100 Cents. It is a numerical 
device for "the canparison of vibration ratios" and very ilrportant in 
crnparative musicology. It helps to express the microtonal musical 
pitches. Hornbostel worked with Ellis and used his system. (See 
ELECTRCNIC ANALYSIS, further in the INrnOOOcrIOO). 

Included here is an example of a typical rise of a SUSTAINED TONE 
at different repetitions. Note that the rise is 330 Cents. (This 
occurs in a POTLATCH SCNG, N6, which will be published in a forthcaning 
publication.) See EJ:ECI'IlrnIC ANALYSIS, further in the INTIO:lUcrICN. 

However, to return to my 1961 assessment of the problems of the 
beat, I came to feel, at the time, that the nust efficient way to treat 
the beat might be to approach it, not in tenns of our present western 
musical notation, but rather to try the nudal notation, the traditional 
patterns of poetic scant ion , nndified, as needed to reflect Native 
practices. I discovered that worked very welL I now know, fran much 
nure detailed study, that this is indeed the nust effective way current
ly at our disposal of reflecting the true nature of the beat. I came 
to this theory by following the development and evolution of early 
Western muSic, fnan free neumes to nudal rhythmic notations. Through 
sonographic analysis done by Dr . Liebermann working at Vienna University 
in November 1980, my theory was conclusively shown to be correct, to my 
great pleasure. Tbe SOOAGRAM showed exact beat patterns which cor
respond with anapaest~d dactylus _ '-'''' . 

In West Coast Indian music, we find several specific beat pat
terns. These include: 

Iamb v -
ITDdified Iamb ... . -

Anapaest u v -
ITDdified Anapaest v oJ ' -

Tnochee - oj 
Dactyl _ V V 

ITDdified Dactyl - v 'v 
Spondee - - -

Often only one beat pattern is used in a given song. However, 
there are many examples of canplexes of two and even three beat
patterns, used within the same song. 

As a result of recent study, I now recognize that within the 
6 frame\\Qrk of a specific beat-pattern there is great musical definition. 



The specific number of beats is often logically controlled and regular 
in repetition . Thus, if one of t\\O specific sections of a song is 
canpleted in the first occurrence within the time span established by 
7 modified iambs, this time span and that specific number of iambs 
will remain consistent in subsequent repetitions of the material. 
Specific numbers of beat patterns form a containing frame for the 
(parallel) overlaid sung melodic material. Though the beat patterns 
may be continuous and may be presented without breaks or interruption, 
it is possible to define melodic sections of songs by stating that 
they are canpleted within the time of, for example, 5 modified iambic 
beat patterns. 

In many songs, the interrelationship of the independent melodic 
and rhythmic parts is very sophisticated; this is especially true in 
songs where there is a break or change in the beat-pattern. These 
breaks or changes invariably reflect significant formal changes in 
the melodic material, the syllables or the text. In this way, there 
is an interplay between beat and melody, though it \\Ould be entirely 
wrong to say that there is direct synchronization. Rather, there 
are some carefully \\Orked out relationships between these independent 
entities . (See ANALYSIS, in MUNGO MARrIN, Hama.u.o: SCl'KiS MM73,MM74,MM75) 

At this point, given the regular and carefully defined nature 
of the beat-patterns, it might be suggested that it would be possible 
to add the "accanpanying" beat-patterns to our transcriptions . theo
retically, this is perhaps possible. It is, h~vever, my feeling that 
to do this is both contrary to the concept of Native music, and im
practicable, given the limitations of western rrusical notation. With 
adapted western rrusical notation, we are capable of giving a fairly 
good representation of the microtonal pitches and relative durations 
of melodic notes . Similarly, with the systan of poetic modal meters, 
we are also able to give a very precise portrayal of the beat-patterns 
and beat-structures underlying a given song. The SCNAGRAPH proves 
the rhythmic pattern of the modes. See example in discussion of SCNA-
GRAPH. --

BEATS EXPLAINED BY TQ.I WILLIE 
IH: Tell me really what do you consider in the song that is the most 

important? Is it the beat, the melody, I mean the tune or the 
\\Ords? 

TW: Well, what is most important is the beat. 
IH: The beat is the most important thing. I had that feeling. You 

kn~ I have some songs which the CHIEF BILLY Sa:JII from Alert Bay, 
you kn~ the old gentlanan who wanted to see me at the Po:te.tU:c.h. 
He gave me some tapes and you can hardly hear the songs but the 
beat is so strong, the drumning and so all of a sudden I came to 
the conclusion maybe the beat is the rrost important. 

TW: Yeah, it is important. You kn~ the beat in the song. When we 
make songs according to the beat, different melodies . The melo
dies cane with the beat. Different tunes cane with the beat all 
the time. 

The study of native Indian culture danands and deserves the broad
est scope of research. It is ranarkable to note that in their time such 
great musicologists as E.M.v. Hornbostel and Robert Lach were able to sug
gest paths to foll~. At a certain point in their research, technical 
limitations and lack of material made it tmpossible for than to proceed 
further. I have had the advantage of having done the fieldwork myself 
and acquired over 500 songs . My information and explanations have cane 
directly from the song-rnakers thanselves. Hornbostel had already meas
ured cents, but today we have at our disposal much rrore technical in
stnments. 

I have used six separate stages in my research metbod. They are: 

A.ANALYSIS 
To begin, one rrust assess the standard musical features such as 

melody, rhytlYn, and scale content . With Indian music one must go 
further and also assess the text, the words, characteristic syllables, 
the manner of singing, heat, voice quality, intensity, vibrato tranolo 
and glissando, pitch, scale systans, timbre, compositional techniques, 
and musical systans. 

B. SPOCIAL CHARACI'ERISTICS 
In my 1967 Folkways album booklet, I listed 23 style characteris

tics which I had identified . I expanded this to 25 characteristics in 
the foll~ing 1974 Folkways album booklet. Since then, I have isolated 
four rrore characteristics to bring the total to 29. These new charac
teristics are: 

26 .VARIETIES OF REX::ITATIVE, particularly as found in the Hama.u.a genre. 
have defined five varieties: 

(1)recitative . The presentation of the text or syllables is on 
a single pitch, or tv.o or three pitch fOIllll.lla (as in the 
Chain Patterns in Po:te.tU:c.h songs). In recitative, notes have 
definite pitch and can be embellished. 

(2)parlando recitative. The presentation of the text or, rrore 
frequently, the syllables, is on notes of indeterminate pitch 
but to a defined rhythmic pattern. Note in parlando reci
tative are not subject to characteristic vocal embellishment, 
and the timbre of parlando recitative is unique and clearly 
different from recitative. 

(3)spoken interjections. Strongly accented percussive interjec
tions, always presented on syllables, are used at the end or 
middle of recitative or parlando recitative sections. 

(4)declarnatory speech. Dnphatic speaking set to no fixed rhytlYn 
or pitch but within a fixed arrount of time determined by a 
specific number of beat patterns. 

(5)~. Interludes, prefaces, or codas to songs where a non
rrusical section of the text or COlIIlentary becanes part of the 
performance. 7 

The first, second, and third foms of RECITATIVE are indicated in 
Hama.u.a transcriptions by several diacritical marks included in the 
notation. 

Recitative is indicated by a diagonal slash through the stan of 
the note. 

Parlando Recitative is indicated by notes where the head of the 
note is replaced with an "x". 

I I ~ 
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Spoken Interjections are indicated by an "x" note head and a 
diagonal slash through the note stan. 

f 
" 27. 'IlIREE VARIETIES OF SUSTAINED TONES 

28.CHAIN PATTERNS 

29. CXlRE INI'ERV AlB AND SUFFIX RHYTHHS (AS ANALYSED IN POTLATCH SCl'KiS) 

With the benefit of these four new characteristics and my previous 
researched ones, I have analysed eight major groupings of character
istics: 

1. sixteen Vocal Idioms (such as frequency vibrato , amplitude 
vibrato, sung tones, five different kinds 
of recitative) 

2.eight RhytlYnic Idioms (such as independence of beat and 
melody) 

3. six Performance Techniques (such as extrane significance of 
absolute exactness in performance 
and construction) 

4. twelve Ifelodic .. dioms 
5. three Variation Techniques (such as canpositional idioms, 

microtonal rises) 
6 . seven types of Form 
7. five tentative conclusions about Generic Indicators (for 

example, the variations in Ghost and 
Mourning songs have no rise in pitch) 

8.five Cross-Generic Indicators (such as ritual use of syllables, 
cadence patterns) 

c. VOICE PROXJCTIOO 
Voice Production of the native Indian is noticeably different 

from that of Western man (See SCNAGRAPH, in ELECrnOnC ANALYSIS 
further on). Tones sung in Indian music do not correspond to tones 
in Western European I11Jsic. H~ver, Indian intonation might appear 
to be "out of tune" to those of European tradition, but is certainly 
not so. Indian musical tones have a different placanent of pitch. 
Lieutenant James Burney (1750-1821), the son of the eminent British 
author and I11Jsician, Dr. Charles Burney, and a member of the Noo tka 
Expedition, writes, "Their song was canposed of a variety of strange 
placed notes, all in unison and well in tune." (Halpern,1978) 

Pulsation is an important part of their voice production (see 
section on SCNAGRAPH). And so are many of the 29 characteristics. 

D.<XMPCISITlOOAL !DIal AND TECHNIQUE 
This is a distinct variation principle, not in our sense, but in 

a particular Indian one. After the first verse has been sung, the 
subsequent repetitions sh~ slight or quite marked changes in pitch in 
a persistent upward or downward direction (see section on SOOAGRAPH). 

E. TEXT AND SYlLABLES 
In the Indian music of the Pacific Northwest, one finds text and 

syllables interspersed. These syllables have a specific relationship 
to the song. They represent part of the meaning and content of the 
song. Often they are abbreviations of \\Ords referred to in the song 
or representative of an animal sound . 

In many songs, these descriptive, quasi-naturalistic syllables are 
used to represent and evoke the animal spirit, the Gko: Gko: of the Raven, 
the Ho Ho of the Wolf, or the Na No: of the Gri=ley Bear. In other 
songs, the abstract evocation of the Supernatural pa.ver is verbalized 
in a single sung or spoken expression. The words Gfugwo..to: and Nawo..ta 
are used to represent the Supernatural pa.ver in Hama.u.o: and Mourning 
songs, etc.. The syllable HILi. appears in the Mountain Goat songs to 
represent the Supernatural pa.ver. 

Syllables imitative or descriptive of animal sounds may serve 
as a religious mediator between man and the Supernatural pa.ver. M. 
Schneider explains that "the language of the animal is closer to 
nature and therefore nearer to the gods." (Fodermayr,1971:94ff). In my 
opinion, this, in essence, is the explanation of the Indian totemism. 
Indians do not consider animals as gods, per se, and did not pray to 
than, but regarded than as Supernatural beings whose guidance they 
respected and implored. 

The syllables are of great importance in the song-making process, 
a fact which has been confirmed by recent discussions with KWa~utt 
chief TQ.I WILLIE (s€e INI'ERVIEWS). 

F . ELECTROUC ANALYSES 
The use of electronic equiJXrent plays an important role in my 

research. Specifically, pitch and timbre in many different cootextR 
must be recorded, described, and analysed by electronic devices. Since 
aural transcriptions have previously admitted subjective judganents, 
the modern technological approach to the problan of transcription 



endorses the use of mechanical and electronic equipnent to aid in the 
scholar's search for information. In my studies, the SONAGRAPH has 
been used for the first time in an Ethnanusicological project in 
Canada, and, ITX>re or less, in the U.S . A. 

Music is a very COTl>lex phenanenon, as Franz Fodermayr of Vienna 
University puts it. Pitch, dynamics, and rhytlJn can be produced iden
tically and yet a different aesthetic result can be obtained. Why? 
Because music is a living process; it depends on timbre (klangfarbe) . 
What definition can we use for timbre? It is the "attribute of sensa
tion in terms of which a listener can judge that two steady complex 
tones (sound events) having the same loudness, pitch, and duration are 
dissimilar" (R. Planp). 

Latest research tries to solve the enigrrn. of timbre, or tone 
quality, by experimenting with its measurement and analysis via a 
marvelous new machine, the SONAGRAPH, which produces invaluable 
results. Walter Graf and Franz Fooermayr (Vienna) investigated the 
SONAGRAPH to aid in music research . Sundberg in Stockhan are also 
doing r esearch in sound analysis on the SONAGRAPH. We are indebted 
to t he technological advances in physical acoustics for the develop
ment of the Kay SONAGRAPH 6061 (1959). The SOOAGRAPH analyses a 
sound event, a canplex complete tone, into its particles, and graph
ically designs patterns of the tonal sound (see Halpern,1974). We 
recognize that very specific timbral features can be scientifically 
recorded, described, and analysed. The SOOAGRAPH produces a scientific 
print which can be used to discover the exact nature, and composition 
and performance technique, of timbre i n Indian music. 

ELECTRONIC ANALYSIS 

Work on this project was primarily conducted in three facilities 
at the Uni versi ty of Washington: 

1.Ethnanusicology Archive 
2. Systematic Musicology Laboratory 
3.Phonetics Laboratory (Speech and Hearing Dept.) 

Dr. Fred Lieberman co-ordinated the work, Gary 
Margason supervised much of the analysis, prepared the sarrple tapes, 
and maintained the equipment. Joan Rabinowitz and Meg Glaser, graduate 
students in Ethnanusicology, did ITX>St of the measurements. We are 
paricularly grateful for the generous co-operation of the Department 
of Speech and Hearing Sciences, especially Professors Reich and Tiffany. 

F'IlEXllENCY (i. e., PITCH) MEASURaiENI'S 
Frequencies were measured with the aid of a Peterson stroboscopic 

tuner and a Centle Electric frequency and envelope follower connected 
to a Gould strip chart recorder . 

The Pet'lrson tuner is similar in principle to a Conn Str obotuner. 

The Gentle Electric and Gould equipment simulated the functions of the 
Melograph Model B. The charts are calibrated so that each 1 nrn. square 
represents 20 cents; each 5 nrn. box, t herefore, is a semitone. Thus , 
one can use the equipnent as a rough check on the Peterson tuner. In 
the time danain, one-second markers are found along the top edge of the 
Gould charts. The arrplitude chart, which indicates relative loudness 
(i. e., dynamics), is immediately below, on the bottan segment . 

Using the above-mentioned instruments, we have confirmed the follow-
ing facts: . 

1.There is a definite rise in frequency on each verse repetition; 
this is characteristic of the entire corpus. See the analyses 
found with t he discussions of MM59 MCUNrAIN GOAT SCNG, N33 POT
LATCH SCNG (first and last note of each strophe through five 
repeats), N8 POTLATCH i:l(N; (fjrst note of each strophe through 
four repeats), N12 POTLATCH sma, and N9 HAMATSA sma. The last 
two exarrples are particularly interesting because the specific 
tones studied in each repetition were the SUSTAINED 'ICNES which 
are so central to their canposition. (Note that N33 and N8 were 
measured with a VISI-PITCH llX>del 6087 SonagraphjFrequency analy
zer. ) 

2.There is a frequent use of rapid vibrato in amplitude, frequency 
or both. (This subject area is further discussed in SONAGRAMS, 
to follow.) 

3.There is conscious use of intervals smaller than a semi- tone, 
frequently expressed as several levels or versions of one tone 
in a single phrase. These microtonal adjustments can be readily 
seen in ITX>st of the music transcriptions and their r elated scale 
charts contained in the body of t his booklet . 
The relationship of one microtonal adjustment to another was 
carefully studied in A8 WHAlE SONG. In my research I noticed 
that the interval of a 3rd is sanetimes constricted and s0me
times expanded, not in accordance with our musical norms. 
The AS WHALE SONG is a good song for the analysis of 3rds, as 
they are so prevalent. BILLY ASSU has a tendency to begin the 
note at approximately B flat, and then quickly sweep up 100 
Cents to t he B natural area of pitch. This technique seems to 
be canron throughout this piece. The third interval fran the 
point of release of t his note (B natural area) down to the 
initial B pitch was chosen. 
Another interesting point was t he treatment of the G pitch 
area. Following the leap of a 3rd down to G, t he G is repeated 
or r~hasized two or three times. However, the pitch of the 
G does not remain constant. The following chart indicates this 
as, for exarrple" r-----,+". The general tendency is to get 
higher each time, although sanetimes the pitch dropped. 
It is easy to follow these interval measurements when realizing 
the measurement of Cents between the two pitches which a!TX>UDt 
to the respective 3rd intervals. ( !: ~'"' Ito).'",,;;) ... ! .q~ WH,Atx ~O,'lic ; p .Te" 
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Another new aspect of my research is the study of the nature of 
timbre by the use of the OCNAGRAHI, the widely recognized research tool 
in medicine, criminology, and speech ~herapy;t Qoly recently, it has 
been adapted for use in EthnOOl.lSicology. Beginning with Walter Oraf 
of the University of Vienna, scholars have used the OCNAGRAPH to scien
tifically understand nrusical timbre. Vienna Uni versi ty' s Franz Fooer
mayr has produced one lanctnark study based on one recording of Flathead 
Indian nrusic (fran Merriam's collection) and two songs fran my own 
collection of Nootka and Kwa/Uuti Indian nrusic. The F6dermayr work 
generated well over 200 pages of data and analysis. ·\r,he ,," o " IO ';Y) 

Pitch , of course, is the perceived fundamental frequency of sound. 
However, we actually hear a series of frequencies simultaneously which 
are the Fundamental and its overtones or hamx:mics. The resonant fre
quencies of the oral cavities are called Formants. For example, the 
Frequency Fundamental of 150 Hz. produces overtones or banronics at 
300 Hz. , 450 Hz., 600 Hz., and so on. The Formant frequencies are the 
principle deterrrdnants of VOWEL QUALITY, and they can he manipulated by 
adjusting the positions of tongue, lips and other structures, thereby 
modifying the shape of the vocal cavity. Each of these factors is 
visible or readable on the SCl'IAGRAM. In the SCl'IAGRA!!, we distinguish 
tbe darker overtones with stronger, visible formants . How the singer 
uses and attacks the vowels or the consonants influences the timbre. 
Sane overtones becane missing because of voiced and unvoiced consonants, 
and we can distinguish the differences on the SCl'IAGRAMS. Qo occasion, 
the fundamental frequency is completely overpowered by the 2nd partial. 

L 

M\,- 0il 
'SCI - -----

PUlsation is another significant feature of Indian l1l.lSic and is 
part of timbre. The typical Indian vibrato is PUlsation - the result 
of Amplitude Vibrato (AV) , Frequency Vibrato (FV), and Intensity Vibra
to, and, of course, we have to consider Frequen~ Modulation (FM), and 
Amplitude Modulation (AM) . In STANIEY H\JNI"s II lArsA OCNG (H2), one of 
the major attractions is the beautiful tone colour of the singer, very 
small micro-intervals in a completely melodic context, and the technique 
of PUlsation. 

The SCl'IAGRAlffi were prepared with a Voice Identification Inc . Series 
700 Sound Spectrograph. This unit is similar to the more familiar Kay 
SONAGRAPH, and the resulting graphs have the same co-ordinates. 

The middle range (40-4000 Hz.) is most satisfactory for this 
material, since the original recordings were not made with modern hi-fi 
equipment and hence have little sound over 5000 Hz. in any event. In 
this range a relatively clear picture of the partial and formant struc
tures can he seen, and both 6t (6 em. = ca. 1 second) and Af (2.5 em. 
= ca. 250 Hz.) details are disce rnable. 

Sane examples will daronstrate the kind of information that may he 
gleaned fran these various laboratory aids: 

MUNGO MARrIN MM59 MCUNI'AIN GOAT OCNG 
Concerning the opening notes, the OCNAGRAHI reveals a vocal timbre 

rich in overtones. The first 15 partials all register on the open "a" 
of the opening 1IlLi. . The formant regions at 1. 5 and 2.8 khz. are str ong, 
r einforcing the partials 6 and 11; 6 is the strongest of all the par
tials at this point. The Singer maintains the rich "a" vowel throughout 

-I 
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the body of the first note, closing off on the "i" sound only in the 
final manent; in the second, shorter note, there is less time to develop 
the broadly resonant "a", but the "i" is also proportionately shortened. 

The tone onset shows a quick rise (c.116 ms.) followed by a slower 
rise (c. 1077 ms.) until the "i" begins, then the pitch is rapidly closed 
off by a tightening of the larynx (which also produces the noisy release) 
(c. 116 ms.). 

Example 1 SO'lAGRAI,1 is fran the beginning phrases of MIl159. "The 
vertical bars are the fast, steady clapper. en the first held tone, 
notice that ," according to Dr. Liebenran," there is a very light, fast 
quavering at about 6 Hz., but llI.1ch less pronounced in frequency devia-

, .. - ~.,.,..--' .. 

tion than the quick upward ornament that introduces each oY-the following 
shorter syllables." 

"CaTpare Example 2 SO'lAGRMI (made at the University of Washington 
Speech and Hearing lab.). a held "ah" sung by Mr. Frank Guarrera (Met
ropolitan singer now at the University of Washington School of Music). 
a trained Western operatic baritone; notice that the vibrato is both 
slower (a little rrore than 4 liz) and nruch wider (ca.210 cents) than 
MUNGO MARTIN'S vibrato." Dr. J. Gilbert of the Speech and and Acoustic 
Dept., University of British Cblllllbia, observed that the EDNAGRAM "shows 
the different kinds of training, because both voices are very trained 
voices." 

:.~-~-~~~~~~~~~~~----------------------------------=-I~~:=:::::::::::::::::::::::~~~~~--~----~-----~~~~------~---__ -_-__ ----------------- '--------~--------- ':::--~--
L __ ~~ -r--"---

Example 3 SO'lAGRAM, "fran the second section of MM59, shows the 
clear use frequency glides to give rhythmic articulation to each syl
lable. Also, note how clearly one can perceive the assymetric clapper 
pattern (two full cycles of the pattern are included in this example) 

}H,; 

~ 

- {l" 

MUNGO MARTIN MM73 flAMATSA SCX'lG 
In this EDNAGRAM example of MUNGO MARTIN Singing flamama, several 

interesting phenanena can be observed. 
The syllables of the word flamama are continuously connected. The 

articulation of the drawn-out tone is accanplished by the lip-closure 
on the M (indicated on the EDNAGRMI by a roughly circular lightening 
in the region c .500-900 Hz . , and drop-out of the highest formant in 
the 3000-3500 Hz. region); at the same time there is a quick up-and
down pitch ornament that is repeated with slightly less inflection im
mediately after the tone settles, This characteristic syllable attack 
is extended and amplified on the final Ma.<.. There is a slight pitch 
drop at the ends of the first two syllable groups, flamama and flamama.i.. 
but not on the final one. 

.... 

10 

2 '>0. 

~~~~T~ ; 
and its relation to the vocal line. Though this rhythrnic pattern is 
elusive to ears trained in Western duple and triple metres, the EKJNA
GRAMS daronstrate unequivocally that the so-called 'irregularity' is 
consistent. intended. and precisely controlled. Ii 
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The main vowel sound, transcribed simply as "A", is in fact a 
shifting tinbre hovering between the "A" as in "father" and nOE" as 
in "Goethe". The short grunted "A" is rrore open, closer to 'the "A" 
in "father". 

Since the rhytl1n is beaten by resonant wooden sticks, the sound 
of the sticks is super:iJq:losed on the voice on the EDNAGRAM. The &:NA
GRAPH allows us to place the beats quite precisely in relation to the 
articulation of each syllable, and transcription of the text's precise 
rhythrnic articulation is also possible. The beats appear to have three 
distinct ernic time values, averaging 362. 521 and 580 ms., or roughly 
the proportion 7:10:11. In diagram fonn, the rhythmic beats can be 
shown as follows. The proportion agrees with my earlier assessment of 
the time value as an example of a rhythrnic rrode. 7: 10: 11 roughly equals 
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INTERVIEWS REGARDING: 

SINGING METIlCIJ EXPLAINID BY TCM WILLIE 
IH: TeM WILLIE is going to sing and explain the singing method of 

Indian songs. 
'lW: Well, one man start a song and all those singers cane forward 

after the first one, on the first verse and the second verse. 
IH: And after the third verse he tells ..nat the next verse will be 

again as a solo, alone, and then they are follCM'ing in? 
'lW: Yeah. • 
IH: You see we found that, and we were just wondering if that is only 

in the H0.ma.t6a' ~ or always like that, but is that custan with 
other songs. 

'lW: All these songs; doesn't matter what (IH Category) KASELLA SCNC..s, 
POTLATCH &NiS, II'CMEN'S DANCE &N>S, they're all the same thing. 

IH: Who established, are you taught these rules and regulations, ..no 
teaches you that? 

'lW: My GRANDUNCLE WEBER in Kingcane. My father used to be good on 
the songs, used to be good on the songs, used to make songs, used 
to be a song-maker. 

IH: 

'lW: 
IH: 
'lW: 
IH: 
'lW: 
IH: 
'lW: 
IH: 
'lW: 
IH: 
'lW: 
IH: 
'lW: 
IH: 

'lW: 

IH: 

'lW: 

IH: 

'lW: 
IH: 
'lW: 

And the leader tells them also ..nen they have to go higher and 
lower? 
Yes. 
How does he say that, or does he start Singing it or what? 
Well, he just talk you know ... 
He makes a sign, or what ... 
With a sign sometime ... Indian syllables are beni ... 
Is lower 
lower. 
And what was the word for higher? 
liU. is higher. 
So they make the rrovement with the hand? 
Yes, they rrove the hand. , !*II. 
Higher or lower. fb/'t is l1k6 our conductors doing it. 
Just like that. J. "'" 
We found that that is such a rule, such a straight rule always, 
so I just wanted to have your documentation on it , if we were 
right, you see. That is ..ny I ask you for it. It is interesting 
to find it out. 
That is a difficult thing to find out. Sane people do not find out 
..nat it means . . . 
That is it, you see. Sane people might think, oh, well you just 
sing like that, but that is ..nat we are doing to find out the 
rules and regulations. How long were they teaching you? 
Well, start singing with my old man ever since I was about 
sixteen. I go sit down and listen to the singing. But he noticed 
that I . am going to know how to do the Singing because I never miss 
the beat, even I didn't watch that beat you know, big drum on one 
side, follow the beat of the people ... 
At the cererrony the singers are seperate and the drumners are 
seperate, or are you beating your dn.rn at the same time? 
Yes, same time. 
You are singing and beating the drum. 
Yes. 11 

£'1((0."'1'1& 
Ha. ... .-tu. HH7! 

IH: Just as you are dOing here, beating with a stick. Well, now we 
have it, we have figure it out. 

PI'IUf IEVELS EXPLAINED BY TCM WILLIE 
IH: Chief TCM WILLIE will explain the pitch levels, the high and low, 

how a melody is treated. 
'lW: In Potia.teh songs sometimes the high ... keep on high and did not go 

down; some songs go way down in the second verse, they cane up again 
and do the same thing as they did before, in the first verse and 
after that it goes lower ... 

IH: Still lower ... 
'lW: Still lower, and it canes up again ... sane people didn't go any 

lower, some people always go lower sane songs ... 
IH: Sane songs always go 10IVer and lower ... 
'lW: Yes . 
IH: It is a variety . 
'IW: Yes. 
IH: To make it rrore interesting, the songs. 
'lW: Yes, it makes it interesting, that's what it is. 
IH: To make it interesting, so they go lower. All the tones always 

go lower or some tones always stay the same? 
'lW: Sane tones go higher, some tones lower, then they stop, and get 

higher and higher when stop and sing. Sane songs go lower and 
lower. 

IH: And if a melody starts going lower, go all the tones lower or are 
there some tones which don't rrove, ..nich stay the same, and others 
go lower? Are there some fixed tones? You know what I mean? 

'lW: Yes, you know that Potia.teh song and the Feast song, they always 
go a little bit higher and a little bit lower because the 
change in the beat, in the Potia.teh and Feast song they always go 
higher and they stop and they cane down a little lower, lower. 
Sanetimes they start lower and cane higher on the beat. 

IH: So that is also possible, but the ..nole little melody changes 
~, or are there sane tones ..nich don't go lower, ..nich are 
always the same? 

'lW: There are some tones, don't go lower, don't rrove ... stay the same 
level. 

IH: Sane tones don't go lower, that is interesting. Sane are fixed. 
How do you ... which tones do you choose to stay fixed? 

'IW: I know about for instance, the Ghost songs didn't go lower, 
didn't go hi~ sometimes. That is all I know. These melodies 
stay the same. 

IH: The Ghost songs stay at the same level, they don't rrove. 
'lW: Don't rrove. 

SYLLABlES 
In the Indian music of the Pacific Northwest, one finds text and 

syllables interspersed. These syllables have a specific relationship 
to the song. They represent part of the meaning and content of the 
song. Often they are abbreviations of words referred to in the song 
or representative of an animal sound. 



SYLLABLES, EXPLAINED BY 'reM WILLIE 
IH: How do they cane to make these syllables? They are very 

interesting syllables; how can you remember if they don't 
cane out of any words of the song? 

TW: When you make songs, well Feast Songs or Party Songs, you start 
with wo j.i.. a a - I can make a Party Song - they start out with 
the wo j.i.. a. We find a tune, we start singing the words. 

IH: So you know these syllables and then you start the the tune? 
TW: We start with that wo j.i.. a first and try to find sarething. 

Like a Hama.t.6a song, we start with ha ma mal... And when we 
find good words we put the words in that, you know. That's 
what it rreans, that wo j.i.. a. 

IH: Who taught you this? 
TW: Well, lots of old people sing together, you know. I listen ever 

since I was six years old, I used to listen to those people sing
ing. 

(x}'!Pa3ITICNAL PRACTICES, EXPLAINED BY TCM WILLIE 
IH: Mr. WILLIE is explaining to rre how a song is made . You said 

that first cane the syllables, is that right? 
TW: Yes. The syllables is first always, first in every song. 

Then, when the syllables is finished, you repeat that syllables 
on and on again. And after that, they finish the syllables, 
make the words of the songs. After the words of that song, 
they start making the songs. 

lH: So actually the syllables you make up and you get your inspira
tion fram the syllables, fram nature. Where do you get the 
inspiration (for) the syllables? 

TW: Well, the oldest people know how to make songs. Sane of thBll 
people dreaming about what the songs they want to make are. That 
man know how to sing and make songs. Sanetirres they get it fran 
his dreruning; he r611B11ber his dreaming and when he wake up in the 
next morning he starts singing over again that finished by make 
song up. Sane of thBll make songs out of rain blowing, you know 
blowing. When you hear that blowing you Sing it. When it rains 
so hard in Winter, water drip down fran the roof on the comer 
of the house it's sorething like singing. And when you lay down 
in the boat and when you hear the water dripping in the side of 
the boat. its like singing. 
so hard in winter , water drip down fran the roof on the corner 
of the house it's sorething like singing. And when you lay down 
in the boat and when you hear the water dripping in the side of 
the boat, it's like singing . 

IH: So after you have your words then you make the music, the rrelody 
to it? 

TW: Yes. 
IH: Then the rrelody canbines with the rhythm, the beat, or the beat 

goes independently? 
TW: The beat always goes its own way . If we do a different beat, if 

we lost the words of the song and we do a different beat now. 
lots of songs is a real difficult beat and difficult words, syl
lables of the songs. 

IH : You put great irrportance to the beat. 
TW: Yes, we can put any kind of beat beside this beat because men 

find this beat for these words. We try to put different kinds 
of beat but we can't sing pretty good to that. 

IH: I see, you have the music, you have your song, then you try to 
find a beat that will fit and the beat is the last thing that 
canes in? 

TW: Yes. 

DANCE, EXPLAINED BY OffiISI'INE TWINCE (KwalUuil) 
IH: I have here now Christine Twince. She was a dancer and she was 

telling me that she has danced since she was four years old! 
CT: Right! ... I was taught when I was four years old by my Great

Granny and my Granny to do the dances perfectly. I had to do 
thBll over and over and over again no matter how tired I used to 
get! I really didn't understand why I had to do it over and over 
again, but finally they explained to me because I was quite 
young. They explained to rre why I had to do these dances over 
and over again because you had to be a perfect dancer to be in 
the dances at the PotiLLtc.hu. If there was any mistakes made, 
then it would be very insulting to the person that's making the 
Poillrtc.h, which was my Grandfather. And that's the reason why 
a lot of the dancers that performed at the Poillrtc.hu have to 
be perfect dancers and they have to practice not only dances but 
also songs because they have to go with the beat and then you 
listen to the words of the songs and then sore of the dances you 
have to go by the words of the songs and these are the things 
that my Great-Granny and my Granny taught rre. I treasure it 
because now I don't have than and I can still do the dances. 
remember all the dances; I will never forget the dances! 

IH: What would have happened if you had made a mistake in your dance? 
If I had made a mistake it would be very bad, very bad to my 
Grandfather. He would either have to increase what is already 
to be given away at the Poillrtc.h ... Yes, there's great responsi
bility. The very first dance I did for my Grandfather I never 
knew why they grabbed rre in the longhouse and there was a dance 
and they wrapped rre up in the grey blanket and I was run out the 
door. Then I wasn't allowed to play out or anything for two 
solid months. 
This is before the Poillrtc.h. You have to be very careful; you 
are not to be seen or anything if you are a dancer. During the 
morningS they used to get rre up at 6 0' clock to go to the Hama.t.6a 
which were already in the woods. I used to have to sit amongst 
thBll and I used to cry and everything, wondering, "why am I sit
ting here and nothing to do but sit?" They used to tell me to 
"remember the words of my dancell and "ranember your dance, don I t 
forget it!" I think I was about the youngest one . And then they 

used to wrap rre all up again and take me hane. I wasn't allowed 
to be seen. It's interesting, but it was suffering at the tirre 
also! . 

lH: Yes, yes. How many PotiLLtc.hu did you get through like that? 
CT: Three. I can remember three Poillrtc.hu that happened to rre like 

that and after that there was no PotiLLtc.hu for a long tirre. 
IH: Yes. You were forbidden. But did people keep to that? 
CT: No, they tried not to. They used to hide in places and do their 

PotiLLtc.hu and then whenever they did get caught, our people used 
to go to jail. 
And another thing, too. People today talk about fasting. Our 
people, they fasted years and years ago. When you are gOing to 
be a dancer performing in a PotiLLtc.h you are also fasting . 
wasn't allowed to have candies or anything! 

IH: Is this before every dance or just the special CerBllOnial Dances? 
CT: Just the CerBllOnial Dances, not just any dance. 

REMARKS ON THE RECXlIDINGS 

The songs on these recordings were selected fram a group of over 
500 I collected fram 1947 until the present (1981). I started to col
lect Indian folk music as soon as I entered Canada, in 1939. However, 
it took six years of intensive contact-making before I was successful 
in convincing the Indians that they should sing for rre their old 
authentic songs, known only to the chiefs. 

Chief BILLY ASSU was the first one to understand the irrportance 
of such recordings when I pointed out to him that when he died, the 
songs would also be dead. He then invited rre to stay with him and 
his wife in his house on the Indian reserve in cape Mudge, where I 
recorded on disc 88 songs. 

The National Museum of Canada has had part of the songs catalogued 
for their archives, and a more recent (thus more complete) cataloguiza
tion is in. the Library of Congress, Washington. The number shown after 
each singer's name corresponds to the catalogue number given to each 
song as collected. The interviews and discussions are all on tape and 
can be listened to at place of deposition. 

I n continuation with the former albums, the first, (1967) one 
focussing on solo singing, and the Nootka~ album (1974) focussing on 
group singing, this album anphasizes the genre of KwalUuil music. 

For the sake of authenticity, the words of the informants have 
been kept as close as possible to their way of expressing thBllSel ves 
in their commentaries. 

I talked with Chief BILLY ASSU in 1947, Chief fAUNJO MARTIN in 
1951-52, Chief STANIEY HUNT in 1951, Chief TOI WILLIE in 1977-80, and 
Dancer OffiISI'INE TWINCE in 1978. 

Chief TCM WILLIE wrote down the Indian text and translation in 
English . There might be sore discrepancies in spelling. However, 
the listeners can use their judg611ent or research on the linguistic 
problBll. The reason sane songs are not translated is because they 
are in archaic language. 

The vowel sounds canronly used and referred to as the international 
sYStBll, according to Boas, are anployed in all the songs. 

a as in father 
ias in feet 
uas in rroon 
oas inoh 
eas in f~ll 

Note that the vO\Vels "0" I !I all , and "e" have a slight differentiation 
when ending with, respectively, "i" or tty", according to the wishes of 
the Indian chiefs' translations, and are not inconsistent within the 
translations. For example: 

wei - wey 
jei - jey 
hei - hey 
woi - woy 
hai - hay 

Also note that the "j" in the international SyStBll is pronounced 
"y" in English. 

The transcriptions are comprised of traditional notations and 
sore specialized notation symbols which are explained below: 

1. + or ++ shows degrees of microtonal rise, small and large respect
ively. (Several rises are specified with a number indicating 
exact cents.) 

2. - or -- shows degrees of microtonal drop, small and large respect
ively. (Several drops are specified with a number indicating 
exact cents.) 

3. ",.. or ...... indicate glissando or wavering 

4 . "'\ or , indicate falling through several intervals 

5 . J or .J indicate rising through several intervals 

6. QO indicate heterophonic "playing around" the tone 

7. , indicate cauda--a "hort pause or breathing space 

8. '-7 indicate one tone slurring into the next 

9. .. indicate punctuating accent 

10. + indicate pitch lowering within one tone, downward pulsation 

12 11. t indicate pitch rising wi thin one tone, upward pulsation 



12. t t t t indicate pulsating tones on the same pitch 

13. ill indicate primitive portamento 

Exarrples 10 to 13 are concerned with notating the various forms and 
variants of PULSATlOO . 

Since these recordings and text are also used for instruction at 
the university level, I have provided some detailed analyses of the 
material. I have organized the material in a way that I hope will 
stimulate the general reader and provide him with insight into formal 
anlysis and structural details. 

Note that analyses of the songs vary in expansion and details 
due to space limitations, but are in preparation for my forthcaning 
book. 

BI<XiRAPHIES 

MillUl MARrIN 

MUNJe) MARTIN, whose Indian name was HanagaiaJ..u., was not only one 
of British Columbia's best carvers but also one of its best singers of 
Indian rrrusic. 

His totem poles are world fannus, and one of his masterworks, 
canpleted over sixty years ago, was purchased by Dr. Marius Barbeau 
for the University of British Colwnbia. In 1957, the B.C. Centennial 
Totem Pole, sent to London, England as a gift to her Majesty the Queen, 
and its replica, located in Vancouver in front of the Maritime Museum, 
was designed by MUNJe) MARrIN, "the only qualified chief carver who 
could create a Pole in a single tribal style (Le., KlOalUuti.). The 
Pole confirmed his place as the greatest carver of his generation ." 

The ten crests chosen for the Centennial Pole were deemed repre
sentative of a cross- section of the twenty local tribes on Northern 
Vancouver Island, the KwafU.u..t.t. Their order on the Pole was a matter 
of adapting the figures in a pleasing arrangement and in proper 
proportions to the dimensions of the log and did not represent their 
relative i.rq:lortance. Sane of the crests were: Thunderbird , Raven, 
Whale, LOuble-headed Serpent, and Cedar Man. 

MUNJe) MARrIN was a manber of the KunfU.u..t.t tribe but was frequently 
invited by other tribes to assist them, through his great knowledge, 
in the performance of their own songs. Until the time of his own 
death in 1963 he retained his astounding memory, recalling not only 
his own songs but those of departed relatives. 

Mr. MARrIN was born in 1882 at Fort Rupert, at the northern end 
of Vancouver Island and was a chief there. When he was a baby, his 
nnther wanted him to be a fine artist and singer. She asked the fannus 
carver Ya/zotg£.Mam.i. to enhance his artistic ability. Plucking two 
lashes fran the baby's eyelids, the carver tied them into a paint 
brush, adding porcupine quills ceremonially. Fran then on the young 
child used this brush, developing a special understanding of colour, 
fonn, and line. 

Later, in his early twenties, he studied carving with his step
father, the well-known Charlie James, and with his uncle. (According 
to KwaIUuti. tradition, the uncle has a great ' influence on the education 
of the nephew.) 

He always liked to tell of his l1lJSical training hy his uncle, who 
was a song-maker. " When he was a little boy, his uncle put him into 
the drum. (His nnther told him so.) Four times he was put into the 
drum once a day . Old people knew how. KwafU.u..t.t' s grandfather on his 
nnther's side taught him to sing. Twice each day, a song . He was 
about twenty years of age. Old 'IW Q.1 HIT , song-maker, he also taught 
him how. Hours long he taught him. Three teachers in singing during 
manhood. This was all done in Fort Rupert. " 

As a boy he lived a village life in which traditional art 
played a vigorous part. The KwalUuti. still continued to paint family 
crest symbols on the fronts of their houses, to give Potla.tc.hu, and 
to erect totem poles, giving a carver much work to do. 

As times changed and the traditional life disappeared with the 
introduction of Christianity, the demand for carvings ceased and he 
became a cannercial fisherman. 

The University of British Columbia asked him to restore some of 
the fine but decaying totem poles which had heen brought in fran their 
original coastal sites in 1947 . Later on they were set up in a village 
on university lands in a special ceremony, highlighted by MillUl MARrIN'S 
delivering a speech in his ceremonial costurre. Fran then on he was 
engaged by the provincial government and the Provincial Museum to carve 
new totem poles which now fonn the KIill.IUuti. Indian house in Thunderbird 
Park, a praninent attraction of Victoria, the capital of British Colum
bia. 

D.!ring the years he was in Vancouver, he came weekly, with his 
wife, to the horne of Dr. Halpern, where he sang one hundred and twenty
four songs which she recorded on tape. (Eight of these are included 
in the present album.) 

When reproached by other chiefs for having given away his songs, 
he said, " I was a sick man when starting to sing for her. Now after 
the year's singing I sang myself to health and am well again." 

He was a fun-loving man and had a great sense of hunnr, taking 
great pleasure in going with Dr. Halpern to symphony concerts . His 
critici9JS on our l1lJSic were pertinent. Unconsciously, he showed fine 
discrimination, preferring the best-known conductors. 

After a William Steinberg concert, he said, "He knows bow. He 
good bancrnaster." 

When he died in August, 1963, great ceremonies were held by both 
the B.C. government and his tribe. 

His body lay in state in Thunderbird Park which he had built in 
1953. His casket was carved lavishly by his nephew, HENRY HUNT. 

A Mourning song was played (a tape-recording of his own voice), 
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and the family danced "The Wanan' s Dance" as is custanary at a funeral 
held for a KwalUuti. nobleman. 

His first wish had heen to be buried at his birthplace , Fort Ru
pert, but then he decided on Alert Bay, Government Island, in order to 
be visited oftener by his friends. 

With great panp and ceremony, his casket was put aboard the Royal 
Canadian Navy Destroyer Escort Ottawa to be shioped to Alert Bay. 

The Canada Council paid tribute to him by awarding him posthunnus
ly the Canada Council Medal, given for outstanding achievement in the 
arts, humanities and social sciences of Canada. He was the first 
Indian to receive such a distinction. 

In 1964 a memorial plaque was installed in Thunderbird Park. 
MRS. MillUl MARrIN,(ABAYA), who joined her husband in the singing, 

was a fine songmaker in her own right. Her Indian name was TLAWITSIS, 
but she was known to all as ABAYA (~bther of All). Her father was 
Chief KLAGALGLAUKWA of Turnour Island, and her nnther came fran Tsawati, 
Knight Inlet. 

HilllGO taught her all his songs. "Once she heard them she knew 
them. " She also made some Winter dance and Hama.Ua songs herself. 

MRS. MARrIN died in 1965, one year after her husband. 

CHIEF BILLY ASSU 

Chief BILLY ASSU was born about 1867 and died in 1965, having heen 
decorated by two sovereigns for meritorious service annngst his people, 
after a lifetime of alnnst a century which encanpassed two canpletely 
different ways of life for him and his people, the KwaIzULtt. 

His birthplace was Cape Mudge, on Quadra Island, and he belonged 
to the Eagle clan on his nnther's side and to the Wolf clan on his 
father ' s. The matrilineal system prevailed with his people. 

In his father's time the KIill.IUuti. had carried out raids up and 
down the coast to capture slaves. For the first two decades of his 
own youth, they cont inued their wars and piracies intennittently . As 
white settlements appeared, however, changes came and loggers took over 
fran traders. 

At this POint, many Indians, their culture diSintegrating and their 
numbers decimated by disease, alcohol, and demoralization, became ex
tinct, or merged with the remains of other bands. The proud and warlike 
KIill.fU.u..t.t, however, detennined to fashion a place for themselves and 
planned accordingly. 

Being intelligent as well as aggressive, they knew the value of 
good leadership and looked for one annngst their chieftain ranks who 
could be trained to lead them successfully into the future . 

Their choice fell on the young BILLY ASSU, son of Chief KEM KOLASS, 
poet and song-maker . He was adopted by the old Chief WAMISS, with the 
approval of the other chiefs, and was intensively trained for the role 
he was to undertake. 

He had to maste r the canplex details of all KwafU.u..t.t social and 
cerennnial life and its wealth of titles, crests and prerogatives, and 
the uses of the many cerennnial dances. In addition , he had to learn 
the correct social usages of everything belonging to the old Indian 
ways, as well as working for, and with, the white man in order to learn 
and understand his thoughts. Only when BILLY ASSU had accanplished all 
this , in his early twenties, was he ready to become the chief of the 
KIill.IUuti.. 

He began his new post by enlisting the aid of the Indian agent 
through whan he obtained a government grant to rebuild his village of 
Cape Mudge, which had fallen into disrepair. 

Later he repulsed rum-runners seeking to sell liquor in the vil
lage , had a school built , obtained a teacher for the children, and 
encouraged his men to work at canneries and at logging. His people 
benefited greatly fran these activities and, with his knowledge of 
the white nwm's ways he was able to prevent their exploitation . 

In his early years as a chief he was noted for the Potla.tc.hu 
which he gave . Altogether they numbered several hundred snaIl ones, 
and two very large ones. 

His father gave him, as a baby , a POtla.tc.ll to bestow on him his 
first name, YA-KIN-AK(oJAS, which meant "give a guest a blanket". At 
fourteen, his father gave a bigger one and he was given the name MA
MA-SA-KA-MI, which was interpreted as "giving away lots of things". 

One particular Potla.tc.h, celebrating the building of his Big 
House, was the nnst fannus of all. It involved sixteen tribes, with 
over three thousand people, to whan he acted as host for three weeks. 

His house, three hundred feet long, by one hundred feet wide, 
by fifty feet high, was packed with food and articles to be given away, 
including many gold and silver bracelets and six thousand blankets. 

As time went on and Christianity and government control entered 
the picture, he perceived that a price had to be paid for a transition 
to the new life. 

He resolutely destroyed all the old Potla.teh houses, and col
lected a scow load of totem poles, prized possessions, regalia, rat
tles, masks, etc., which he sent to the National Museum in Ottawa. 

He gave in to the white man's way whenever he felt he had to, 
but kept up his nnral strength and beliefs. 

BILLY ASSU continued to work with the Indian agents, striving 
always to better the lot of his people. He succeeded so well that he 
was twice decorated by royalty -- in 1937 by George VI, and in 1953 by 
Queen Elizabeth, "for meritorious service". He was a great chief, 
with strength , authority, finnness, and considered judgement -- surely 
one of the finest the coast has ever had. 

Dr. Halpern relates, "He told me that he held on to his cerenn
nial costume even when threatened with prison, and he was nnst unhappy 
that the POtla.tc.l,U were forbidden. In his wisdan he said, "There 
would not be any hann to let them continue. Gradually they would die 
anyway" . And he was right. Potla.tc.hu were still given on a snaller 
scale, even when forbidden. II 

She adds, "When I was in Cape Mudge in 1947, he predicted that 
he was quite sure that the government would revoke the law and again 
allow Potla.tc.hu." (The law was repealed in 1952.) 



Dr. Halpern saw him as a man of great hurrour, with sparkling eyes, 
and always quick to understand a joke or make one. She says, "A very 
distinctive attribute was his great sensitivity and unusual pride and 
poise. I sensed these qualities during my stay in his house at the 
reserve and when I reacted to them I was always rewarded by a great 
winning snile and laughter." 

It is interesting to have an opinion of BIILY ASSU fran an expo
nent fran the Noo.tka tribe, GEalGE CLUTESI. "BIILY ASSU was a big 
king, not a chief; what tore down his prestige am::mg all Indians was 
that the white people considered him a chief. The king was Halwteht. 
The chief was Chamaflda. He was a king." 

In 1979, the son of BIILY ASSU, Chief HARRY ASSU, gave a memorial 
Potlateh to honour his great father, to which Dr . Halpern was invited. 
Dr. Halpern was the house guest of the current chief, just as she had 
been with his father, Chief BIILY ASSU. 

The grandson of BIILY ASSU, DON ASSU, president of the band, 
wrote a letter in appreciation for having preserved the songs of his 
grandfather, which now mean so much to them . 

TCM WIILIE 

TCM WIILIE was born in 1911. His father, WIILIE JOHNSOO (c.l84O-
1917) was a chief of the Blunden Harbour Naxwax..to x people. His Indian 
name was HEWAKHALIS . (TCM WIILIE has his father's name hOW.) TCM 
WIILIE's rrother, MARGAREr (MAGGIE), was the daughter of a Naxwax..tox 
chief, BIIL KCMKSALA. Her grandfather was Vlak"Xlzemoiu<Ja, and sane 
of her uncles were DICK and TIMOI'llY WEBBER of Kingcome Inlet. 

In 1915, TCM WIILIE was given the name CHAKCHAKWALIS during a 
Po.tla.teh given by his father. At six years of age, his father died 
so his rrother and he rroved to Hope Island where they lived with her 
uncles, KING TCM and JIM HEAD. In 1918, his rrother married GEXlRGE 
WIILIAI,IS of Hopetown "in Indian way at Charle's Creek Cannery (for
merly Kingcome Packers)." GEXlRGE WIILIAMS' brothers, Tal and FRill, 
were chiefs in Hopetown (~e/lOx people). Thereafter, he had a 
number of half-brothers and half-sisters: JANE (1919-), MOSES 
(1920-), ALEC (1921-24), ALICE (1922-23), LILY, ANNIE (1925-), and 
GEalGIE (1930-). 

During TCM WILLIE's teen years he attended school in Alert Bay 
and worked as a trapper, fisherman, hunter, and logger. At 19 years 
of age he married LCUISE, a granddaughter of JIM WALKUS, who died 
sane time later. She had given him songs, a name, and feast dishes 
(Wolf, S.i..6-i.u-t(., Beaver and Whale) during a Potlatch. He then married 
OOROI'llY WAMISS in 1950 and had seven children (LIILY, MARENDA, TARAR
RIA, MARGAREr, JIMMY, ALFRID, and CAlDWEIL) . OOROTIIY WAMISS is the 
granddaughter of Chief Tal WAI.lISS, a Kingcome resident, and 
mentor of chief BIILY ASSU . 

Mr. WIILIE has worked at a multitude of jobs throughout B.C . and 
has travelled to England. Lately he bas been singing, making songs, 
and teaching the art of carving. Singing has been an important part 
of Mr. WIILIE's family. One of the uncles of his father was TCM ~rnIT, 
the great singer and mentor of MUNGO MARrIN, who is also related to 
TCM WIILIE. His father's brother, TCM JOHNSON (d.1917) was also a 
farrous songma.ker and singer. GEXlRGE WALKER, the brother of ED WAlKER, 
was one of the many Singing teachers that Mr. WIILIE studied under. 
Before he learned to Sing he accanpanied singing on the drums. 

The HUNT family is related to EMILY BAKER. TCM HUNT is a nephew 
of EMILY BAKER . EMILY BAKER is a cousin of Tal WIILIE. EMILY BAKER's 
father was ALEC NELSOO, TCM WIILIE's uncle. 

STANIEY HUNT 

(Tal WIILIE has made some corrections to the biography of STANIEY 
HUNT published in Ida Halpern's first Folkways album, FE4523 Indian 
Music of the Pacific Northwest.) ---

STANIEY HUNT was born in 1894 or 1895 and died in 1953 in Alert 
Bay. He was a song-maker in the Fort Rupert Kwa/U,dl tribe. His 
father was the farrous GEDRGE HUNT, who is well known for the work he 
did in collaboration with Franz Boas and Edward Curtis. GEDRGE HUNT's 
rrother was MARY EBBETS HUNT (1823-1919), a TOflgM6 TL<.flg.i..t princess, 
and his father was ROBERT HUNT , a Hudson's Bay Factor assigned to 
Fort Rupert. He married a Kwo./Uuil \\all3.1l whose Indian name was 
TSUKWAN1. SARAR SMITH, "ABAYA", (TLAKWAKILAYOKWAJ. the wife of MUNGO 
MARrIN, was first married to DAVID HUNT, the older brother of STANIEY 
HUNT, before he died. 

STANIEY HUNT was a farrous fisherman and hunter as well as being 
highly conversant about his Kwa/Uull heritage. He is also well known 
as the "star", MUVANA, in Curtis' farrous film In the Land of the Head
Hunters . 

CHRISTINE TWINCE (born 1928) 

Fran an interview with Mrs. CHRISTINE TWINCE, a Kwa/Uull dancer 
rigorously trained as a child, we know that the penalty for a perfor
mance mistake was very severe. If such a mistake occurred in a Po.tla.tch 
performance, the chief giving the Po.tla.teh would be required to give 
another Potlatch to correct the error, or double the arrount of gifts 
he was giving away. This extreme attention to the correctness of a 
performance is, alone, an excellent indication of the degree of 
training received by all dancers and singers, and the degree of ac
curacy required in performance. The need for a canpletely accurate 
performance was a ritualized facet of the musical culture. As such, 
the accuracy of the strictly transmitted but non-written tradition 
is considerable! She is also a carver in her own right. 

Ms. TWINCE was four years old when she started to be taught by 
ED IYJlCWIDCK, who was her grandfather. Her great granctrother, WATHIS 
RACHEL HAMJIDI, gave her rigid instruction. 

JAMES SEWID 

JAMES SEWID (1910-) is an Alert Bay chief and the grandson of 14 

Chief AUL SEWID. A twentieth-century Kwo./Uull chieftain, he was 
caught in conflict as the traditional Kt<Xl/Uull culture gave way to 
the demands of an expanding Western society in British CoIll!lbia. Born 
into a rapidly disintegrating Indian culture, SEWID as a young child 
received unusually intensive training and special treatment fran his 
elders because he was heir to many "names", which he early learned 
carried great responsibility with them. In spite of poverty, illi
teracy, family breakdown, and social conflict, he emerged as a leader 
of the progressive Indians of the Kt<Xl/Uull reserve in Alert Bay, be
caning their first elected chief when the traditional system of here
ditary chiefs was replaced. He now lives in Campbell River, actively 
engaged in the fishing industry. 

SIDE ONE 

Totems are a cultural manifestation and a symbolic art-form 
characteristic of the tribes of the Northwest Coast in British Colum
bia and Southern Alaska. They are symbols of the social standing and 
achievement of the Indian nobility, demonstrating their power and 
affluence. They tell the story of personal accanplishment and his
toric ",vents, and are canparable to the coats-of-arms in European 
civilization. The totem is the ancestral tree with figures and Em
blems of dozens of clans. Each figure had its own song. The Indians 
did not worship the totems. They regarded them mainly as an historic 
r€fll€!li)rance, a status symbol. Each new crest added to the family 
tradition required a new song. Whenever a chief acquired a new dis
tinction through war or marriage, it was recorded on his totem pole 
and In new songs. The Indians adopted various birds and animals which 
like their family crests, were sacred. ' 

Often their was canpetition between owners of crests . A person 
belonging· to the phratry of any crest could go to any other village 
and be entitled to the protection of those of the same crest. 

The Indians ascribed to the totem emblems the power of manifes
tation in either human or animal form. Because of this versatility, 
the emblems were accepted not as gods, but creatures with magical 
powers who could ccmnunicate with both the spirit and human worlds. 
Thus, we find on some poles a human face embodied in the figure of 
an animal or bird. 

The rrost significant totems of the west coast are the Wolf, the 
Raven, the Grizzly Bear, the Eagle and the Whale, and all these crests, 
once possessed by a family, become hereditary. They might be acquired 
through marriage, by conquest, or as a payment of debt. Kwak-i.u-tf. totem 
poles, carved out of the great cedar trees of British Columbia's rain 
coast forests, express in highest dramatic form and with extraordinary 
skill the mythological figures they represent. 

Side 1, Song 1 
MM52 \\QLF CYCLE, sung by MUNGO MARrIN 
(The Cycle consists of three songs: 52A, 52B, and 52C). 

The wolf, Ai.ul1em. (Lord of the land, symbol of cunning and wisdan) , 
was noted by the Kt<Xl/Uull as first in rank of the animals. In myth, 
he was the first to initiate young humans into the Winter Dance cere
rronial. 

The graphic and sculpted image of the wolf's head is long, usually 
slanted backward. The ears are narrow, either erect or flattened. 
Upper or lower teeth, or sanetimes both rows, are shown, with two or 
four fangs as a rule. There may be a long tail. 

The wolf belongs particularly to the Kwa/Uuil mythology. Wolves 
are described in myth as the first of the Animal Kingdan, and as the 
first to have the Winter Cererronial . 

The wolf ritual is very important because the wolf is the guardian 
of the Animal Kingdan. It is up to the wolf to allow a human being to 
partiCipate in any animal ceremonies. The number "4" is important in 
all wolf dances; for example, it takes four songs to call the wolves 
together. 

The wolf crest is identified with hunters . According to the In
dians, the souls of the hunters go to different places. The land 
hunters' souls go to the home of the wolf, the sea hunters' souls go 
to the home of the Killer Whale (O~ca). The wolf represents the 
geniUS on land, just as the Killer Whale represents the lordship of 
the sea. He is always acknowledged as an ancestor who gives his des
cendants many supernatural powers and during the winter initiates new 
dancers into the dance. 

MUNGO MARrIN: 
" Kt<XlIilUil; three different songs joined together (labelled MM52A, 
MM52B, and MM52C on this record). 
Big wolf has lots of songs. 
Big wolf caning out of the woods in the daytime . 
He does not point his finger whole day. 
Kingcome, Qu,i.cha, and Kt<Xl/Uull . 
He stands the whole day until the sun comes out. 
Big wolf -- WalMacltaakmu. 
Klu kt<Xl1a -- small wolf song. 
Long, long ago he had 100 drums and now only 
OM HIT first brother was a small boy when he first turned the house 

around the sun. 
Nobody knows what JJ. HJ. means." 
(MUNGO MARrIN gave me this information in 1951. However, in 1971, 
Mr. JOHN JACOBSON, the well-known Noo~ka carver, informed that when 
the singer is singing during the wolf ritual, the supernatural spirit 
of the wolf is within him. With the sound "JJ. HJ." at the end of a 
musical section,the spirit flies out, and the inspiration or power 
to sing leaves the singer. ) 



'reM WILLIE: 
IH: Did the old Indians ever kill wolves, and what is the relationship 

between them and the wolves? 
'IW: Old people didn't kill wolves, because sane old people got their 

supernatural power, walk into a whole bunch of wolves, and he knew 
that the wolf is like a human, talk to each other and close to the 
ground. Most of the time the wolves save people, all different 
places. He never attacked. Well, he might play with sanelxxiy. 
My great great grandfather close by Smith's Inlet, he's got only 
one little axe to go after sane cedar bark. That old wolf came 
close together ... over a hundred wolves. That one wolf before was 
screaming and the wolves cane and get after that old man. The old 
man runs through it, makes four times. 

IH: He runs four times through all the wolves? 
'IW: Nothing happens, the wolf is stopped, four times; that gives my 

great great grandfather power . 
IH: You were telling once how one wolf saved the life of your step

father, GEORGE WILLIAMS. 
'IW: He went to the place maybe two miles fran the village. He built a 

canoe fran a log, 35 feet long. The log rolled onto my stepfather. 
My stepfather was stuck under the log. Just before dark, the wolf 
cane lift the log up and pulled my stepfather out. My stepfather 
got power. He became a medicine man and saved lots of people. 
He's got a rattle, a regular rattle. 
These days, we are paid a bounty, five dollars, for every wolf. 
Government wanted them to be killed. My friend shoot, and the 
wolf turned around four times before he fell down. My stepfather 
told me about it before. And then I saw it myself. 
The wolves cane fran Hope Town. The wolves went under the water 
during the flood. Hope Town had a high mountain, Mt. Stevens -
Kw<U.. The wolf knew that the flood would cane and put all spruce 
(tree) pitch together so the water could not get into the house. 
The wolf gave the power to all people. When they get hurt, he 
gave it to the medicine man. 

BILLY ASSU: 
"We. W<U klLi. was known all over the country. He predicted a flood and 
made a rope. He wanted to survive and made provisions, a boat, to sur
vive. (he boat, 6000 years ago. The ones tied to his boat survived. 
Sane drifted away but still speak the language. 
Wolf recognized people. 
We. wai klLi. had many wives in order to get the crests and songs . He 
gave great Potia.tehe.6 and divorced the wanen." 
(he of the main characteristics of the Potia.teh was, "to climb to the 
top and better themselves. Very ambitious." 

ANALYSIS 
MM52 is an extended cycle of three Wolf songs, 52A, 52B, and 52C. 

The basic formal organization of these three songs is as follows: 

52A 52B 52C 
A A A 

B A B 
B C 

A D 
A A 
Bl A B 

B C 
A D 
A A 
Bl A B 

Bl C 
A 
A A 
Bl A 

B1 
A 
A A 

Al 

crnMEm'ARY 
In 52A there are only two basic sections, A and B. These sections 

are in turn comprised of a set of smaller related motives. The A section 
of 52A begins with an introductory pair of syllables followed by the 
triadic A phrase proper and a repeat of the syllables: 

EXAMPLE 1 

t t 

3 J # fJjl1~J 
yi hi 

The B section is more extended and consists of three actual fragments, 
a, a two-note chain, b, a three-note chain, and c, a cadence figure. 
These motives are subject to characteristic extension and variation and 
are presented in the order aabaababc in the first verse: 
EXAMPLE 2 

15 

J J J 

3 J II 

In the second verse , the A section is slightly modified and presented 
twice. The B section is also altered and is extended to becane aab 
aabababac . In the subsequent two verses (verses 3 and 4) only minor 
alterations which do not affect form are present. (he alteration which 
appears to have formal significance, however; the omission of the B flat 
from the closing pattern of the A section in the final verse: 

EXAMPLE 3 

& J J J lJ ~ ~ ~ J J J r ____ 1'-..- iii 
:~ 

'-- 'IIt.~st'l , 
J J J 1] J 1 j J J J Ie ... t ven' 

~ ---- '-" 

52B is sanewhat less complex than 52A though it too is composed 
of two sections, A and B, which contain smaller common motives. 52B 
begins with two repetitions of phrase A: 
EXAMPLE 4 

The B section of 52B is much shorter than 52A. It consists of a new 
phrase and an altered version of the first A phrase combined to form 
a new melodic line: 
EXA"lPLE 5 

4> #J J R J J &J J 'i (;?.Ji;J J #J'l #3. i 
In the second verse of 52B the material is presented exactly as in the 
first verse . In the final two verses (verses 3 and 4) there is sane 
significant alteration . The final phrase of the B section is truncated 
to make a more emphatic cadential effect and to omit the musical mater
ial of the A phrase. 
EXAMPLE 6 

In the coda-like conclusion, one repetition of the A phrase leads to a 
cadential fragment joined to syllables. 
EXAMPLE 7 

J r r 

52C also has a greater number of sections . It begins with an 
initial A phrase which forms an introduction to the whole song. 
EXAMPLE 8 

This is follrnved by section B which consists of four three-note chain 
patterns. 
EXAMPLE 9 



, 
I 

:1 

I 
I 

t I 

, Of 

J#J#J#Jj 
Section C is very short; a simple but clearly recognizable cadence 
formula which assumes greater and greater importance in the following 
verses in the song. 
EXAMPlE 10 

The next section, D, is very definitely related to the B section; it 
uses the same three-note chain patterns. However, in section D the 
chain patterns are employed in a significantly different way and 
are connected with extension zoncc. Note the extensive use of triads. 
EXAMPlE 11 

,--.1---, . , .--. 

, J n J J j ('j~nTnJ : J n J J j 1 J J J J J 1 J 
In the second verse of this gradually diminishing song the A section is 
anitted and the B,C, and D sections are repeated exactly. In the last 
verse, only the B and C sections are repeated, though the C section is 
fused to the final cadence syllables. 
EXAMPlE 12 

J r r 

Multiple mask showing Ihe heads or Ihe mylhical 
"cannibal" birds: Rayen, Crooked Beak, and Hagok. 

Like the flama.:t6a songs (and unlike the social and social/cererronial 
song genres) these Wolf songs have srrall ranges and srrall scales. The 
scale of 52A is pentatonic and the range of the song is a large 6th. 52B 
uses a four-note scale (without any semitones) and has a range of a 5th. 
52C also uses a four-note scale (without sanitones) but has a range of 
a 7th. In all the scale fonns it can be noticed the upper interval is a 
2nd which introduces a leap of a 3rd. In these songs there is a stereo
typical use of scale notes; t he highest note is a "decorative" pitch 
always approached fran below. The 1:\\0 middle pitches are "foundation" 
pitches which form the melodic core of the songs . The lowest note (or, 
in the case of 52A, the two lowest notes) are used as "terminal" pitches 
in the chain patterns and as the lower note in the ascending two-note 
cadence patterns. (Whether this assigning of function to specific 
scale notes is typical in all song types would warrant further assess
ment . ) 

Clearly these songs derronstrate the sophisticated formal use of 
. rather limited resources. The inter-relationship between motives and 
melodic cells is extremely high and yet formal sections are always 
recognizable and well-defined. The characteristically complex use of 
chain patterns is also interesting in these songs . Unlike the 
relatively straight-forward use of chain patterns in the Pottateh genre 
the use of chain patterns in these Wolf songs is much freer and more 
carplicated. The use of ascending melodic cadence patterns remains 
in keeping with similar melodic cadence patterns found in the flama.:t6a 
songs, and especially in the Potlateh songs . 16 

SCALES 

f1
HS:zn' 

9·S 

0. s 

j 

j 

Numbers on top of notes indicate microtonal measurements of the actual 
pitches of the songs. Concerning t he electronic instruments used for 
these measurements, see ElECI'RONIC ANALYSIS in the INI'RC!)DCrICN.) 

BEATS vvIJ 

RAOOES 

52A - large 6th 
52B - 5th 
52C - 7th 

TEXTS AND TRANSLATIONS OF MM52 WOLF CYClE, sung by MUNGO MARrIN 

~~152A WOLF SONG, sung by MUNGO MARrIN 

Ita ha Wk. w.u. Wk w.u. u 
w.u. .tun :t6ayaabitloa W« 

n-ika yutta namuk am 
gia.(. giu.6 .towa on-ikwu6 .towa 
loan :t6ayaabwa 

:t6 an .ta a.6 dak ,ttl 

ho Ito yi yi } 
ha Ita h<- h<- yo 00 

ho Ito 'Ii h<-

ha Ita Wk w-U. Wk w.u. u 
w.u. .tUI1 :t6ayaabwa w« 
n-ika yutta l1amuk am 
g<-a.t giu.6 .towa o,ukwu6 .towa 
MI1 :t6ayaabwa 

:t6 y kuma ya wi.kwaJ..iWoo ho hoo 
Ito ho yi h<- } 
ha ha yi ha yo 00 

ho ho yi h<-

I·,a ha Wk w.u. Wk w.u. a 
w.u. .tun :t6 ayaabwa Ulo. 

n-iko. yutia l1amuk am 
gia.(. g-iu.6 .towa on-ikwu6 .tolMa 
-6an :t6ayaabwa 

g.ta g.tug wi. damu.t da.6 
ka mk'<ll yak dak woo 
ho ItO yi {u } 
Ita ha yi Ita yo 00 

ho ho yi h<-

ha Ita Wk w.u. Wk w.u. u 
w.u. .tal1 :t6a!faabwa wa 
n-ika yutta l1amuk am 
gia.(. g-iu.6 .towa on-iklA!JA .tolMa 
-60.11 :t6ayaabwa 

Ita -60 ho hoo-6k<-mok hoo 
Ito ho 'Ii h<- } 
ha ha Yo(. ha yo 00 

ho ho yi h<-

Higher, higher 
that my younger brother 
he had said only one 
first one \\110 was to come up 

Syllables 

Supernatural fran across 
fran the other side 
Syllables 

We copy the animal character 
we find little bit of the 
Supernatural IlC'ver 
Syllables 

We follow him to flook-6-imok 
(Indian village) 
Syllables 

MM52B WOLF SONG, sung by MUNGO MARrIN 

yi h<-
hu gil1 .ta yu Wk madama 
.tall. gial1 .ta yu Wk madama 
ha ha ma mull. w«l1k 
hey .tu mutial1 gWa.6 ya.ta 
ga .ta ha gil1 .ta ya .t.t<-k 

madama 
hu gil1 .ta yu .t.t<-k madama 
ha ha ma mull. wank 
h<-.ta mutial1 gWa.6 ya.ta 
ga .ta hu gin .ta ya .t.t<-k 
madama 

hy ka gil dull. My hama 
.tall. gial1 .ta ya .t.t<-k madama 
yi lvi. 
'Ii h<-

At that time there was a 
Supernatural power 
four years 
myself I am caning 
Supernatural power 

You are everywhere 
Supernatural power 
you are everywhere 
myself four years it took 
me to come over 
allover the world 

long Wolf 
you are everywher e 
Syllables 



MM52C WOLF SOOG, sung by MUNGO MARrIN HI'\Sl.A : W.\f" S."". SVVI, ~~ M,""10 M._ti .. 
y<- fU. 
y<- fU. 

rna 4<- .u tiamk nd: lamk a 
.u nill yu..6 ti roo. wa 
na.ea na kM<- kar.oo.cUliktLto 
kar.oo.cUliktLta 

a mak roo. to. .tLi. to. tLtay 
a mak roo. la .tLi. to. tLtay 
dA. nd: lamk a 

Syllables 

What is showing over there 
in another world 
(word the name Kingcane) 

call the people 

1 1 
1 1 .. J fa it; J J 'I' f J • E 

~ b_ 0-

[J J J J J 1) J iJ J 1) 1 i ~ I J ; J J JJ 1;) I 
b 0. hy ntLtk yu ti roo. wa 

na to. .uka kar.oo.cUliktLto 
kar.oo.dA.UktLta 

what is showing over there 
across the wor ld 

• 1) f) J j f) I I !, JFl J . ~. 

qroo.y to. M R.tLtR. hey la ley 
qroo.y to. 4a R.tLtR. hey to. ley 
dA. .u t.f.wnk nd: lamk a 
hay I'ltLtk yu..6 ti roo. wa 
ntLta .u kM kar.oo.cUliktLto 
kar.oo.cUlika.ta 

give a feast 

what is looking fran out of there 
in another world 

Syllables 

ltiJl 61b: 't«.I~ Son} • .Jw., ~ 11.",,_ M .. ~·t;", 
:1 

tt~~$f~d4JLi4JJjlJ4~J-~{~ -

Side 1, Song 2 
A7 RAVEN SOOG, sung by BILLY ASSU 

The Raven is a cultural hero, the subject of numerous legends 
which describe his supernatural powers and inventions in the world's 
early days. He liberated the daylight, invented fresh water and rivers, 
brought salmon to his people, controlled the tide , gave fire to the 
world, and even supplied hurrour with pranks and tricks. He played the 
major role as the creator and teacher of mankind, and could assume 
human fonn. In Kingcane, the Raven Gwaw.<:ne took human fonn and called 
himself Lawagili (Rescuer). 

On the totem pole he can be distinguished by eyes with white in 
the centre, wings optional, and a long , straight beak in contrast to 
the heavy, down-turned beak of the Eagle. 

The Raven Cycle in the Pacific Northwest begins with the Raven's 
birth, either as the child of a faithless \\aIl3ll or as the unwanted 
nephew of a jealous uncle. The uncle is often identified as a powerful 
supernatural being controlling earth, sky and oceans. He ccmnanded 
that the Raven should becane the culture hero bringing benefits to man. 
The Raven fought a contest of power in which he had to prove himself 
worthy of the task. In this way he acquired the supernatural power. 

Numerous stories tell about the deeds of the Raven. They are not 
confined to the Pacific Northwest Coast but also appear in the mythcr 
logies of other cultures. See my 1967 booklet . 

BILLY ASSU: 
"When they gi ve a big PotR.cLtch they beat the rhythm on the drum. 
50 people." 

ANALYSIS 
~basic introductory material) 

fitA' 3 Vther 

I dOd gttSt tt-._ '- ...... 

MMl:1c VJo\t~, ~""'~ 10,:1 1-\ .... ,. I'\..,:t;n 

~ .--1) ~iJlViP4J i j t o ~-=3 

~ '-'~;-frn ·.f44Jjj!i£--:$; t:7 -

4 ~ . JJ) . ) -f1"l,~£Jd4;!l:m=j .:~j~ -=-2 J": ) 

~ t J j ):f~zaru==tP-~~]? 1=.t~ ) 
4 t; ~ j: .-..p~" ~~=P.i~-.i :··l}~~~-~~ JfJ 

g j ~.I) ) ~~-n '~~, .f tJ ~ ".j); If j llJ 1 
I 

4 J~,rJ ) ,i~0jJ j~f~ -···;)-4JiJ J j) ),fJ ~ j: JV 
:~ ~ - - ._-

a3 (variation of 'a', ending with a1 cadence) 
a4 (variation with cadential melodic leap downward , then upward, 

a 4th) 
B : b (with variation of 'a' introductory material) 

b1 (variation of 'b' material) 
A : (same) 
B1: (same as B, minus bl ending) 

Note: a l , a2 , a3 and a4 are based on the basic introductory material in 
'a', plus cadential fonnulae, melodic leaps of a 4th upward andl 
or downward. 
In the two verses of the Raven Song , the 2nd verse does not 
contain 'b11 . 
Snall rhythmiC anomalies between variations and verses are 
usually due to textual differences. 

()-IS 
Q .. 

'2 

A-IS G-Jo 

i 't.; ... #e) '"", i '........ 0 

RANGE 
--One octave with only an occasional jump into the second octave: 
once in A and twice in BIB! 

BEATS 
--Shor t beats, never change, with texts and syllables . 

TEXT AND TRANSlATIOO A7 RAVEN SOOG, sung by BILLY ASSU 

a l (ending with a melodic leap downward a 4th) 
a2 (3 variations of al ) 

hay g<- wa ya am :t.e.a.y The Raven goes straight 
1 7 dR.an t£.a hay M 4a kwat£..a Uillwo..l.a. and go eat 



kcu. rJ.,U, 
ha me.y tlak hUl.> 
g~na Z"- ~a ya .it< 
ga U Mk na .it< ha me.y 
U 9"- gka gka ge.y g,,- ha me.y 
gka gka gka y,,- ha me.y 

he.y gili hay Mk watia. 
dian tla hayoak wak watia. 
g"-kame.krJ.,U, 
ha me.y tlah hUl.> 
g~na z,,- oa ya .it< 
ga U oak na .it< ha me.y 
ye. gka gka gka a y,,
ye.y ha me.1j 

the big man who always give Potlatch 
what you are going to eat 
the Raven the man who goes bit who 
owns around the world this Raven 
world 

The Raven goes straight to 
the eat another chief 
chief eat 
Raven big 
the man who owned the Raven 
in the world 

MUSIC TRANSCRIPrICNS 
Two different transcriptions of A7 RAVEN SONG have been included: 

Transcription 1 dating fran 1949, and Transcription 2 prepared in 1978. 
The 1949 version reflects the traditional rrusical fonnat using bar 
lines, time Signatures, etc .. The 1978 version illustrates a contem
porary fonnat which is essentially a graphic representation of the 
fom of the song. For exarrple, the': announcin~ phrase, a, and the 
subsequent answering phrases, a1,a2,a3, and a can be clearly seen. 
Both versions clearly show the development of Ethnomusicological 
methods of notating an ethnic music that rrore accurately reflect the 
intent of the perfonnance while simultaneously avoiding the biases 
inherent in traditional Western music. 
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Side 1, Song 3 
'IWl9 IIAGOIC (IIUIC IIUIC) s:Ni, sung by TO.I WIU,IE 

The roost difficult of the IC,miUull rrasked dances are those in which 
the performers wear rrasks representing the great cannibal birds of myth
ology. lIagok (lluk lIukj, one of Ba.kbaIuOCl.trutuk.6.time's supernatural 
attendants, is identified by his immensely long, straight beak which 
he uses to crush men's skulls so that he may eat their brains. Bakbak
coo.ea., a supernatural being, otuk.6.time, fran the north (L e., the end of 
the \\Orld) , was manifest as Gwagwagcoo.eaotuk.6.i.wae, a supernatural Raven, 
associated with the lIama.t6a. (Note that Gwakgwak is a tenn for Raven, 
and also the syllables used in the Raven song, wbile coo.ea means super
natural power.) "Bac.h baqua1.a is the spiritual power of the lIama.t6a. 
This power, a mytbological being, transfonns into the lIama.t6a." (Halpern, 
1967:30) The lIagok (lluk lIukj mask is \\Orn on the back of the bead so 
that the beak points diagonally up.vard in front of the dancer. The 
dancer's body is covered in red cedar bark. He backs onto the floor 
fran behind a painted screen; he steps sideways swinging the rrask 
through a great arc, then sits on the floor and moves the rrask through 
a more ~lex arc. It begins with the beak high in tbe air and 
parallel with his right sboulder, and continues witb the beak swinging 
forward and down between his outstretched legs, then up again to his 
left. During this movement, the dancer repeatedly pulls a concealed 
string which causes the articulated jaw to snap against the upper jaw 
with a resounding clatter. 

TCM WIU,IE: 
"The lIagok is a bird more mythological than the Raven, Gwawi.l1ae. The 

lIagok has a long beak, sometimes five feet long on a mask. That's a 
lIagok dance that tells about the old people a long time ago; used to be 
at war together and the lIagok means the name of the hero. he's a tough 
guy. he kills lots of people. (There are) three pieces, lIagok, Gfukwn, 
and Gwawi.ote. The Gfukum canes out after the lIama.t6a goes behind the 
curtain. He has a crooked (Le., rounded) beak. Then the lIagok canes 
out, then the GUXlw-<-tle. The Raven Gwawi.ne has only one face but sane 
Gtukwn have got four different faces. Every time the beat is like this 
(be beats fast) they sit down. Then, when they beat slow, long beats, 
they stand up and dance. The rrasks are heavy, made of cedar bark. Cedar 
bark costune as well. Sane of the masks weigh nearly 40 pounds, and 
dancing for about 20 minutes, you can hardly stand up sometimes. Its 
a great skill to sit down and get up with the lIagok rrask on." 

Through three verses. 

BEATS --- -u -

SCALE 

4 0,-, ~! ,,-, ~,-,-e 

am hama mey 
am hama mey 
am hama mey 
a ham ha ma mey IU. 
a ham ha ma mey hey hey 

gw.(.g wa ,<Ii. coo.ea 9 eU¢ 
kM fu 
gw.(.g wa w.(. ,w.ia geU¢ 
kMd.(.tal1ahw 
kM awa Ito ho 

Beats finish the last verse. 

Side 1, Song 4 

syllables 

You got a Raven rrask 
you got a Raven mask 
which is a wild man's 
rrask 

N35 IIAGOIC (IIUIC IIUICj SCNG, sung by BIU,y ASSU 

BIU,y ASSU: 
"Barking sounds 
lIagok is similar to Raven 
lIagok is extinct" 

FORM 
The fonn is ternary in both the t\\O verses. 

A a l a2a3 

B 
C cl c2 

N35 is in three-part fonn, A, B, and C. with a strong relationship 
between the A section and the C section. In the initial A section, a 
s~g2e basic~ical idea is repeated in three subtly different versions, 
a ,a , and a . 1 2 3 

The pitch content of a and a is virtually identical; in a a low 
G is introduced, foreshadowing the notes used in the B section of the 
song. 

The actual B section is very distinct fran the A material, even 
tbough it is clearly shorter. A different vocal timbre is used and 
notes are characterized by the use of pulsations and primitive port
amento. 

In the third section of the song, the higher pitch levels of 
section A return and the original Singing tfrrbre i~ re-introduced. 
The musical material of the two c phrses, c and -c , are in fact 
very similar to the a phrases; only the melodic contour is altered 
slightly. Notable in the c1 phrase is the introduction of a quick 
vocal cut-off (indicated by ) in the transcription). 

BEATS .... " " " (short tremolo beats) - - - -

SCALE 

(r j c' 

TElIT AND TRANSLATICN, TW19 IIAGOIC (IIUIC IIUICj SCNG, sung by TO.I WIU,IE #17j 
am hama mey 
am hrona mey 
am hama mey 
a ham ha rna mey IU. 
a ham ha rna mey hey hey 

hama ¢.(. coo.ea geU¢ 
kM da hama ¢.(. coo.ea 
geU¢ ka fu taM 
he .(.¢ kM awa ho ho 

am hama mey 
am hrona mey 
am hrona mey 
a ham ha ma mey IU. 
a ham ha ma mey hey hey 

ho o/wi. coo.ea 9 eU¢ 
kM fu ho ok w.(. coo.ea geU¢ 
geU¢ kM fu taM hw 
kM awa ho ho 

am hama. mey 
am hama mey 
am hama mey 
a ham ha ma mey IU. 
a ham ha ma mey hey hey 

gafug w.(. coo.ea 9 eU¢ 
ka fu gafug w.(. coo.ea 9 eU¢ 
ka fu taM hw 
kM awa ho ho 

syllables 

You got a lIama.t6a rrask 
you got a lIama.t6a mask 
which is a wild man's 
rrask 

syllables 

You got a long beak rrask 
you got a long beak mask 
which is a wild man's 
long beak mask 

syllables 

You got a crooked beak mask 
you got a crooked beak mask 
which is a wild man's 
rrask 
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RANGE large 10th 

TEXT AND 'ffiANSLATION, N35 HAGOK (HUK HUK J SCN:;, sung by BIlLY ASSU 

IU. gaLu..a yuti. ga £.o.n 
.teall. 9 an 9 anaLu.. 
a wa ya 1I.u.6 
wi. wan g"- £.0.11. (00.11. 
hu.6 hall. ho'il. wa m.i. 
ga U z,u, nala 
hye wo oh ho oh ho y,,-

hoo taty a ha ho ho 
£.o.m6 wa wil. gaLdoa 
ka yey ka gan ganaLu.. 
a tat yuti. ha ~"-
1I.u.6 wi. wan g,,- £.o.ktat 
hu.6 ho II.hoh tat m,,- u kM 

You will eat all 
the younger people 
our babies the last 
of the family 
in the HllI!lILU.a mask 
different 
four different 
faces 

BILLY ASSU, Or. IDA HALP ERN, and Mrs. ASSU 
in Cape Mudge, 1947. 
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Side 1, Song 5 
MM59 HUNTING FCR MCXJNI'AIN GOAT, sung by MUNGO MARrIN 

We are fortunate to present two IcUlNTAIN GOAT songs by two 
different singers, MUNGO MARrIN (sung in 1951), and 'IU.I WIlLIE (sung 
in 1979). 

To the Natives of the West Coast, the Mountain Goat was thought 
to be very noble, because he lived in high places. The KtatIUuti. 
legend suggests that the Mountain Goat gave to a hunter special powers 
which proved malevolent when used greedily. The legend recounts that 
"a man was hunting Mountain Goat. He found a small young goat but 
did not want to kill it and follONed it inside a cave where there were 
many Mountain Goats without their skins - in human fonn. Q1e asked 
the hunter, "What are you doing?" and t he hunter said he could not 
kill any goats. He was told , "You have cane to the right place; you 
will get the supernatural power to kill these animals, but use it 
wisely. " Four days later, the hunter got the supernatural po.ver to 
kill Mountain Goats in order to get rreat for his people. But the 
hunter tried to kill too many too quickly and so the lllJuntain closed 
in on him and the rocks filled up t he cave and the Mountain Goat hun
ter was closed in." 

MUNGO MARrIN : 
"This song belonged to the ALoo.e..te.£.o. tribe, KtatlUuti. nation, 

located on Knight's Inlet." 

'IU.I WIlLIE: 
"This MUNGO MARrIN's IcUlNTAIN GOAT SJNG; that ' s t he song of an 

Indian called Ta Well. YaU, that's a hunter. Na-wa-£.o. is the super
natural po.ver, the same thing as gtugwa.£.o.. Well, we say 'gtugwa.£.o.' 
i n HamaUa song, but it's different here." 

In annotating and translating the MUNGO MARrIN song, 'IU.I WIlLIE 
pointed out that the song, in his estimation, is formally inaccurate; 
one section is repeated too many times! 

ANALYSIS 
-----n;e fonn of the song is: 

1 } introduction 

B repeated seven times 

MM59 HUNTING FCR ~UJNI'AIN GOAT SJNG, is in two sections: A, an 
introduction which is repeated twice, and B, a strophe verse which is 
repeated seven tires. In the B section, the musical line does not 
change though a slight change is introduced in verses 3 to 7 due to 
the text. 

The first section of the song, A, is <XJ1\)rised of three sub
sections or phrases. All three are fonned fran long sustained tones 
occasionally decorated by subordinate tones of much shorter duration. 
The A section defines the outer interval of a 5th and is an excellent 
example of characteristic conscious altered interval sizes used 
intentionally and consistently. 

The B section is a single phrase made up of several separate 
melodic cells. It begins with three relatively long notes, the 
central one subject to considerable microtonal embellisbrrent. 
EXAMPLE 1 

This rrelodic unit is followed by a IllJre carplicated unit and its 
immediate repetition in retrograde order. 
EXAMPLE 2 

'peW tJ {}J ,8 
hQ, UlG- I... hll ho. 

It is intersting to consider the relationship between the 
characteristic eighth note figure and the text. If the descending 
G-C figure is sung to the syllables quo no, it is followed by an 
A flat. If any other syllables are sung to this figure (i.e., 
ta or ho), then the C is followed by a G, 
EXAMPLE 3 

&W 
'tUO "0 ho 

This IMJJNTAIN GOAT SJNG has the quality of a lllJuntain goat 
with its nurrerous leaps of 3rds, 5ths, and 6ths, in so-called s kip 
rrelody. (See Example 3) 

Another notE!\\Orthy aspect of the relationship between the text 
and the music is demnstrated in the setting of new elements of the 
text in the strophic context of the music. The musical material does 
not change (except for slight upward pitch migration) in any of the 
7 verses of the song. The text, on the other hand, is altered in 
certain verses. The altered portions of the text are always presented 
on the second figure of the B phrase; this figure alone can be presen
ted with new textual elements, 

Thus, in verses 1, 2, and 5, the syllables sung at this point 
in the melody are na tat £.0. quo no; in verses 3 and 4, the syllables 
sung are twell. hayall. twy Ua ya; while in the 6th and 7th verses, the 
syllables are U.i. beyak twy .tea ya . The syllables nll tat £.0. show an 
even IllJre detennined relationship to the musical structure; they 
occur only on the pitches B flat/G, A flat and G, perhaps due to tbe 
extra significance of the word which is a tenn for the Supernatural 
Power. 



Costume of Hamatsa dancer for Stanley Hunt song, with Chilkat blanket. 

BEATS 
--HUm'II'Ki FCR t.f:XJNI'AIN GOAT is eli vided into two distinct parts; 
t he first half is sung to syllables accanpanied by rapid beats. The 
second half of t he song consists of a melody with words and syllables 
unde r lined constantly by tbe rhythn in t he beats: ",,'-. This melody 
is r epeated seven times, rroving along quite steadily (.'.1.1.') with a 
recurring change i nto a three-t one unit (appr ox. !l .1 ) on t he text : 
gwono ho ho jo" . 

Numer ical sequence i s used in MM59. I n t he i nt r oduction section , 
t he t hree phrases have 3, 4, and 5 statements respectively of t he syl
lable haL This defini te mathenatical pattern is repeated in the second 
statement of t he introductory sect i on. 

Ha.i. Syllables 
Beat 

I ntroduction 

A:a A:b A:c A1 :a A1 :b A1: c 
3 4 5 3 4 5 

- -b::1-- II------ "--11--- 11--
= spondaic 

U = dividing beats 

ICV ,0) ~ (4) 
< 

o 

4 o 
'-20 F-l0 

RANJE 
--An octave 

ELECI'RONIC ANALYSIS 
We have compared eight points i n each of the seven repetitions of 

the B section. The points are numbered and cir cled on the transcription 
and correspond to the chart. 

We notice there is a general upwards tendency ove r - all, that can be 
summarized by comparing t he average pitches i n verses 1 ,2 and 3 with 
those of 5,6 and 7 . But the rise is not consistent , and there is con
side r able variation of detail. For example, most pitches in verse 2 
seem lower t hen their counterparts in verse 1 , except for pitch 5, which 
seems nearly i - tone higher . 
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TEXT AND TRANSLATION OF MM59 HUNTING FOR MCXJNTAIN GOAT SONG! sung by 
MUNGO MARTIN 

ha aw.i. ""- :tw<.k ya yak -OO:t ya 
hal.> nrumta qwono 

Where is the Mountain Goat hunter 
supernatural power 

ha.<. ha.<. ha.<. 
ha.<. ha.i. ha ha ha i,W. 

hey hey ha ha ha t<.U 
hey hey ha ha ha i,W. 

ha lIL<X< ""- I'tllW<l.f.a qwo no 
hoy nawa.i.a qwono 
ho ho j.i. 
qwono 
ho ho j.i. 

ha aw.i. ""- l'tl!L\Ia.f.a qWOM 
hoy nawa.i.a qwono 
ho ho j.i. 
qwo>lO 
ho ho j.i. 

10 

o 

Syllables 
ho ho j.i. 
qwono 
ho ho j.i. 

ha aw.i. ""- /l!U.tuia qwo no 
ho y nawa.i.a qwono 

Where is the supernatural power ho ho j.i. 

hill 

[rn~ 

;@~ b j ;iJ 
... 
J 

.;. 

r 
Iu.'\ 

J 
he..; 

... 

o 

-I-
.-• , 

BJp 
~o.!\ 

;1) 
\.u.. ... ... .... , 

qwono 
ho ho j.i. 

ha lILui. IU Itrumta qwono 
ho y nrumta qwo no 
ho ho j.i. 
qwono 
ho ho j.i. 

j a w.i. no UJ., a yak -OO:t ya 
hal.> nawa.i.a qwono 
ho ho j.i. 

tlF° 
~i 

l3 { J 
Yl(\, ""'\I 

Q!B 
u-'-

\lCl ~ \~o'3' c#- hIA 'oJo... \ ~ -#-
to 

Where is the rrnuntain crystal of 
the supernatural power 

i R . .,J 

~ZJ)A~O ~10 -t30 -MoD t~ ~ .jill) _I/O -5'g 
ifJ, .J ~1!,1, ,r:;J J~tfO 
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NOI'E: 

1. These measurements were taken fran a Gould chart. 
2. Identical: G sharp + 60 = G flat - 40; consistency so far as 

internal goes. 
3. C sharp and D flat are different by 9 cents. 



Side 1, Song 6 
'IW 21 MOONI'AIN GOAT seN} , sung by TCM WILLIE 

TClI WILLIE: 
"This song belonged to WILLIE HENDE!lSCX'l of Blunden Harbour." 

FOOM .. -- A abc 
abc 

B addec 
addec 

A abc 
abc 

B addec 
addec 

A abc 
abc - coda 

The MOONI'AIN GOAT seN} is an intricate combination of short, con
cise melodic cells masterfully combined in a clear and symmetrical pat
tern. This five-verse song contains 5 distinct melodic units: a,b,c, 
d and e. 

Individual verse canplexes are always presented in joined pairs; 
thus, the first verse canprises a,b and c sections sung twice. Small 
alterations are introduced in the repetition, though new notes are not 
introduced. 

BEATS 
--Each strophe of the song is introduced by two long "dividing" 
beats, followed by more rapid spondaic beating. In most verses, the 
dividing beats occur independently but at the same times as the sung 
melody. However, at the beginning of the first "texted" verse (verse 
2, first statement), the dividing beats are heard alone . 'Ibis tends 
to suggest that the solo use of the beat may possibly be a "cueing" 
device designed to alert the audience to a change in the significance 
of the music, or to prepare the dancers for a change in choreography. 

s~\I ... I.\t.S 
0.. C'\+.\1 * J lJ J J ~ W- I J , • ~I o.i ~ ~IJ \.44 a.4)( ()t :. 

$~ J tr J J j 
Nil ai je. e. joe. a.U 

t .. ,t.d. "t'rSt. 

&~ 
~ :": -... 

J 1 J OJ ~ I ,1 J • 
C> , ., 

J J4] J 
C> Jj 

colli>. 

J J Q J o· 

<XldPARIOCN OF 'mE 'IWO MOONI'AIN OOAT OCNGS ~1t-159 AND 'I'V2l 

With regard to the MOONI'AIN OOAT OCNGS MM59 and TW21 two elements 
are important. First of all, the animal is on a higher level than the 
man who strives to capture it. The use of such phrases as "we are 
really scared" indicates human fear and respect for the entity of high
er importance than man. Also, because of the animals' higher physical 
habitat, he dwells in a special place indicative of his greater tmpor
tance and higher prestige than other animals. 

The words of the song texts are related . Both songs refer to 
the Supernatural Power of the hunter. The MUNGO MARTIN song has been 
translated as: 

\ 

b 

In any case, the "dividing beats" provide another formal point of 
reference in the song. They provide a sure aural method of under
lining changes in the formal sections of the music. 

SCAlE 

RANGE 
--Large 5th 

TEXT AND TRANSLATICX'l, TW21 MOUNTAIN OOAT SONG, sung by 'lUI WILLIE 

hlj alj a Ija how 
hlj ay a ya how 
hy ay a ya how 
hya !Jaw 

Ile Ila 110. t1.a .ea ha ge..i.a fla.6 ruw..t 
q.ea I'UlLlkLtou.q we I'te IlM awM 
Iloy tawellyeyall .tit wy 1.>e6 
ta wama-i. 
h!J ay ay a ya how 
hya Ijew 

11!f alj a ya 110W 
fLy ay a Ija Iww 
hy ay a Ija Ijow 
hu. hu. hy alj yow 

wat ,1kLt1l hata 9 eta IlM aw<Li. 
q.ea I'tawatou.q we I'te IlM awM 
kOIj tawekyeya.k .tit LOy .6e6 
ta,oom<Li. 

hy ay ay a ya how 
Itya. 110. yow 

Syllables 

we are really scared of the 
supernatural power 
of the mountain goat 
hunter of your world 

Syllables 

we are so afraid of the 
supernatural power of 
the mountain goat 
hunter of your world 

Syllables 

I~ r:: tt 
~ 
o.i '* ~. ~ ----!1.l e )e ~\1 ~ ~I ). II.~ 

c: 

-! 1 it J ! J. J 1 1.;=11 

, d 

~ \;J~ ~j 

,. 

J J , 

Where is the whistling of your 
Supernatural Power in your 
mountain goat hunter; 

while the WILLIE HENDERS)N song has been translated: 

We are really scared of the 
Supernatural Power of the 
mountain goat bunter of your world. 

Both songs are rich in the use of Native musical idioms, especially 
sustained tones separated by pulsations, upward pitch migration, and 
extensive use of microtones. The MUNGO MARTIN song is much more 
microtonally-oriented, an earlier and less acculturated performance 
practice than the more recent rendering of WILLIE HENDE!lSCX'l's song by 
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'reM WIlLIE. Both songs use par lando notes to signify cadential points. 
This distinct vocal idiom is used to give additional formal definition 
and musical punctuation to these rather extended carq:lOsitions. 

The accanpanying beats in MM59 (the older and lJX)re canplex song) 
consist of rapid spondaic beats throughout the introduction, and a 
mdified anapaest v..,'_ throughout the ranainder of the song . In the 
introductory section, the melodic phrases are marked by s l ower beats 
at the cadential points. The beat does not begin at the same mment as 
the melody, another well-known Nat i ve practice.* The first three syl
lables, hcU. hcU. hcU., which represent the Supernatural Power , are pre
sented without any accanpanying beat and only after the first phrase. 
The beating begins in a canplex manner; the basic pattern of a mdified 
anapaest is repeated exactl y seven times in each of the seven repeti- . 
tions. * (Halpern , 1967) 

The beat in ~V21 is simpler. Each strophe of t he song is intro
duced by two long beats followed by lJX)re rapid spondaic beating . There 
are also melodic elements in ccmron between t he t\\O songs. CaTlJaring 
the scales on the following chart, the lower tetrachord of both is 
similarly built and approached in the same way by a whole tone. 

!,II 

n/ll 
u 

In both songs the important \\Ord, Nawalouq (Nawala), signifying 
Supernatural Power given to the hunter, is presented on a characteris
tic melodic unit. 

hQ. wQ. I ... 

Note t he ccmron use of 8th notes and the i nterval of a descending 
3rd throughout the songs. 

In both songs, undulating melodic contours are juxtaposed with 
dramatic leaps occurring at the end or middle of phrases . These 
characteristic leaps are per ceived as a programmatic element in the 
songs, and an expr ession of the lJX)vement of the animal wi thin the 
melodic patterns of the songs . This progranmatic element I conside r 
very important. So far, we have ample examples of sound imitation 
in their songs, but here is an example of lJX)vement painting in music 
as animation of the animal per se . 

1011.159 FORM 

A repeated twice 
B r epeated seven 

times 

MM59 TEXT 

hcU. hcU. hcU. 
hcU. hcU. ha ha till 

'lW21 FORM 

A 
B 
A 
B 
A 

'lW21 TEXT 

hcU. cU. je e je au 
hcU. cU. a au 

hcU. hcU. hcU. ha ha till hcU. cU. cU. cU. e j e au 
hcU. cU. j e au 

hcU. hcU. hcU. 
hcU. hcU. hcU. ha ha «.U 
hcU. hcU. hcU. ha ha till 

ha awe ~e ~a wa £.ouq 
wo 110Wl 

hcU. 
hcU. 
hcU. 
hcU. 

cU. je e je au 
aiaau. 
cU. cU. cU. e j e au 
cU. je au 

hoy ~a wa £.ouq wa ~OWl 
ha ha '.Ie 
tAla nan 
ho ho y.{. 

ke. ka ha il.a. £.a ha ge £.a kM 
q£.a ~a wa £.ouq ~e kM a W/Uo 
kOIf ta wek ye yak ta wy ~e.6 
£.a amcU. hcU. oy oy a ya au 
hcU. cU. j e. 

MM59 TEXT 'lW21 TEXT 
(cont'd) (cont"d) 

ha awe. l1e l1a wa £.ouq hcU. cU. je. e. je. au 
wo ~OWl hcU. cU. a au 

hoy na wa R.ouq wa 110Wl hcU. cU. cU. cU. e. je. au 
ha ha ye hcU. cU. je. au 
we nan 
ho Ito y.{. hcU. cU. je. e. je. au 

hcU. cU. a au 
ha we. ~e. twek ha yak hcU. cU. cU. cU. e j e au 

twy il.a. ya hcU. cU. j e au 
hM l1a wa £.ouq wo ~OWl 
ho ho Ij.{. wal walk Ita £.a 9 e £.a ko~ aw.<.a 
~ha ~nawa~_~~aW/Uo 
ho ho Ij.{. kay .ta wek ye yak wlj ~e.6 24 

ha we ~ e twek ha Ijak £.0 «XIJ1!cU. 
twlj .t£.a Ija hcU. cU. a j e au 

hM na wa £.ouq wo ~OWl hlj cU. a au 
ho ho Ij.{. 
wo ho 
ho ho y.{. 

ha awe l1e l1a wa £.ouq 
wo noUJt 

hoy ~a wa £.ouq wa 110Wl 
ha ha ye. 
wo 11M 
ho Ito y.{. 

ha ~e. I!.i. li ~e. yak twlj 
il.a. Ija 

hM l1a wa £.ouq ~ hOWl 
ho ho ye. 
.t£.e. 6a.y~ e.ck ye. 

ha ~e. I!.i. li oe. yak twy 
.t£.a ya 

hM ~a wa £.ouq wo hOWl 
ho ho ye. 
.t£.e. 6a.y~ e.ck Ije. 

SIDE TWO 

HAMATSA SCNGS -- INI1lillUcrIClN 

In the following s i x HamaUa songs, range is quite different. 
N41 is the lJX)st extended with a total melodic range of a snall 9th. 
N9 has a range of a large 6th. MM73 , MM74 and MM75 are all quite 
limited, with ranges of a 4th. STANIEY HUNT's song, H2, is sanewhat 
unique; it has the range of a particularly small 9th. 

The "spr ead" between the opening note and the concluding note show 
several interest ing synchronizations. In t\\O songs this interval is a 
diminished 4th ; in four songs the interval is a unison, with or without 
migration. 

When the scale patterns are conSidered, the total picture of the 
melodic idiom becomes even lJX)re interesting. N41, the most unique of 
the songs, is one of the songs with a five note scale pattern. Three 
of the scales, N41, N9 and H2, contain semi tones. In total, the scale 
patterns range from three to five notes and cover a range of a tritone 
(in H2) t o a slightly diminis hed octave (N41). In all scales the final 
scale interval is larger than a 2nd. 

Side 2, Song 1 
H2 HAMATSA SONG, sung by STANIEY HUNT 

STANIEY HUNT: 
"TU~1iLt song from Alaska, brought into marriage by great

grandmther, MARY EBBETS , a TOl1gM~ Tlil1W princess and wife of 
RC6ERl' HUNT, father of GEORGE HUNT , the collaborator with Franz 
Boas and Edward Curtis . " 

The major attraction of the H2 HamaUa song of STANIEY HUNT (aside 
from the extraordinarily beautiful tone colour of the singer (is the 
use of very small micro-intervals in a canpletely melodic context. In 
this song, there is a perceivable difference between melodic F sharps 
and G flats . (See the B section of the song.) 

As is so often typical in HamaUa songs, variation is in two fonns: 
microtonal pitch migration (as a continuous process in the song) and 
i nternalized variation of sections (as in the A, Al pair of phrases 
that begin each verse). 

Similarly, the use of syllables is consistent with syllable use 
in other songs in this genre. (See discussion of SYlLABLES . ) While 
the form is concise and clearly presented, it is not exceptionally 
carqJlex. 

Vocal idioms used include the characteristic pulsations (A and Al 
sections), primitive portamento (section E), and extensive parlando 
(in the D, C1 , and E sections). 

The following analyses consists of a FORMAL ANALYSIS and FORMAL 
ANALYSIS OF THE SYlLABLES. 

FORMAL ANALYSIS 
The FORM of the song is: 

first 
three 
verses 

Al 
A 
B 
C 
Dl 
C 
E (link) 

last !t verse 
B 
C 
Dl 
C 

The formal structure of H2 s hows the intentional interweaving 
of separate musical sections, each with a distinct function, and 
internalized variations of these sections . The over-all structure 
i s rondo-like rather than palindromic. 



FOOMAL ANALYSIS OF 'mE SYUABlES 

In H2, there are three syllable chains : A, B, and C. A = ha 
m<U. j e, B = ha ha mtU., and C = ma hey j e. As a result of repetitions 
of middle infixes, there are several variants of each chain, such as 
B, Bl, and 132. Never theless, t he over- all pattern is clearly: 

text 
syllable chain A (introduced by am) 
syllable chain B1 (introduced by am) 
syllable chain B 
syllable chain A 

syllabl e chain C 
syllable chain ~ 
syllable chain B 
syllable chai n A 
syllable chain C 
syllable chain A1 
syllable chain A 

syllable chain ci (am anitted) 
syllable chain C

2 syllable chain A (introduced by am) 
syllable chain B1 
syllable chain C

1 syllable chain C 

There is also a definite pattern of prefix, infix, and suffix 
syllables. Three of t he syllables, ha, mtU., and ma can act as either 
prefix and infix or infix and suffix. The syllable am is only a prefix 
and the syllable jeh is only a suffix. 

Notice also that there are three distinct zones in the pattern of 
syllable chains. Following the text there is the pattern of ABElA, a 
two-part, reversed form with a small amount of variation (in the centre 
of t he pattern, B1). The next section is rrore ~lex, a rondo-like 
weaving of syllable chains: CAs2ACAAl. The final section is Clc1A2OClc1 
a central core of chains (A2B) flanked by symnetrical, repeated C groups. 

The use of the syllable am is highly individual. Its first occur
ence is used in part to join the texted section of the song to the 
syllable section. The final occurrence of the am syllable is in yet 
another link section which prepares for the return of tbe texted section 
of t he song. Nn has the role of a textual "up-beat" or anacrusis, as 
well as a connecting syllable . 

AI 
t 

+ 

BEAT v- C (I-1ED I A~ CA.Dcllc..rc) 

~ J5J ~I i J 1 
t t 

SCALE 

RAl'KiE 
--a small 9th 

TElIT AND TRANSIATIOO 

H2 HAMATSA &:N}, sung by STANLEY HUNl' 

a .tea nude gjada 
a .tea nude gjada 
a .tea I'lUde gjada 

hey ha meA. y<- ha meA. 
ha ma mtU. hey am hama 
hama meA. am hama 
hey am ha mey 
ham mey ham mey am ha rna 
am ha mey yey hama 
hey hey 

~ull. ~eti hatia ya gjada 
~ull. <leti batta ya gjada 
cull. ~eti ba..t1a ya gjada 

hey ha meA. y<- ha meA. 
ha ma mtU. hey am hama 
hama meA. am hama 
hey am ha mey 
ham mey ham mey am ha ma 
am ha mey yey hama 
hey hey 

Chief 1U.1 WILLIE was not able to translate this text because it is in 
the HtU.da language. Many TUniU.t songs use the Ha.i.da language. 

+l\J~ - +tl ~ A~AT SA sotJG. 

fiJ ,J,M 

'l 
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Side 2, Song 2 
N9 CEDAR BARK DANCE, sung by BILLY ASSU 

DA CAPO 
+ t.A 

J J 

Cedar trees were central to the lives of the Indians who thought 
that the trees possessed Supernatural po.ver . The trees tberrselves, 
growing to heights of 150 feet (45 meters) and widths of 10 feet (3 
meters) were supposedly a pathway to the upper world, growing through 
a hole in the sky. They could be fashioned into a multitude of useful 
objects, fran dug-out canoes to feast dishes and bent boxes. The great 
cererronial houses were constructed fran huge cedar planks measuring 3 
feet (1 meter) by 50 feet (15 meters). And, of course, totem poles 
were carved fran the trees, reflecting the symbolic imagery mentioned 
above . 

The inner layers of cedar bark were dried and pounded to softness 
in order to produce matted fibres for clothing, baskets , and ropes. 
"Thus, a wanan cutting the roots of a young tree gives thanks to the 
tree for allOWing her to make a basket fran it . " (llalpern,1974:2) 

BILLY ASSU : 
"Chief ASSU's sister"s song. 

KIM KO chief's father made it for her. 
'We call you people cane together . The wanan is going to eat sane-
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thing like a blanket. We get a big fire in 
her house. People cane to the house and it 
looks like they are drunk . ' In perfonnance 
the singer wears cedar bark around the head." 

ANALYSIS 
-----rhe form of this strophic song is: 

The form of this short dance song defines a brilliant solution to the 
concept of variety and unity; continuously rrore ornate A sections 
alternate with clear and stable B sections. 

A four-note scale with two anchored tones and two rroveable tones. 
This song presents two pairs of notes , D/C sharp - B, and AlA 

sharp - F sharp, In each pair of notes, only the upper note can 
migrate to a raised pitch. 

ErIC: 

RANGE 
--a large 5th 

PITCH ANALYSIS 

D-lO 
o 

8.'-5 
o 

AiI.15 
ill to 

The following pitch measurements were taken from a Gould Pitch 
Analyser , connected to a Strip-chart. It was not feasible to use a 
Strohocon because the tones did not "sound" for a long enough time. 
(All measurements are ill.. cents. ) 

MEASURE 1 (C1LD) MEASURE 8 (D) MF..ASURE 9 (D) 
1st time: ClI+40~0i"D-15 ])!-30fi)t40 D-40i'D=10 

2nd time: r! +30 D-401D-20 

3rd time: D*+20~+40 D~O 

4th time J1+10~+40 cf +40 i"D-40 'DHO 

5th time: D1!+50 D-40!'D+20,J-30 

6th time: DiI+60 D-30i'DJlDf -20 

7th time: r/+40JD +60 D-20]D1I 

8th time D-20i'J)· 

TEXT AND TRANSlATION OF N9 CEDAR BARK DANCE, sung by BIlLY ASSU 

g.tak we.iM tiep ow,i..6 to W .t0U WlU> 
hama rna rna Ijeh hama rna rna Ijeh 
weg Ija ha.6 ham gi .6a wi zi tiaoul> 
g.tug wa.ta ka.6 
hama rna rna Ijeh 
"uk wa. k,i..6 "ump a,,1u, a.ta rnM kea 
hama rna rna Ijeh 
k.haf1 "ata zi Ija 
kha" ti"uk. wa. k.a.6 0 w .tate .tak..i.a 

I'm going to get up and do 
the dance and you will watch 
what I 'm doing when I'm 
dancing my father's song. 
My father's name is Ow Tate 
chief 

ha. W\o.i ..... he. 1110. "'.. WI .... 
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Side 2, Song 3 
N41 HAMATSA ~, sung by BIlLY ASSU 

BIlLY ASSU: 
"Old song rrore than 60 years old for Him Chik.a.i., Chief LES TIJI.SAD. 
'He wants the man to eat'" 

ANALYSIS 

Formal Sumnary: 

Formal Analysis: 

H 
D 

Bl 
E 

no beats, verse 1 
word text 

~ syllables text 

N4l is a complex interweaving of very short melodic units. The longest 
single section is A, a quite extended phrase used to begin . 
EXAMPLE 1 

B is a very short rrotivic fragment. 
EXAMPLE 2 

'r r 0 
C is related to B but with a large initial i nterval. 
EXAMPLE 3 

,J J B 
D is made up of rrore extended tones. 
EXAMPLE 4 

~ IF r r 
Bl follows D. It is a slight lTOciification of the initial B fragment . 
EXAMPLE 5 

E, a new fragment, follows. 
EXAMPLE 6 

,r r r 

r 

l 



[ 

1 

B returns follONing E and is follONed in turn by a new variant of C, C1 . 
EXAMPLE 7 

8r r 0 iiJ· 
F, a cadential fragment, is presented next. 
EXAMPLE 8 

From this point no further material is introduced. A repetition (with 
slight m:xIification) of D, D1, is introduced. 
EXAMPLE 9 

D1 is follONed by another variant of .B, B2. 
EXAMPLE 10 

8r F D 
Statements of ~ and y2 complete the verse. 
EXAMPLE 11 

c~ ,J_J a 
e,ITlIU 

The formal order of N41 presents an interesting pattern of new and 
repeated andlor varied materials. A introduces a symmetrical five 
part structure flanked by composite B/C units and with a single B unit 
in a central position, surrounded by contrasting D and E units. 

A\~ D ~ Etta 
In the second half of the song a slightly less symmetrical complex is 
comprised of externally placed F units surrounding repeats of D and B/C 
units: 

I f the song is charted as a complete entity, the recurring nature of 
the B/C units and their relationship to D units is clearly visible: 

A~~f~~~yi 
roIMENl'ARY 

The intervallic content of N41 is carq:>rised of 2nds, 3rds, and large 
4ths. One triadic figure occurs in the F2 section. 

While N41 is a reasonably clear and non-problematical song in terms of 
fonn, there are several interesting elements present. To begin with, 
there is a different formal order chosen for the rrelody (based on 
rrelodic units) and syllable text : 

MELCDI C FORM: 

MELCDIC FORM 
A} no beats, 1st verse 
B word text 
C 

Dl 

~1 syllables text 

E 

~ 

SYlLABlE FORM 
A 
B 
A 

A 
B 

A, D, and E are long rrelodic units which have restricted ranges. 
Note that the syllables ho. rna. and ha. ma..t that appear in A are actual 
words within he word text, and not syllables per se. 
EXAMPLE 12 
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f
''''' t i E ~r gEESt 

A ~A MA ,_¥ r lEE r aur ~F ~U 
o u 
E~'~P~03~-'~EE~-~'r~E~r~a~~~ 

AM \\~ W. till tI~1 ~M \\~ IIA MIl MAl «~II "bl .. ) 

The B and B1 rrelodic units act as pre-cadence units. They have the 
characteristic leaps of a 5th . 
EXAMPLE 13 

~ s{~~~ , Q #iIJ 
AM HA: HAl AH 

B sl'I.Ut , Q m 63) h"t ___ #~+) _ _ 
AM HA I'IAI 4\1'1 

The first cadence formula, C, marks the point of division between 
text and the syllables. It is a simple formula produced by longer 
note values than the surrounding music. 
EXAMPLE 14 

eadwc,l 

WI>, MA HAl 

the 

The second cadence, cl , a mid-point cadence in the middle of the 
syllable zone of the song, is much rrore elaborate, consisting of notes 
of special vocal quality and an elongated note. 
EXAMPLE 15 

, 
,,1111 .. «< 1 

HA IoIAI AH HA I'IA I"1A MAl 

The final cadence, ~, is less extended than cl , but it remains much 
rrore final and tenninal as a result of the cbaracteristic rise of an 
ascending 5th as a final cadence interval. This fonn of cadence was 
already discovered to be highly characteristic of cadence formulas in 
Poti.LU:c.h songs. 
EXAMPLE 16 

HA MAl Ali HA \"tAl 

Syllables contribute to the formal organization of the rrelodic units 
(as well as establishing their CM'D distinct fonn, to be discussed next). 

In the 8 and 81 pre-cadence units, the sarre syllables am Ita. mM am 
are always sung (with the exception of the first 8 unit which is sung 
to text). 

In the C, Cl, and c2 cadence units, the sarre syllables vary, but 
according to prescribed, regular rules: the syllables «Xl, ma. or ha. are 
used as prefix syllables beginning the cadence formula; the syllable 
mM is used as a suffix syllable, ending all the cadence formulas . In 
the first cadence~the first occurrence in the song of syllables) 
t he cadence is sirrple: two prefix syllables ~ ma. and a suffix syllable 
mM. The second occurrence of the cadence, C , is the roost complex 
(follONing what appears as a general principle for maximum variation 
to occur in the internal zones of liamwa. songs); here the prefix 
syllable is ho., follONed by extension syllables mM am ha. ma. ma. and 
then the suffix ma..t. Thus the second cadence formula is a "doubled" 
cadence with the syllables ma. ma. used as an "infix" to further extend 
the formula. The third cadence, C2, is a rrore straightforward double 
cadence consisting of ho. mM, am Ita. ma..t. 



PRFrCADENCE SYlLABLES 

am ha mu am 

CADENCE SYLLABLES 
prefix 

C:IA.U rna 
C1: ha 
c2 : ha 

SYLLABLE FORM 

extension 

rna.,[ am 
mai am 

infix suffix 
----;na;r-

ha ma. rna. mu 
ha mu 

There remains, however, another aspect of the use of the syllables: 
an over-all pattern or formal design of syllables produced by two 
specific "syllable chains". These two syllable chains are: am ha ma mu 
and am ha mu. Following the first cadence fonnula, C, with IA.U ma mu 
signaling the end of the texted section of the song , the syllables 
occur as follows: 

A: am ha ma ma m<U. 
B: am ha mu four times 
A: am ha ma mu Cadence 2 

A: am ha ma ma mu two times 
B: am ha m<U. three times 

Thus the SYLLABLE FORM, in contrast to the MELCDIC FORM, is A D A A B. 
The two fonnal orders exist simultaneously, with sane overlapping, 
rather in the same way that the accompanying beat in the songs is a 
simultaneous but independent entity. What is an apparent bonding of 
both the melodic units and the syllables occurs at the cadence and 
pre-cadence units where a prescribed and specific syllable order and 
melodic pattern must occur. 

I-IAKATSA SOtJG.. 

f' A B 

7 

C!i , ·c 1 
• , r f · , F a I I 

'te'" 1 I'IA 
. t~,;t HA MAl HA 

~ hQ . 
1 r r f uQ r 6 F G u I 

'I .s .. :113 
Ce ... oi •• ~.1) 0 

Regarding the interrelationship between the lexical, and the 
Supernatural syllables and the text, it seems clear in this song that 
there is a definite relationship. In the text, the singer indicates 
that "I look for sane meat with my Supernatural power"; he uses the 
word hama (eat=food) and the fonnula glugiA.Ula kM (great Supernatural 
power) . At the first cadence, a fragment of the glugiA.Ula kM is broken 
fran the word and joined to the cadence syllables ma mu to form IA.U ma 
mu, the first cadence fonnula. (In the text, "glugiA.Ula kM a wa ma 
mu" .) The relationship between hama and the ha ma syllables used in 
the song is obvious. Am is a syllable denoting affinnation. The re
maining syllable, mu, is introduced for musical and fonnal reasons -
a distinct sound used, as has already been noted, for cadence suffixes. 

BEAT 
This flama-t.6a song of Chief BILLY ASSU shows the same sort of beat 

structure as the flama-t.6a song cycles of MUNGO MARTIN. N41 is a three
verse song with a pattern of nine iambic beats in the first section, 
eight iambic beats in the second section, and seven iambic beats in 
the third section. This pattern is repeated, exactly, in the second 
and third verses of the song. As in the MUNGO MARTIN songs, the un
changing nature of both the beat patterns and the number of these 
patterns provides the underlying time-scale of musical sections and is 
a basic musical and organizational facet of the compoSition. 

Q t!! 
5 2 

RANGE 
--a small 9th 

TEXT AND TRANSLATION OF N41 flAMATSA S(N}, sung by BILLY ASSU 

hama ~.i. ya .tal'! gluglA.Ula kM a 
hama ~.ta ya ial'! gluglA.Ula kM awa hama mea 
am hama ma mey am ha ma 
am ha mey am ha mey ha mey 

babkIA.U yalal'! g.tuglA.Ula kM = 
ma mey am hama ma mey 
al'! I'!a mey an ha mey 
am ha mey am ha mey am ha ma mey 

.t.a..eu..tt6 ha ya ian glugiA.Ula kM au 
~ ha ya .tan g.tugiA.Ula kM au 

Side 2, Songs 4, 5 and 6 

I look for sane eat with my 
Supernatural power 

I look for men with my 
Supernatural power 

Look for my dead body with 
my power 

MM73 , MM74 and MM75 flAMATSA S(N} CYCLE, sung by MUNGO MARTIN 

MUNGO MARTIN: 

MM73 flAMATSA s:Ni 
"Song belongs to CflO SAM TAAS (CflO SAMTAS). 

He was a flama-t.6a and this was his song. 
Over 60 years old 
QUTNQUAM 
He is dead now. 
He canes in and starts dancing at high time. He does this for four 

nights and every night he sings the same song. 
Every flama-t.6a has four songs." 

NB: The fourth song, MM76, in this Cycle is on 1967 Folkways Album 
(misquoted as MM7~th detailed explanation. 

"CflO SAMT AS - - Chief SIMa! \IOKAS name. He is fran Rivers Inlet. 
@IT KTMUK tribe 
KWAGWALA. Bella Bella., same language, KwalU.u.t.e language." 

!<ek!.:G"di:"d MM74 flAMATSA s:Ni 
"Another flama-t.6a song, very old, second in set. 
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ANALYSIS 

QUTNQUAM 
He takes copper. The old people give copper to 

flama-t.6a four times." 

MM75 IfAMATSA S(N} 

"Every flama-t.6a sings four songs. Every night the same 
song through four nights." 

'TCM WILLIE : 
"MM73 is owned by AIEC NElSON (Indian name, 

CflUMSAMVA-AS), 'TCM WILLIE's uncle fran Kingccme. 
Mf.174 is owned by DICK WEBBER,father of Mrs. SAM WEBBER. 
MM75 was specifically made for Mrs. SAM WEBBER. 
MM76 (incorrectly labelled MM73 in the 1967 Folkways 
Album booklet) belongs to SIMa! WAlKUS (Indian name, 
CflUSAMVAS) fran W-<.i1.el'!o tribe. All four songs are sung 
in two different languages, ChMamdM or ChMamda-M 
(which means "washing the face fran the water")." 
reM WILLIE is related through marriage to Mrs . SAM 
WEBBER, at one time the only flama-t.6a in Kingcane. 

--nie first song of the cycle, MI.I73 , consists of two quasi- ternary 
strophes separated by an internal spoken, link section. 

A Strophe 1 

~ } A 

~ 1 B 

~ } A 

B link, spoken 

A Strophe 2 n A 

~ } B 

~ } A 

There is a ternary plan to both the individual strophes and in the 
overall presentation of the material. 

MM73 , the first song in MUNGO MARTIN',; flama-t.6a Song Cycle, is con
structed fran three repeated phrases. The first phrase, a, is an exten
ded phrase with both text and syllables. It concludes on the parlando/ 
recitative syllables Ma Mu. The second phrase, b, is shorter and set 
only to syllables. Following the presentation of these two phrases 
they are repeated exactly. They are then followed by c phrase, another 
extended phrase using spoken interjections as well as parlando/recita
tive syllables. The c phrase is also repeated exactly, after which the 
second Singer then joins in, in yet another repetition of the a and b 
phrases. At this point in the so2.g , there is a spoken interlude accan-



panied by the continuing beat patterns. The melodic portion of the 
song resumes with the b phrase used as a link, followed by a cClJlllete 
repetition of the earlier material. 

MM74 is a lOOre extended song than 1.11.173. Here, individual strophes 
have three subsections. Two of the three subsections (a and c ) are 
sometimes varied in repetition. 

Strophe 1 

Strophe 2 

Strophe 3 

Strophe 4 

Strophe 5 

Strophe 6 

a text 
b syllables 
c syllables 

a1 

b
1 c 

a1 

b 
c2 
Spoken and link (link = b and c1 ) 
b 
c1 

a 
b 
c 

a1 

b
1 c 

Spoken and link (link = b and c l ) 
b 
c l 

a 
b 
c 

Strophe 7 a l 

b 
c1 

1.11.174, like MM73, is canposed fran three phrases. Here the organi
zation is slightly different, however. The a phrase contains text, b 
is a cadence formula, a l is a rrodified version of a, set with syllables, 
and c is closely related to b, but extended with a lOOre defined closing. 
In the second strophe, the second singer joins in. The formal pattern 
is a (slightly varied), b, aI, and the new c1 extension of the c ca
dence. In the third strophe, the pattern is s~lar, except for a still 
lOOre elaborate c2 version of the final cadence phrase . At this point in 
the song, there is a spoken interlude with beats, exactly as before in 
~~73. To link the final two strophes to this interlude the a l and c1 
phrases are used. 

The fonn of 1.11.175 is: 

;1 J A 

~1 } B 

parl~dol C 

;l} A 

~1 } B 

parl~dO } C 

;1} 
A 

~1 } B 

MM75 represents a formal combination of the processes involved in 
MM73 and MM74. It too uses three phrases. The a phrase is quite ex
tended and includes spoken interjections and parlando/recitative. It 
contains both text and syllables. The b phrase only has syllables. 
Following the first presentation of these phrases they are immediately 
repeated. The a phrase is slightly altered through the addition of a 
short introductory unit. Following the repeated a and b phrases is 
c and c1 , both sung exclusively to syllables . c concludes with a short 
link unit while c1 concludes directly with the parlando/recitative 
syllables, ha. ha. maL After the c and c1 phrases there is an interlude 
of declamatory speech followed by the b phrase used as a link. There
after the entire aba1bcc1 strophe is repeated. There is another de
clamatory interlude and b phrase and then the song concludes with yet 
another repetition of the abalbccl strophe . 

In MM75 the syllables are lOOre definitely bonded to musical phra
ses than in many other songs. Tile formal pattern of the song is: ab, 
al b,cc1 . Syllable use reinforces the fonn. As can be seen fran the 
following chart of syllables, other formal elements suggested by syl
lables are used as well. (Syllables in quotes are parlando/recitative. ) 

In the a phrase the syllables are: 
ha. ma "rna" 
ha.. rna ".60.." 
ha rna ma ma-i 

"ha. ha rna ma. rna. rna. ma..i" 

In the b phrase the syllables are: 
ha. rna. "ma..i." 
ha ma ma-i 

"ha ha rna ha" 
rna rna,{, 

In the a1 phrase the syllables are repeated as in a , except that 
they are prefaced (only in the 2nd verse) by the word Ha -ma.Ua. 

In the c phrase the syllables are: 
ha ma ma-i 
ha ma ma-i 
ha. ma ma-i 
Ila ma ma-i 

"ha" 
lIa rna ma-i 

"ha ha ma.i." 
rna. rna..(. 

In c l the syllables are: 
ha ma ma-i 
ha ma ma-i 
ha ma ma-i 
ha ma ma-i 

"half 
lIa ma ma-i 

!lila. rna. mai" 

Fran 'this CCIJlllete chart of syllables we can see several charac
teristic phenanena including: (1) characteristic repetition of sylla
bles for extension and variety (infixing) as in ha Ita ma ma rna ma rna-i 
in a; (2) characteristic use of spoken interjections between text (see 
also a phrase); and (3) use of syllables as lexical words and as 
meaningful syllables (in the a phrase: hama.Ua and ha ma 6(1), 

A characteristic which appears to be unique in this song is the 
use of parlando/recitative cadential syllables at the end of formal 
units, Notice that the a, aI, b, c and c1 phrases all end with 
parlando/recitative syllables or with a sung ma ma-i . It is apparent, 
when the structure of the song is considered, that the sung syllables 
rna ma-i fonn a link between the sections, while the par lando/recitative 
syllables mark the actual end of these sections . This is particularly 
evident at the end of the strophes before the extended spoken interludes 
or at the very end of the song, Indeed, the only difference between c 
and c l is the anission of the link ma ma-i syllables, 

IDIPARISCN OF BEATS IN MM73, MM74, and 1.111175 
In the Hama.Ua cycle of MUNGO MARrIN (MM73,MM74,MM75), it is 

possible to clearly assess several aspects of the perplexing relation
ship between the rhythmic beat patterns and the melodic content of the 
song . In many other instances it has been possible to assess the 
disciplined nature of the beat patterns, per se, but in the Hama.Ua 
cycle the understanding widened and we can see several intricate rela
tionships previously only suspected, 

In these Hama.Ua songs, the beat is the underlying measure of 
actual time in the song, A specific fonnula of a certain nwroer of 
beat patterns is presented, followed by an altered "cadence pattern", 
This is roost concisely danonstrated in ~~73. Here the beat patterns 
are presented as: 

12 rrodified anapaests ( •• ' -), 
followed by a "cadence beat" which is an elongated rrodified anapaest , 

12 ibid. 
11 ibid. 
11 ibid. 
12 ibid. 

These chains of 12 or 11 beat patterns are in synchronization 
with the formal design of the song: the a and b melodic units must be 
CCIJllleted within the 12 beat beat pattern time; the c unit rust be 
CCIJllleted within the 11 beat patterns. 

In MM73 there is an interlude of declaimed speech. This interlude 
is CCIJllleted wi thin two beat patterns and a cadence beat pattern. This 
declaimed section is followed by a sung link consisting of the b unit 
of the song; it is CCIJllleted within the time defined by two beat pat
terns and one cadence beat pattern, The first strophe of the song is 
then entirely repeated, with exactly the same mrnber of beat patterns 
and exactly the same placement of cadence beat patterns. 

The organization of the beats in MM73 is interesting, but far less 
crnplex as the order presented in MM74 and ~~5, In these two songs 
we learn lOOre about the intricacy of the relationships between the 
melodic material and beat patterns and the crnplex formal designs pro
duced by the beat patterns alone. 

MM74 presents a sequence of 11 rrodified anapaest beat patterns 
followed by an elongated anapaest cadence beat pattern; this is followed 
by 12 beat patterns and a cadence beat pattern and then 13 beat patterns 
and two cadence beat patterns. Thus the over-all pattern of the beats 
is: 

11-1{; 
12-1{; 
13-1{;-1{; 

This is clearly related to the formal structure of the song (a, 
b,al,c repeated three times with slight variations). 

As in ~~73, there is an interlude of declaimed speech in ~~74. 
The declaimed speech is presented within the time-space of three 
beat patterns and a cadence beat pattern, What is of crucial irrport
ance and interest in this interlude is the alteration of the cadence 
beat pattern; it has been truncated by one beat to distinguish it fran 
the cadence beat used with sung material. Following this interlude
the al and c melodic units are sung as a link; here, four repetitions 
of the original beat pattern are presented followed by a return of the 
original cadence beat pattern, 

There is a slight but subtle distinction between the type of 
cadence beat pattern used in the sung sections and declaimed sections 
of the song. It seems obvious that the altered cadence beat pattern 
is designed as a "cue" fran the leader to the follower(s) signaling 
that the sung material is about to recrnmence, This is reinforced 
by later material in the song; in the next verse the 12-1{; and 13-1{;-1{; 
beat patterns are repeated, followed by yet another declaimed inter
lude. Here only two beat patterns are used. However, the two beat 
patterns used before the resumption of singing, remain the altered 

29 11 - ,-- fonn. 



In the final verses of the song, the 12+C and 13+C+C patterns 
return yet again. A single beat pattern forns a percussive coda 
as a whole. 

MM75 uses a very similar pattern of fixed sequences of beat 
patterns, specifically 12+C, 12+C, 5+C, 5 (without C). Interest
ingly, the verse unit in 1.111175 breaks off before a final presentation 
of a cadence beat pattern and is followed irrmediately by the declaimed 
section . Here the declaimed speech is presented with the time unit 
of six beat patterns and one cadence beat pattern. As in 11111174, the 
cadence beat pattern is an altered v - - - -. The sung link passages 
use three beat patterns and the original cadence beat patternv - ----. 

In the subsequent repetition, the verse beat patterns are 
repeated exactly. In the declaimed section, the time has been reduced 
and only four beat patterns are used before the return of the m:xIified 
cadence beat. Following the final repetition of the verse the song 
concludes with a coda of 3 solo beat- patterns. 

Fran these songs we can begin to point out what appear to be the 
basic structure and perfonnance idians relating to beats. These 
include: 

1. beat- patterns, not single beats, are the measure' of time in 
songs, and defined under rhythm. 

2. beat-patterns are used (as are syllables) to produce elaborate, 
regular designs. 

3. the nurroer of repetitiOns of beat patterns relate to the 
formal sections in the melodic material, and to the text and 
syllables. 

4. beat-patterns alternate at cadence points in the compositions. 
5. beat-patterns are often used as solo ending flourishes. 
6. single beats not connected to the actual beat-patterns often 

begin compositions. 
7. cadence beat-patterns are an elongation of a portion of the 

characteristic beat-patterns of a given composition. 
8. cadence beat-patterns often reflect whether material is sung 

or declaimed. 
9. beats fo not "acc<:rrpany" the song but provide the structural 

foundation to the melody, text and syllables. 
10. beats have their own independent order and run parallel with 

the melodic content of the song. 

SUMMARY OF BEAT -PATIERNS 

Beat Types: v Of" V - -
, 

* Modified anapaest 
+ Elongated anapaest 

Elongated anapaest 
(Cadence form 1) 1.1 
(Cadence form 2) " 

MM73 

Starting beat 
12*+ 
12*+ 
11*+ 
11*+ 
12*+ 

2*+ (declaimed) 
2*+ (sung) 

12*+ 
12*+ 
11*+ 
11*+ 
12*+ 

SCAlE 

HM/'f4 

RANGE 

1.111174 

Starting beat 
11*+ 
12*+ 
13*++ 

3*= (declaimed) 
4*+ (sung) 

12*+ 
13*++ 

2*+ (declaimed) 
4*+ (sung) 

12* 
13*++ 

1* (solo beats) 

0-10 

1.111175 

12*+ 
12*+ 

5*+ 
5* 

6*= (declaimed) 
3*+ (sung) 

12*+ 
12*+ 

5*+ 
5* 

4*= (declaimed) 
3*+ (sung) 

12*+ 
12*+ 

5*+ 
5* 

2* (solo) 

--MM73 , M1II74 , MM75 all have a range of a 4th. 

TEXTS AND TRANSLATICNS 

MM73 flAMATSA 8aiG sung by MUNGO MARrIN 

!!eku wai.a gda harna hama harne!! 
!!eku. wai.a gda hama harna hamey 
harna harney harna mey 
harne" 

Everything you give 

30 

ha l.a1:li yeku wai.a ha 
g.i1.a. 9 eil amt.teo 
:tla. mela ha u.<. ha.6:tla. Im6 
yeku. wai.a gaa ha 

hama hamey ha.ma harney 
hamey hamey 

.6'<'11. "u.g wai.a 9 Ua hama 
hamey 

.6'<'11. yu.g wai.a gda Itlllro 
harney 
hamey harney hama mey 
hamey 

ha .f.a.tl.e .6'<'11. '111. wai.a Ita 
gile heil am t.U...6 It.<.J.> 
.tiamW haU'<' 1t.<.J.>:tla. 
hlJ..6 .6'<'kyu.g wai.a gda 
hama hamey hama hamey 

:tla.k wall. ftOta gda hama hamey 
:tla.k wall. hota gda hama hamey 
hamey hame!! hama me" 
hamey 

Ita ta ill :tla.k ilOla ha 
gil..<.J.> heil amt.U...6 
.tf.am.<. taka u.<. .t1J..6 
:tla. hlJ..6 .tiak hota gda 
hama hamey hwna hame!! 
hame!! hamey 

He will be everything in your cotton 
screen you give in your 
in your cotton screen 
everything is your whole body with 
Supernatural power 

canoe is sounding 

canoe is sounding 

Your curtain sounds like a canoe 

The copper is all over body 

The copper will rattle around your 
body 
the copper will be rattled with 
your curtain 

1IIM74 flAMATSA 8aiG sung by MUNGO MARrIN 

Wyk .6u..6 Ita harnma yali.<. 
"a gilUJ.> ka nu.gwa 
yey g.eu.gwai.a ka.6 
owey am hama me!! 
am ham ham hame!! 
me!! am hama mey he !!;,. 

w!!k .61J..6 ha yak Im6 .6ela 
ya qilUJ.> ha Ylugwa 
ye!! glu.gwai.a il.a.6 
DweLl am hama meLl 
am ham ham hame" 
am ham hame!! he '1'<' 

am ham hama meLl 
am ham hlllney 

w!!k ou..6 ha .tia WIJ..6 

oW "a gilUJ.> ka "U9tU:t 
"e!! g.eu.gwai.a ka.6 
owe" IlIn ham hamey mey 
meyam hamey 
"'" ham hamey h-i. '1'<' 

Go abead looking for me 
something to eat 

He gives away all the thing 

Syllables 

Syllables 

Syllables 

MM75 flAMA TSA 8aiG sung by MUNGO MARrIN 

ha rna oa "a la 
.tiela ka.6 ct.eu.gwai.a gilla 
ma mey 
ha!! ct.eu.g kh-i. klt.<.J.> oa 
hall. he ha ma me!! 
ha ma me!! ha ma mey 
ha ma mey Ita ma mey 
ha ma mey ha mey 
ha me" 

ha ma mey ha ma melf 
ha ma melf ha ma me!! 
ha ma mey ha ma me!! 

ha rna me!! 
ha ma melf 
ha ma ha ma mey 

bulik wum ya ta 
ill ta ka.6 glugwai.a 
g.<. :tla. ma mey 
ha.-i. ct.eu.k kha klt.<.J.> oa 
hall. he ha ma me!! 
ha ma mey ha ma me" 
ha ma me" ha ma me!! 
ha.ma mey ha me" 
ha mey 

ha ma mey ha md mey 
ha ma mey ha ma me!! 
ha ma mey ha ma me!! 

ha ma !ney 
ha md mey 
harna ha ma mey 

Looking for something to eat 
we look for the POOple 

Syllables 

Syllables 

Syllables 

When vou eat you've got lots 
in your muth 
the ghosts 

Syllables 

Syllables 

Syllables 



wak ¢u.t Uffl!!a.f.a tLi. l.a 
ka¢ gtugwala gLtt a ma me!! 
he!! cU.uk LUa. "Xl M 
hak Ile !!a ma me!! 
ha ma me!! ha ma me!! 
ha ma me!! ha ma me!! 
lUI ma me!! ha me!! 

ha ma me!! ha ma me!! 
ha rna me!! ha ma me!! 
ha ma me!! ha ma me!! 

ha ma me!! 
ha ma me!! 
hama ha ma me!! 

, 
... LA 
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Two things in your cheeks 
ghosts dead people 

Syllables 

Syllables 

Syllables 
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SIDE THREE 

Side 3, Song 1 
'IW36 BUKWAS SCNGS, A and B, sung by 'IQ.I WILLIE 

Bukll.kl.6, the Wild Man of the Woods, was human in form and lurked on 
the edges of the forest and its stre3lTS, where he tried to persuade 
humans to eat food offered to than, after which they would becane 
like him (i.e., a ghost) and stay in the unreal forest world which he 
inhabited. en sunny days, Bukll.kl.6 creeps cIo\<n to the beach to wann 
himself, and dig for cockles, his favorite food. He is extranely 
timid, and constantly peers over his shoulder to make sure he is not 
being watched. 

He was associated with the spirits of people who had drowned and 
who hovered near him, and was also linked with the underworld of the 
dead fran which ghosts returned during the season of the Winter Dance. 

Bukll.kl.6 is represented as a shadowy human whose mask has attributes 
of a skull -- deeply socketed, round eyes, protruberant brow, and hol
lowed cheeks. At times, the lips are drawn back over the praninent 
teeth. The mask is appropriate to Bukll.kl.6' role as chief of the dead. 

The dancer wears a close-fitting suit and covers his body and 
mask with hanlock wreaths. The actions of the dancer reflect Bukll.kl.6· 
shy but energetic character. Entering the dance house, he creeps 
around in a crouched position, shielding his face with his hands; he 
nay then suddenly leap forward and go down on one knee, scrabbling 
accross the floor in search of oockles. He finds sane, and stealthily 
eats the food, ever watchful. He nay sometimes give a high-pitched 
whoop or blow a anall whistle in his routh . 32 

'IQ.I WILLIE: 
"This BUKWAS Song belonged to PHIlliP PAUL, who danced it at Blunden 

Harbour. Bukll.kl.6 is called aka.l.b<u; he dances like a HamlLt6a. The dif
ference between a HamlLt6a (who is also a "wild nan of the woods") and 
a Bukll.kl.6, is that the Bukll.kl.6 is a commoner, while a HamlLt6a is a privi
ledged, initiated member of a secret society. All chiefs are HamlLt6a. 
The fanale counterpart of the Bukll.kl.6 is the TMnoqu.a . 

ANALYSIS 
~h of the Bukll.kl.6 songs are caIpOSed in strophic binary form, but 
clearly assembled fran interwoven smaller musical segments of specific 
rrusical function, which I refer to as functional units. 

In the case of Bukll.kl.6 Song A, there are four functional units: 

a. an opening unit 
b. a triadic extension unit 
c. a cadence unit 
d. a chain pattern unit 

The arrangeroont of these units can be seen in the Sl.IllIlal"Y of the 
form of both songs which follows. 

In the first verse of the song, the order of units is a siIrple 
abc , a pattern which is immediately repeated,after an upward pitch 
migration, in the second verse. 

In the third verse of the song, there is an alteration in the pat
tern of the units: three forms of chain pattern d are presented, followed 

by the cadence unit c ; the order of the units is thus "d, d1
, d2 ,e" 

a pattern which is repeated exactly, with upward pitch migration, in 
the fourth verse . 

In the fifth verse of the song, the original abc pattern reap
pears; verse S:lX uses the d dl d2 c pattern and the final seventh verse 
again returns to the abc pattern of the functional units. 

Bu~ Song B is somewhat rore oomplex, although in this song there 
are only three functional units: 

a. an extension unit 
b . a cadence unit 
c. a chain-pattern unit 

There ranains, however, other carpexities. In the first place, 
there is much greater variation of all the functional units in song B. 
As well, there is extrane pitch migration (a 4th) and sane variation 
wi thin repetitions of fornal like materials. There are also distinct 
changes in the formal order of the functional units. Finally, there 
are also two sub-units which act as musical links, or possibly transient 
cadence forms. These two links occur regularly in all the A section 
verses of the song. (See the fornal stmnary to follow.) 

In the first verse, the pattern of units is a al b. Between 
these units occur the two links. Thus, the canplete verse consists of 
a, link I, a1 , link 2, b. This pattern is repeated, with pitch migra
tion, in the second verse. 

The third verse reveals a quite different structure. It begins 
with two forms of the chain pattern unit, c and c1 . These two units 
are followed by two varied forms of the cadence unit, bl and t2. Thus 
the pattern of the verSe as a whole is c c1 bl b2 . This pattern 
is repeated as a whole, with upward pitch migration, in the fourth 
verse. 
--The fifth verse reverts back to the a,link l,a1 ,link 2,b pattern 
of the first and second verses. as does the sixth verse. It should be 
pointed out, however, that there is always pitch migration and slight 
variation in the llnmediate repeats of fornal like sections . 

The seventh verse is substantially different. It is cast in the 
basic design of the third and fourth verses, but with a significant 
alteration which changes its formal nature: a new variant, c2 , of the 
chain pattern unit c i" introduced. The resulting pattern of units 
thus becomes: c c2 c1 bl t2. In effect, the addition of this new 
variant of the chain pattern unit transforms the formal section B into 
81. This small alteration to one of the functional units and a change 
in the number of those units produces a significant distinction in terms 
of basic fornal design. This new pattern c c2 c1 b1 t2 is repeated for 
the eighth verse of the song. 

Verses nine and ten return to the initial a, link 1, aI, link 2, b 
pattern, which is thell1ollowed by a short, coda based on the same a and 
a1 units. 

In St.mnary, the forms of Buluoo.6 songs A and B appear as follows: 

VERSE SOOG A SOOG B 

:J. ;~, I a1 A 
link 2 
b 

First 

:1, ;,~ 'I a l A 
link 2 
b 

Second 

d I ~1 
} B 

d1 
~2 B b1 

b2 

Third 

~1 
c 

} B 
c1 

~2 B b1 
t2 

Fourth 



~ink I) a1 A 
link 2 
b 

Fifth 

~ink I) 
a1 A 
link 2 
b 

Seventh 

Ninth 

~F 1\ a A 
link 2 
b 

seN; B 

~ink IJ a1 A 
link 2 
b 

:1 } coda 

When considered together, both Bu/u00..6 songs show a ranarkably 
similar canpositional technique and , as well, a similar use of intervals. 
While their "form", per se, is different , the procedure by which they 
have been canposed is virtually the same. 

The theory of functional units sean to apply particularly well to 
these extended songs canposed fran Slall scales. Bu/u00..6 Song A uses 
a three-note scale system while Bu/u00..6 Song B uses a four-note scale 
system. 

It appears that through the use of the functional units and through 
deliberate and careful variation of these units, the limitations of such 
restricted scale patterns are masterfully turned into a strong sensory 
experience in these songs. The "restricted" scale produces a Slall set 
of intervals. These intervals are combined with characteristic contours 
and rhytlrns to produce the functional units. They are combined with or 
without variation, in different patterns to form the larger formal sec
tions of the songs. 

Because of the nature of this process, there is an allrost "organic" 
unity present in the songs , a sub-aural sense of logic and order pro
duced by the interweaving of this snall lode of materials. 

The order of the functional units provides, as it were, the grammer 
of the formal sections , the fixed underlying pattern of musical ideas, 
its logic and aesthetic. Variation of t he functional units occurs in 
three fonns: 

I . Unmediate variation to produce an answering phrase with a distinct 
character as in the a/a1 units of Song B; 

2. variety of repetition t o form new presentations of t he same unit 
to extend or alter the musical phrase as in t he varied chain 
pattern or cadence units ; 

3. "standard" variation through pitch migration, tirrtlre changes, and 
microtonal variation of the melodic units in subsequent verses. 

Thus, with the combination of (1 ) the basic set of intervals gen
erated by the scale, (2) the set of functional units canprised of the 
interval set, and (3) the variation techniques, the larger formal units 
of the song are produced. 

SCAI.ES 

TI ... 36A$ 

BEATS 
--36A .... v sbort beats on syllables 

long beats on text 

After short beats, BUKWAS takes off his mask and puts Cedar Bark 
rings on his head and sings like a f/am<Lt6a, with slow beats on the text. 

36B - -- all long beats 

RANGE 
--Both songs have a range of a 6th. 

TEXTS AND 'IRANSLATICl<S OF 'lW36 BUKWAS OONGS, A and B, sung by TO.! WILLIE 

BUKWAS OCR> A: 

haw haw haw haw haaw 
haw haw haw haw haaw 
haw haw haw haw haaw 

how IU. Iza ti.a to. gi to. ha IzlLl 
a wa.i. !fa lzaM gagholz 
«.U ia ti.al to. hak «.U oa «.U 

!fi !faa IzlLl a Izal k«n oi 

haw haw haw haw haaw 

haw haw haw haw haaw 
haw haw haw haw haaw 
haw haw haw haw haaw 

wd wdlz ha to. gi to. ha klLl 
a«'u!falzaM/u00..6WM 
¢a to. ti.a to. halz WlLI a «.U 

!fi !fa lzaM a Iza k«n 4i to. 
ha /uoo..6 a «.U lzaM a Izal k«n 4i 
to. Iza /uoo..6 rU. 

BUKWAS OCR> B: 

ha how a ja how a ja !faw 
ha how a ja how a ja !faw 
ha how a jey hey a ya yaw 
a ja ja how ha ya how 

a to.lz de nug k«n duk !fag 
ha ~ klLI we!f tio 
alz al WlLIi to.k WlLI rU. !fa 

ha how a ja how a ja !faw 
Ita how a ja how a ja yaw 
ha how a jey he!f a !fa !faw 
a ja ja how ha ya how 

a to.lz de nug k«n dulz «.U 

ti.a klLI a«.U Izoi «.U we 4 e.to. 
tlalak WlLI a WlLI Izo!f 
ak alk «.U 4i ia /uoo..6 rU. ya 

ha how a ja how a ja !faw 
ha how a ja how a ja !faw 
ha how a je!f he!f a ya !faw 
a ja ja how ha !fa how 

, , 

Syllables 

scared face 
frightening face (face of Bu/u00..6) 

different name of Bu/u00..6 

Syllables 

Syllables 

your head make me scared 
head 
head 
Bu/u00..6' name 

Syllables 

we are walking together with 
Bu/u00..6 . Go together face of 
BuI1lOlLl Bu/u00..6 name 

Syllables 

have been seen 
what it head look like scarey head 
name of Bu/u00..6 

Syllables 

.rll J 
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Side 3, Song 2 
'lW 40 nruNDERBIIID - KWINKWA IHI LIGYALAj SCl'IG, sung by TQ.1 WILLIE 

Thunderbird was huge and powerful, able to catch and lift the 
Killer Whale. Lightning and thunder were the signs of his flight. 
He could lift the heavy frame of a dwelling and set it in position. 

The marks distinguishing Thunderbird masks fran other sky beings 
are the Supernatural horns that adorn his head, and the curved, humped, 
and massive upper beak over a curved lower one. His talons and legs 
are emphasized to a greater degree than in any other bird forms. His 
wings are not usually folded at the side, but are commonly shown out
thrust, extended straight out fran his side or even placed above his 
shoulders, a dramatic statement of his flying abilities. 

Ten months after birth, a festival is celebrated, at which 
"Thunderbird Straps" are put around the ankles of the child, under 
the knees, around the wrists, and above the elbo.\S, and at which his 
or her face is painted with ochre and the hair is singed off. The 
paint and the snell of the singed hair is protection against disease 
and pains. 

According to tradition, this custan was instituted by the Thunder
bird when the anilmls made war upon him, hiding in an artificial Whale. 
In vain, the Thunderbird's four songs had tried to lift the Whale, but 
had been drowned by it. Then, before he himself and his wife tried to 
lift the Whale, he put the "Thunderbird Straps" on his infant, which 
was ten months old, saying that future generations would do the same. 

To the Thunderbird is also ascribed the origin of the N-imlU.6h 
tribe. After the great flood, Halibut was in trouble and he asked for 
help. Thunderbird came to his assistance, helping him to put up the 
house, carrying beams wi tb bis claws, putting than in their right order. 
After this, Thunderbird transfonned into htmUl form (one of the many 
myths where the Thunderbird changes into htmUl shape) and with the 
Halibut, became the ancestor of the N-imlU.6h people. 

In his bird-form, T~oona, the Thunderbird flew down fran the sky 
and landed at Knight Inlet. Here he stayed, changed to human form, 
and founded the "descendant fran Thunderbird" lineage of the Awcu:..t:.ea.to 
tribe. 

TQ.1 WILLIE: 

IH: Oiief TQ.1 WILLIE, you sang me a Thunderbird song the other day, and 
.. . you said it was a H.{Ug ya.ta. 

'lW: Yes, every "calm down" HamlLUa song is a Hiligya.ta. 
IH: What is the relationship of that song with the Thunderbird? Can 

you tell me that story? 
'lW: That story about the GwawtUnuk people. Hope Town people. The 

Kwi.nhwo. cane down fran tbere, Mt. Stevens. That mountain is called 
Kwe.<.. That's where tbe Thunderbird was sitting (before he) canes 
down to tbe village. That's why the people who cane fran that 
place are all singing about Kwtnhwo.. I"Kwtn" as in swim. ) I mean, 
Thunderbird. 
You know that the Thunderbird is the thunderstorm. That's what 
the old people say. We hear the Thunderbird last week, lots of 
rain. The Indians say he's going to the other side of the world. 
That's why (there was) lightning and thunder. When he canes back 
(we see and hear) the same thing. 

IH: Is it a different kind of noise when they go and when they cane 
back? 

'lW: No, the same. Lots of rain, really blowing, sanetimes. When 
people fran that village die, the Thunderbird makes a noise once. 
Just once. Never again. The people over there told me the story. 
Sane people fall in the water; sanebody died, the Thunderbird 
makes a · noise .. . 
The Thunderbird (was) sitting in that mountain, and he saw this 
man called hUman (?) This man cane out fran the stone. There's 
one big rock sitting in that place called Kwe.<.. The Thunderbird 
see that he's got a family, and lots of dried salmon, smoked sal
mon. The Thunderbird cane down that day. A young boy always go 
out on the bay shooting birds. His mother makes him clothes out 34 
of that blanket of dried out feathers. 

IH: Which kind of bird? 
'lW: All different kinds of birds. They go to that bay one rnorning, 

he saw that everything was dark, like (before) daylight. That 
Thunderbird's wings, way up in the mountain, cover that bay, just 
black (Le . , shadow). He see that the bird gave up the man, open 
up his bottan and he cane out. 

IH: He opens his wings and the man came out? 
'lW: No, he opens his belly, just like a shirt. The man cane out of 

the bottan of the Thunderbird. He told the Thunderbird to go 
back and go up. He told it, when the (local) people (hear his) 
noise once . He told (him) to go up, go and never cane back. The 
man came out, he wants to narry the daughter of a man in the vil
lage. 

IH: Married into the Thunderbird culture. 
That man has a descendant fran the Thunderbird, but in that song 
he has the function of calming down of the HamlLUa? 

'lW: Yes. That's why the Oiief WEBBER, thinking about that story, that 
people: that's why I put that Thunderbird story in that song. 

IH : And with that story he wanted to calm down the people. In telling 
the story of the Thunderbird, he wanted to cane down to the people. 
The HamlLUa . 

'lW: I did that. I need that song lots of times. Mourning song. I 
talk about the Thunderbird because the people cane fran that place. 

IH: You put the words to that? 
'lW: Yes. And also, if sanebody cane out fran Whale, they also cane 

fran Hope Town. They also cane out fran the Wolf. sanetimes, and 
the Thunderbird, they all cane fran Hope Town. That's where I cane 
fran. My grandfather, great great mother. 

IH: So you are a Thunderbird too? 
'lW: Yes. 

That's what it said. "I cane over and calm you down people, be
cause I'm always calm you down." That's why he said that, because 
he stop the people when they arguing with each other, sanetimes 
they fight with the copper, beat the copper , give to the other 
chief. And the chief, he stop it. That's why he sings that song. 

IH: Now I understand. 

FCmI 
-- A 8 times 

Coda 
B 8 times 
Coda 

- V 

RANGE 
--9th 

TElIT AND TRANSlATICN OF 'lW 40 nruNDERBIIID -- KWINKWA IHI LIGYALAj SCNG, 
sung by 'J"al WILLIE 

gak lie nug wa 
hy ya t<. IU. R.a. liu il.a a hay 
g£.u.gwaa ha R.a. g-i. ~la hu 
g£.u.gwala kM OU 
ha £.ak 9 en ha ya t<. IU. R.a. 
mUg yu liay g£.u.gwala 
g-i. ~li 
hay ha un ha /fa 
ha wa hey g£.u.gwala g-i.il. hey 
haw wa ha-i. ya 

gak lie nu.g wa 
e.<.ek a g-i. cU ya il.a kaM 
glugwa ha £.a g-i. il.a he 
g£.u.gwala kM ou 
ha tak gan -i.k a g-i. cU ya 
mUg kaM g£.u.gwala g-i. liey 
ha ~ ha ay g£.u.gwala g-i.il. hey 
ha wa hu ya 

gak il.u nug wa 
h-i. t6a n-i. cUy il.a kaM 
g£.u.gwala g-i.il.ey 
iuLi. g£.u.gwala kM ou. 
ha R.a. gen k.h-i. t6a n-i. cU ya 
mUg kaM g£.u.gwala g-i.il.ey 
ha wa ha hey y-i. g£.u.gwala 
kMuhawahuya 

gak il.a nug un 
hou dR.a.k ha nM il.a ha haM 
g£.u.gwala g-i.il.a hay g£.u.gwala 
kM uo 
ha £.ak gen nayama g-i. ~ gen 
nan g£.u.gwala kM u 
ha wa ha hey ye g£.u.g wala 
kM u haw we hey ya 

I cane to 
calm you down you 
all the people watching the 
Supernatural power great 
because I always calm you down 
me I because of my 
Supernatural power 
Syllables 

I cane 
for the people to give interest to 
you 
Supernatural power 
because I am interested to see 
for you all watching me 
Syllables 

I came 
interested to see 
calm down Supernatural power 

interested to see 
by me because of the 
Supernatural power 

Thunderbird 
after lot of lightning fran for you 
people with the great 
Supernatural power 
because I am preparing for before 
hails after lightning 
Thunderbird makes a noise 



gak tta rtugWet 
quart quart w£a U g.ut. 
kM hM g£.ugwai.a 
gi tta hey g£.ugwai.a gi ti.ey 
ha .e.ak gert ga yak haf.a 
yug wart kM gf.u.gwai.a gi-t ti.ay 
how Wet ha.i. ya 

I cane 
as a Thunderbird 
for you people 

because I cane cto.vn fran the rrountain 

I cane like 
lightning for you people 
people 
Supernatural power 

gak ti.e rtug Wet 
ttart.i.i>waya tta ka hM 
gf.u.gWet ha .e.a g.ut.e hay 
gf.u.gwai.a kM u 
ha .e.ak gert gja ya ka .e.ay ug 
g£.ugwaf.a gi ti.ey 

Wert kaM because the way I cane fran the 
rrountain 
for you people 

(I, tt, liS,tld 
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Side 3, Song 3 
MM65 SEA EAGLE GHO:IT SCNG, sung by MUNGO MARTIN 

MUNGO MARTIN: 
"That Raven, he turns around to Beaver; there they go. At that 

time he sees the Sea Eagle. 'Ob, that there is the Sea Eagle.' Well, 
you see, the Sea Eagle sees the Heron, for Heron is without feet. 
Well. That (means) he's gone. lie went dead. He gives feet, for 
him back, (i.e., puts him back on his feet), but he canes down (i.e., 
falls). Well, the Raven, he tells Beaver, 'You watch, I'm going to 
fight with him.' He's going (to) jump his helly, to try to get the 
Heron up. That's what the Raven say. Well, that Raven, takes a 
utu:UYlg (jump, fight with). and (then) the Sea Eagle . Well. That 
Beaver, he's caning out to jump the belly of that Heron also. Well. 
Fighting, that Raven (say) 'Cane on, (once) more.' The Heron is 
caning out (i.e., getting up) n<NI. 'Two more.' Yes, be's caning 
out. (Once) rrore, he's caning out. Four (i.e., fourth time). He 
goes n<NI." 

MM: A different name is Kom.i.6.i.i.a. 
IH: Ghost says, "I'm caning up for you". 
MM: Yes, "I'm caning up for you". I'm walking, I'm going to walk cto.vn 

to the gwnax (means the ground under the sea). I'm going to walk 
cto.vn to the gwnax. I am Kom.i.6.i.i.a (caning up fran the sea). That's 
what we say. 

'la.! WILLIE: 

IH: Mr. 'la.! WILLIE is going to explain MM65, MUNGO MARTIN GHrnT SCNG. 
He says that it is a Sea Eagle Ghost Song, and it is a Feather 
Dance (beat never changes). 

'IW: The words of the song: 

IH: 
'IW: 

IH: 
'IW: 

f.a gu 6U Wet; ya qu.a £.0 kf.a 
They mean, "I cane UP to see you, see all you fran the bottan". 

rta Wet f.a kurtu. Wet 
"I am a Supernatural" 

rta Wet f.a u qua6 
"I am a good Supernatural" 

a f.M rtu .tu. ya Wet pf.a 
"I am working underground in your village" 

hoi f.a k.i.rt kom.i.6.i.i.a kMuwa 
"Because I'm a ghost". 
Which \\Ord is 'ghost'? 
Kom.i.6.i.i.a. That's a \\Ord of the Bella Bella language. CArr language 
is f.aUrtu.. 
That's what it said in the last ... I'm a good, I'm a friend ghost. 
Well, sanebody died and he danced with a rmsk. He danced with a 
rmsk, feather or the cedar bark dance. Sanetimes they cane in, 
because when the people cane in, after the man died, maybe one 
year after that, these men give Pot.e.ateh. 
Not immediately, because imnediately would be the Mourning Song. 
When the people call tbe otber people to cane, what they do is 
this, sanebody die last year, the people, the brothers or the 
father call all the people to cane and give a Pot.e.ateh. 

IH: In memory of him. 
'IW: Yes. They sing a Mourning Song and this cedar bark is brought in. 

They dance a Cedar Bark Dance all in rounds. Then be takes off 
the cedar bark and leaves it, and he goes out again from the house, 
having left the cedar bark for the people to dance with next year. 

IH: Ob, he leaves the cedar bark in the house and the man goes out 
again, so that means tbe ghost is gone out again? 

'IW: He left that cedar bark, and takes up the Cedar Bark Dance and 
gives it to the brother of the dead man, who should take it off 
next year after the dancing. 

IH: What is the difference between the Ghost and Mourning Dance? 
(tape interruption) 

'IW: We call it -imM, rmsks for the Ghost Song, it may have different 
rmsks, Wolf, Raven, Killer Whale, etc. 

IH: In Kwakiuti.? 
'IW: Whatever kind of dance, maybe Cedar Bark Dance, or Feather Dance, 

the -UnM cane in the bouse. We call it -UnM, but it's supposed 
to be called ghost, but with different rmsks. Whenever there are 
different rmsks, it is called -imM. 

IH: In Kwakiuti.? 
'IW: Yes. 
IH: Bella Bella is part of Kwak.i.uti., no? 
'IW: Yes, but ... 
IH: But what distinction do you make between the Bella Bella and the 

Kwak.i.uti. ? 
'IW: The Bella Bella say kom.i.6.i..e.a, ghost rmsk. 
IH: You are more the southern Kwakiuti.. 
'IW: Yes, but we say in our language, f.aUrtu., gbost person or 

spirit in the house. 
IH: From where you cane. That is Alert Bay, Fort Rupert, Kingcane, 

Blunden Harbour, and that other part, the Bef.f.a Bef.f.a, is the 
northern. 

'IW: Yes. It's not exactly the same language as ours. Bef.f.a Bef.f.a, 
thats Ow.i.kirtu (Rivers Inlet people). 

amIsrlNE 'IWINCE: 
"The Ghost Dance is only danced by men, not Wt:JlleII." 

ANALYSIS 
------n;e form of MM65 SEA EAGLE GfKET MASK SCNJ is: 

A f~ first introduction 

B r~ second introduction 



MM65 is an extremely complex song with many formal intricacies. 
It begins with two introductory sections, the first consisting of two 
explorations of similar rrotivic material and thus labelled as a and a1 . 
Note that in a1 the rrotive has been varied by changing the order of t he 
notes. An expansion of these introductory figures becanes of much 
greater melodic importance later in the song. 

Following the first introductory section (A) is a second intro
ductory section (B) consisting of two statements of a longer rrotive, 
labelled b, interjected by a smaller rrotivic fragment, labelled c. The 
b rroti ve is used as a basic refrain throughout the song and has several 
unique characteristics. It is subject to same variation and also con
tains a significant example of microtonal alteration of notes. 

The two introductory sections provide all the basic melodic ma
terials for the entire song and the definite rrotion from fragmentary 
and enigmatic statements to rrore extended and defined ones. The earlier 
fragments become the core of subsequent larger phrases and all materials 
are clearly presented and then intentionally woven together. The four 
tone unit G E D B acts as a unifying device shared by both the a and b 
figures and the contrasting c figure uses the same tones in a different 
order; (B, sometimes) D G E. Also of considerable interest in this song 
is the relationship between syllables and form. Specifically, the a 
sections are primarily sung with a text while the b sections are sung 
to syllables. In the a2 section, there appears to be a correlation be
tween specific melodic zones and specific syllables; note that the 
Supernatural word Nawa.f.oq occurs only on the "core" of a unit of G E D 
(B) (as in Verse 2 and Verse 4). 

The vocal style of MM65 reveals many characteristic idioms inclu
ding the extensive use of pulsations, primitive portamentos, extreme 
microtonal melismas, and characteristic recitative. There is signifi
cant upward migration in pitch levels from the beginning of the song 
until the conclusion. FollONing these two introductions, comes the most 
formally regular section of the song, a 7 section "sinple rondo" pattern 
of alternating abababa sections. The a is actually a2 -- an expansion 
of the a and a1 sections from the first introduction canbined with the c 
section from the second introduction. a2 is thus the prime form of the 
a idea. It consists of several distinct zones, each treated and varied 
characteristically in subsequent repetitions. In all there are five 
distinct zones in a2 : (1) is an unchanging opening figure consisting of 
an opening note, G, a microtonally extended note, G, and an E. (2) is a 
single note, E, which is repeated in subsequent statements of the a2 
phrase. 'lbe next unit is (3), consisting of the microtonally errtJel
lished G note, the following E, then a D and a B. This rrotive is, in 
fact, the central melodic "germ" of all the a phrases and can be traced 
back to the first introduction. (3) is followed by (4), an extensive 
rrotive using two notes, B and D, and always set to syllables. The last 
zone of the a2 phrase is (5), a closing rrotive consisting of either an 
E (verses in 1 and 2) or G, E (verses 3 and 4) . The canbination of (4) 
and (5) produces the c fragment from the second introduction. 

BEATS 
--Regular, spondaic beats never change. 
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RANGE 
--6th 
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TEXT AND TRANSIATlOO OF MM65 SEA EAGlE GHOOT SC!'lG, sung by MUNGO MARrIN 

Wo yo y';' ya ha 
a ya yay y';' y';' he!f 
ha ha ha hey ha ha hey 

.f..a. gl1.& ti WIl hau :U.;. 
yak WIl ha .f..a. il.a. 

y';'p ya .f..a. jay 
y';' y';' 1"<' 1"<' >10 ha hey ha ha 

y';' y';' !fa ya yu. y';' 
y';' y';' ha hey ha ha hey hey ha 

ho .f..a. gan tu.ya WIl pa.f..a. 
kll.6 un lok wok un (Q[ ~a 
hey ya y';' ya hay .f..a. kjen gwnax 
a .f..a. kIl.6 OWll 

Syllables 

I come up to ask 
see you all 

Syllables 

I'm Supernatural 
good Supernatural 

Syllables 

I am walking under 
ground in your billage 
because I'm a ghost 
because I'm Supernatural 
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Dr. lOA HALPERN with her original record-cutting and ploy-bock 
machine, obtained in 1947 and used to collect her BILLY ASSU material 
in 1947 at Cope Mudge. (Photgraph by Da.e Clark, from Maclean's 
Magazine, 1975.) 



Side 3, Song 4 
&f,I68, A and B, WE S'lUlEB:DY (AM LA LA), sung by Mill/GO MAIITIN 

There are many stories told about STONEBODY in different versions 
(see Boas). S'lUlEB:DY must have played an irrportant role in their 
legends. Here I am bringing the story as told by MUNGO MAlITIN and TO.1 
WILLIE . 

MUNGO MAlITIN: 
The STONEBODY consists of two songs: A and B. 
"Song of the Gilford Island Indians (Kwiluu.te.l'lOx). 
Sometimes only singing, sometimes only beating. 
f>.mw.a., a very old one. 
AwilUrtu gave that song for TlU>emk.U. 
Awilz.i.nu, a tribe name; WAKUS cernes fran there. 
S'f(NEOC[)Y, all stone except elbow and neck. 
His mother was Wolf Woman. 
Wolf takes out his fur getting nrui. 
STONEBODY cerne out for Cedar Bark. 
Wolf Man and his wife caning out for Cedar and married the Wolf girl. 
STONEBODY mother of Wolf Girl. 
STONEBODY has three brothers. 
First man is a Wolf Man. 
Eight families fran your mother was Kwa./Uu..tf.. 
Olr grandpeople CMTI our grandfather song. 
We listen to this song because our grandparents used to go allover 
t he country to get a different kind of things we get now in your house. 

TO.1 WILLIE: 

'lW : What I hear fran the old people talking about the S'lUlEB:DY. The 
STONEBODY was called a d1ad1akwa.6 because all the stones on the 
body. And the name of that boy was named Vtad1akwa.6. He goes to 
creek, having a bath. That creek is all red, like a blood. That 
man is washing his body. After a while he notices his body is 
getting hard and starting to get tough just like a rock. After a 
while he's becane all rocks, just his arms moving and his head, 
except the neck and the arms moving and the knees moving. He's 
becane really a rock. He kills lots of people hecause he can't 
get shot by the sling shot or arrows. 

IH : And who helped him to get all that stone on the body? The Sea 
Serpent you said. 

'lW: Yes. The Sea Serpent's blood. 
IH: The blood was fran the Sea Serpent and she wanted to protect the 

man. 
'lW : He owes it to the Sea Serpent. 

That is a story about people who cerne fran a Sea Serpent, Double
headed Serpent . That is a SJ..6.i.uft. Those old people used to have 
a canoe with a Sea Serpent design on it. That is why they used 
one for people who have to get married, they use those canoes. 
These STONEBODIES take quite a while, nobody catch him for quite 
a while. Last time Gilford Island people fight. It was the 
N.(mlU6h, it was a long time ago. The S'lUlEB:DY was gone to war 
you know, the S'lUlEB:DIES they travelled at times. They cerne up 
and the canoes were all bust up, and all the people drCMned fran 
Gilford Island the S'lUlEB:DY sink down and he walked under the 
sea and went to the shore, just cerne up. I don't know what this 
guy is, something like a funny name, and his people, you know, his 
body is all scratched. This man, I don't know what he is doing. 
This man cerne up right along side his canoe. That man knows his 
people are fighting with the Gilford Island people. This S'I'CNE
BDY carne up. This man grabbed right away and cut the STONEBODY'S 
head off . That's how the name was lost. They call it Ktalu.i.we.e.. 
But of course an irrportant point in the Malkan Island, the light
house, right across fran wng Beach, that place called K£.alu.i.we.e. . 
That place used to be a place, house, to dry fish. That is the 
time that STONEBODY was lost and dead in there . I told somebody 
about that, HENRY BELL found the head of the man, just the stone 
head. I think he still got it. I don't know. Sanebody try to 
buy it, got lots of money, pay $10,000.00, but he didn't want to 
sell it. 

IH : My God, the whole head in stone, petrified ... 
'lW : The whole head in stone. So everybody knows that that was a 

S'lUlEB:DY fran Gilfor d Island. 
IH : That must be an old story. 
'lW : Yes, an old story. 
IH : How l ong,how old? 
'lW : Thousand years ago. 

'lW : 
IH : 
'lW : 

IH : 

'lW: 

In t his song, t he Umpw.a., the role, t he play. 
What do you mean by play? Where is the play? 
Well, that song is, that linpw.a., if we are standing outside of 
t he house you know there is somebody playing ... 
Cb , per fonning the story. Cb, I see that, it is really a song to 
per fonn to other people, the story of the S'lUlEB:DY. Is that the 
i dea? 
Yes 

ANALYSIS 
--seth are extended canpositions canposed fran three basic phrases, 
A, B, and e. In 68A, the organization of these phrases is broadly 
ternary; in 68B, the organization is strophic with six repetitions 
of t he A,B,e verse. 

68A 

A (a,b,c,) 
A (a,b,c) 
B (a,bl,c) 
B (a,bl,c) 

68B 

A (aib,C) 
B (b ,c) 
e (d) 
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A (a,b,c) 
A (a, b,ci 
e (a,d,c ) 
e (a,d,cl ) 
e!(a,d 5 times,c) 
el(a,d 5 times,c) 

A (a,b,c) 
A (a,b{) 
8 (a,b ,c) 
B (a,bl,c) 

A (aih,C) 
B (b ,c) 
e (d) 

A (aib,C) 
8 (b ,c) 
8 (bl,c) 
el(dl ) 

A (aib,c) 
B (b ,c) 
B (bl,c) 
el(dl ) 

A (a,b,c) 
B (bl,c) 
B (bl,c) 
el(d!) 

A (a
l
b,C) 

B (b ,c) 
B (bl,c) 
e (d) 

This fonnal outline seems to be simPlistic when the musical detail 
of the song is considered more closely. However, the broad patterns of 
these designs are an irrevocable facet of these canpositions. In terms 
of musical organization, the interesting feature of the song is the in
terplay and variation of the scalI moti vic units grafted together to fonn 
these complicated and extended songs . 

6SA S'lUlEB:DY OCNG: 

In 68A, there are four of these motivic unite, each unique in 
melodic shape and each distinct in musical function. The units are: 

a. an opening short fragment 
b. an extended unit using a triad in a pendulwn contour 
c . a cadence pattern. 
d. a two-note chain pattern 

These units rray be varied repeated. 
In turn the larger fonnal units of the song are rrade up of dif

ferent combinations or different variants of the four basic units. 
Thus, the A section of the song canprises a,b, and c. The 8 section 
of the song is made up of a,bl (an extenSively altered version of the 
b unit) and c. The e section of the song is perhaps the most difficult 
to comprehend. However, when the functions of the units are analysed, 
1 t becernes apparent that the e section is comprised of the d two-note 
chain pattern and a modified fonn of the c cadence unit. In e l , the 
d chain pattern unit is repeated 5 times prior to the c cadence ulli t. 
Thus, the e section comprises a,d and c; e comprises a,d,d,d,d,d,c. 

At this point, with the fonnal design of the song completely as
sessed, it must be pointed out that, though the fune<hon of the melodic 
units is clear and tightly defined~ the-rrerodi(;""" differences between the 
units are on small nuan~s-ef-tiiterval use. 

The notes F,D anoB flat are basic pitches used in the a,b and D 
units. The top scale note G is purely a decorative pitch and is used, 
as an enbellishment, only in the b unit. The lowest scale note, A flat, 
is a tenninal pitch~ed only in the cadence unit c . 

'-.. 

-------

BEAT 
With this high degree of integration between melodic units and 

intervallic usage, it might seem that the fonnal divisions are extra
ordinarily difficult to perceive. But, the beat patterns act as a 
unifying and clarifying device for the listener. The underlying beat 
of the song is triple spondaic and there is a relationship between 
this triple beat pattern and t he rhytlYn of the melody. At the end of 
the basic fonnal divisions of the song, there is a "solo rhytlYnic 
cadence" provided by the use of a solo beat pattern, always,i ' ,' "'W"i 
( " I v "" v \lV\I ). W \1J 

RANGE 
--6th 

68B STONEBODY OCNG: 

688 is fonnally quite different in design to 68A. Its overall 
design is ABC, ABC, ABOCI, ABOCI, ABOCI , ABOC . This distinct pattern 
is caTl)Osed fran exactly t he same type of functional units as 68A: 

a. a triadic opening unit 
b. a stepwise unit 
c . a transient cadence unit 
d . a tenninal cadence unit 



The first verse of the song is thus canprised, as is tbe second verse: 

,.!..A. 
abc b l c 

c 
"'" d 

In the third, fourth, and fifth verses, tbe units are the following: 

ri.,],., 
abc bl c 

).. ~dl 
bl c 

Notice that in botb 68A and 688, the more elaborate variations and 
extensions occur in the middle sections of the songs, as we have 
noticed in many other songs . 

In 68B, units a,b and c use the upper four notes of the scale. 
Only the d terminal cadence uses tbe lowest scale note. 

RAJIX}E 

--6th (7th) 

BEAT 
Triple spondaic, with solo beats marking the end of the large 

formal sections. 
An extremely interesting phenomena is the use of an arithmetical 

sequence of the solo beats underlying the declaimed speech between 
verses; beginning in the interval between the third and fourth verses 
there are seven groups of beats (or 21 single beats); between the 
fourth and fifth verses there are five groups (or 15 beats) and be
tween the fift h and sixth verses there are three groups (or 9 beats). 

To s um up, then, t hese songs are unique in t heir use of bonded 
beat, melody jrhythmic patterns and their economical but intricate use 
of construction fran functional units. The overall formal pattern is 
clean and lyrical but hardly as canplex as the pattern determined by 
the f unctional units. There is, as well, a high degree of integration 
between the scale and t he functional use of scale notes . 

TEXT AND TRANSLATION OF M1II68 '!HE STONE BJDY (AMLALA) SONG, sung by 
MUNGO MARTIN 

MM68A 

un ha haaaa ha a wo a ha huuuu 
1J,i, helJ hey ya wo a ha hey tja 
'UI a helj lJa wo a a huuu 
tj,i, hey a tju ho wo a wo ho 
un a helj wo a ha I,UUU 
tj,i, helJ a tja ho wa a wo ho huu 
(repeat three times) 

un Ita ha un gakhuti. ma.6 
kam 1Juti. ma.6 amto..ea 
gil.akwc:v..aun 
un Ita hi lak kamk unljala 
IUfM a lja df.a.6 i1.unn.u.k t<.tl.6 
ma.6 ma.6 ala",,/? 
6,i, unlt.i.a LtXtta z,{,¢ wa.ta 
tjuti. amla.ta q,i, laqa.6oun 

un Ita haaaa ha a wo a Ita huuuu 
tj,i, hetj helJ tja wo a ha hetj ya 
un a hey lJa wo a a huuu 
1J,i, helJ a lJu ho wo a wo ho 
un a hetj wo alIa huuu 
tj,i, tjelJ a tja ho un a wo ho huu 
(repeat t hree times) 

MM688 

wo ho ho un lJana 
lJa na tja ha ha 
wo ho ho un tja ne yana 
lJana wo ho ho un tjane 

6wart amla.ta ha tja natjana 
tja na ya Ita tjuti. amla.ta 

tja na fJa na lJa ha 
wo ho ho un fJa no lJa lja Ita 

gia gak a.tecU.a fJa tja na 
lJa na ya ha tjuti. amla.ta 

tja na tja na lJa Ita 
wo Ito Ito un tja na tja na 

6,i, wo tja.telJ cU.tja tja na 
ya na lJa Ita tjuti. amlala 

lJa na tja na tja ha 
wo ho ho un tja na tja na 

gMcU. 6a.ta.i.cU.lja tja na tja na 
tjuti. am!a.!a. tja na tja na 

lJa I1Il tja na 

Syllables 

You got it 
tbat feather to play at the party 

Supernatural 
you are the biggest in the world 
you are the one giving the party 

Syllables 

Syllables 

You are the one to give the party 
you give t he party 

Syllables 

people always come to you 
you give the party 

Syllables 

people come paddling for t he party 
you give the party 

Syllables 

all the people who come fran the 
beacb to his house (g06cU. = Super
natural power) 
You are t he one to give the party 

Syllables 
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SIDE FOUR 
Side 4, Song 1 
N4 lDVE SONG, sung by BIILY ASSU 

wve Songs are included in the general category of Social Songs 
which are not part of the PotR.o-tc.h musical canplex, The melodic range 
of Social Songs is large (sanetimes a 10th or even a 12th). The melodic 
contour is descending. There is a typical opening interval the ascend
ing large 2nd. Patterns of formal organization in the Social Songs are 
significantly less intricate than in the Hamatoa genre and less extended 
than in the pattern-based PotR.o-tc.h genre. 

BIILY ASSU : 
"An old song which belonged to Chief GAYUTLALAS , the Chief of Vil-

lage Island. HENRY BElL married t he daughter of GA YUT LA LAS , ARTIlUR 
JC6EPH fran Kingcome made this song. It is a love song, one of the cry 
love songs of lost love. Gu tja ha means sweetheart." 

"I think I get the sun, windows for my sweetheart. I think I get 
the moon for looking glass, the star for jewels." 

IDl WIILIE: 
"The first verse means that his love is far away, but can see the 

sun at the same time as his girlfriend," 
IH: What i& the Indian word for "love"? 
TW: IGi. ka tja la . 
IH: Is t bere a connection with the syllables tja lJa and love? 
TW : IGi. Ija Ija means love -- the same thing as k!a. un la, So actually 

the ya is part of love, k.i. lJa, those syllables mean love, an 
abbreviation fran t he word that means love. 

ANALYSIS. 
~ form of the song, wbich is strophic, is: 

~ } A 

~ } B 

At the conclusion of the a2 section , a migratory note (not a fixed 
pitch) is consistently added. 
EXAMPLE 1 

~' 
i r 

JI. 

J J II 

J • 
J J..J 

Bukwas dancer (with Racoon dancer in the background) 
wearing Bukwas mask and Cedar Bark rings around his 
n""k , (Photograph taken Dec, 1953, at the opening 

+ 

r 

*migratory pi tch 

of the MUNGO MARTIN house in Tbunderbird Park, VictOria, D.C" 

" J 



The B section has 3 distinct subsections, a, b, and c. Note the 
use of a triadic melodic pattern in the outer subsections B' a + B' c 
Syllables are introduced on the final 2 subsections of B producing'a' 
recognizably cadential effect. 

ExarrPle 2 , I'IItST S(c:TIOIl I 

6 :Cl ,J mllB II J}~JJ 
r- S.C:O~D stc.rlo..,--='---

5 J }lll)J J 8:b ,I 
J 

RANGE 
--a 12th, Range is used to provide formal definition: the 
range of the A section is a 9th, while the range of the B section 
is basically a 5th lower. 

SCALE 

qlV: e\.l~+;O 
BEAT v vv' - v V V I _ v v V I _ 

V vv' - vvv' -
V \,IV' - V vv' 
'-I '" v' - V ...,v ' -_Ull __ 

TEXT AND TRANSLATICN OF N4 lDVE SCNG, sung by SIlLY ASSU 

,u to dU ka to me gak ho 
cLi.o M a £.atka waUl. to ta 
uen a ,u ttk kwoi.a 

,u to dU ka to me gak ha 
tudta. I.<k1 ka ge gep ua 
m.i <IOn y.i ya 

I wish I could get 
the sunshine, how 
far is my love 

I wish I could get 
the stars for hand
cuffs for my love 

,u to dU ka to me gak ha I wish I could get 
milk I.<k1ta kan dA. ki.<k1 tok kiln g.i ya ya the rooon to see where 
tU ~ate <llln I can go for my love 

,u to dU ka ta me gya kl.<k1 
kye ka yo ta ka ki.<k1 wat 
d.f.a. tan <IOn g.i ya ya 

I wish I could get a 
steamboat to use as a 
canoe fer my love 

POTLATCH SCNGS - INI'RCVUCI'ICN 

In the Pottatch song genre, it is important to note the functional 
nature of the songs. Their musical fonn and content was rigidly con
trolled; these songs were logically bound not only by circumstance of 
cerarony and tradition but also by content, words and syllables. The 
characteristic pattern of a Pottatch song is a mixture of melogenic, 
pathogenic, and logogenic. 

Analysis of twenty Pottatch songs (including the five songs on side 
4) has led to a clearer view of the nature of the fonnal process. We 
are now able to define, in considerable detail, the formal pattern of 
this genre. 

Pottatch songs all arploy the same formal process, a MEI.roIC FIRSI' 
SECrICN, based on a SUSTAINED '!mE which is subject to virtuoso micro
tonal embellishment, and a RECITATIVE-LIKE SECOND SECTICN, comprised of 
repetitive, short units which I call CHAIN PATTERNS. 
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All Pottatch songs are binary (i.e., A,B), strophic carpositions. 
The FIRSI' SECrICNS, A, are characterized by SUSTAINED ~, micro
tonally inflected, while the SECOND SECTICNS, B are characterized by 
repeated melodic units of two or three tones which I have referred to 
as CHAIN PA'ITERNS. 

The A sections are canposed of three basic types of melodic units: 
1. introductory and link patterns 
2. SUSTAINED~ 
3. cadence units 

The following is a comparative chart of 
Pottatch songs in this record set: 

N12 N8 N33 

introduction sustained sustained 
tone tone 

sustained link link 
tone 

cadence sustained sustained 
tone tone 

cadence 

A sections of the five 

A8 MM28 

sustained introduction 
tone 

sustained sustained 
tone tone 

cadence cadence 
repeated 

sustained sustained 
tone tone 

cadence sustained 
tone 

sustained cadence 
tone 

The B sections appear to he even more clearly defined than the A 
sections. Again, there are three types of units: 

1. introductory unit (see chart helow) 
2. CHAIN PA'ITERN (see chart helow) 
3. cadence formula 

The most recognizable musical characteristic of the Pottatch songs 
are the CHAIN PA'ITERNS, the enigmatic two or three tone units which are 
varied or extended seemingly as required by the text. In the majority 
of the songs, there is a definite relationship between the introductory 
unit and the CHAIN PA'ITERNS: songs with more complex CHAIN PA'ITERNS 
tend to have more elaborate introductory units, the exception being A8 
(see the chart below) . The CHAIN PA'ITERNS themselves contain both a 
CDRE INI'ERVAL (marked by a short bracket lbdJ in the examples in the 
chart helow) and a concluding rhythmic pattern I call SUFFIX RHYTHM. 
No matter how the CHAIN PATTERNS are varied in any given song, the SUF-
FIX RHYTHM is always the same. -
EXAMPLE 1 

JJW 

Variation and extension of the CHAIN PATTERNS occurs frequently but 
there is a predetennined pattern to the order of changes made in these 
varied presentations of the CHAIN PATTERNS. Four types of variation pro
cedures can be identified: 

1. The final note of the CDRE INI'ERVAL can be repeated with a 
rhythmic pattern. 

2. The chains can be extended by increasingly complex rhythmic re
petition of a note, sometimes combined with an octave displace
ment of a note frem the CDRE INI'ERVAL. 

3. The CHAIN PA'ITERNS can be truncated to produce a contrasting 
version of the original CHAIN PA'ITERN. 

4. The order of the pitches within a CHAIN PA'ITERN can be varied . 

For example, N12 contains 4 CHAIN PATI'ERN variations, indicated 
as A,B,C and D below. Each variation is canprised of a CDRE INI'ERVAL, 
an extension of the CDRE INI'ERVAL which is varied, and a SUFFIX RHYTHM 
which is exactly the same in all variations . 

VERSE 1 

core A/S 
core B/S 
core CIS 
core CIS 
core DIS 

VERSE 2 

core A/S 
core B/S 
core CIS 
core CIS 
core DIS 

As can be seen in the above chart, the pattern of variations is 
exactly the same in both verses. 

The MEL!XnC STYLE of the Pottatch songs is less complex than other 
genres. In the five songs found on side 4, we find that three of them 



have a five-note scale and two have a six-note scale. Only one of the 
(five-note) scales is anhemitonic. 
EXAMPLE 2 

~ tJ33 
( 

= 
10 •. s &. 

The lowest note of all the scales is approached by a leap larger 
than a 2nd. Every song has a pronounced leap of a 3rd. The SUSTAINED 
'Ta"lli occurs as the second highest note in three examples and the third 
highest note in two examples. 

In MELCDIC PASSAGES the intervals employed are, for the roost part, 
canbinations of 2nds, with 3rd, 4th or 5th leaps. There are three sig
nificant exceptions, however: in song N12 a triad is outlined, in A8 
a gapped 7th chord is outlined, and in N33 an extremely interesting 
pattern of juxtaposed 4ths occurs. These last three examples represent 
a progressed musical culture. 
EXAMPLE 3 

~ 'RJ ~ J bll2 • , J. I 

A~ ~i) J ~ .... 

All the Potia..teh melodies are regularly varied in each verse by 
slight upward or downward pitch migration. 

In the Potia.,teh songs, first sections containing the SUSTAINED 
TONES are usually sung on SYLLABLES; the second sections, the CHAIN 
PA'ITERNS, are sung on words. -
---I-n-very recent researcb I have found that the SYUABlES of the 
Po~teh songs, wo 0 ho ye, have a relationship with the words which 
mean, "give sanething big". Previously the SYUABlES of Native songs 
were erroneously thought to be "meaningless". In 1974 I was able to 
conclusively prove that SYUABlES were indeed of lexical, totemic, 
choreographic, or onanatopoeic importance. Now we have progressed 
to the knowledge that these SYLLABLES are central to the Potia.,teh 
genre and are intentionally sung on the important SUSTAINED TONES. 

In 1967 I identified sane 27 strongly characteristic Native 
idioms; many of these characteristics, particularly 1,6,8,15,16 and 
19, can be found extensively in the songs. 

The acccrnpanying BEAT in the Potia.,teh songs is not especially 
ccrnplex; either spondaic or iambic beats. In song N12, however, both 
beat patterns occur -- iambic through two strophes, spondaic for an 
interlude, and iambic again for the conclusion . 

Side 4, Song 2 
N8 POTLATC~ SONG, CHIEF'S OWN PARTY SONG, sung by BILLY ASSU 

BILLY ASSU: 
"KIll KO made tbis song for himself (father of Chief Assu). His 

own party song. 'I don't think you go into my houses. You never go 
into my father's house. You better look out. I am going to look for 
a slave . I don't like other people to eat sweet. They use their hands 
for tea and coffee ... , 

TCM WILLIE: 
TW: He says, in the first part, "We are going into the great big house 

of the chief." That was his father's song. Chief BILLY ASSU gives 
the Potia..teh and he talks about his father. That's why he said 
prince of the chief. He's gathered two or three together to do the 
same thing as a chief. ~akokomW means three together, chiefs -
G-i.kama . He talks about his father and grandfather. 

IH: What means father? 
TW: amp. He talks about his fatber's amp, tbat is, his grandfather. 
IH: What does ma gull. mean? 
TW: It means to give away. 
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IH: What does hok mean? 
TW: ~ok is part of the word for house. ~ap gyok ~-i. fuk means go into 

the big house. This feast song is a party song. 

ANALYSIS 
---porn,: A 

B strophic 

As is typical of BILLY ASSU's Potia.,teh songs, tbe song has a melodic 
section, A, subject to extended microtonal embellishment, and recitative 
section, B, made up of short, easily extended or repeated note units. 
There are three subsections in the opening A section: 

A:a, a single note with microtonal embellishment, 

EXAMPLE 1 #/q 
A:a t )-...j ...j 

§l- I; t; 
A:b, a short link, 

EXAMPLE 2 

A:b ~, B~-EJ~-~ 
and A:c, 

EXAMPLE 3 

• • 
another extended note. 

The entire B section is roore clearly defined, both in terms of 
rhythm and melody. It has four subsections. 

B:a is an introduction based on ascending and descending 4ths, 
EXAMPLE 4 

B:a 

B:b introduces ascending and descending 3rds, 
EXAMPLE 5 

B:c, a chain rootive consisting of three long, repeated D's, a 
higher note, G (a 4 tb above D), and three short 0' s. This section is 
repeated five times, 
EXAMPLE 6 

B:c 

A synrnetrical cadence fornrula, B:d, is used to conclude the song, 
EXAMPLE 7 

The contrast between the melodic A section and the repetitive B 
section recitative is noteworthy -- the contrast between ornate micro
tonal melody and repetitive intervallic interplay using 4ths and 5tbs. 

SCALE 
A 

.. or\ 

BEATS 
--Even beats . BILLY ASSU said, "You sbould have sticks and beat 
them -- one way of beating the song is sung. 

RANGE 
--12th 

EI.ErrnCl'lIC ANALYSIS 
The first note of the song was measured on each of the repeats: 

1st time = B-71-(A sharp + 29) } a rise of 64 cents fran 1st 
to 2nd repeat 

2nd time = B-7 J' B+42 } 
a rise of 21 cents between 2nd 

3rd time = B+14 i" B+56 and 3rd repeat 

] 4th time = B-13/' B+35 a fall of nearly one-half tone 
(99 cents) between 3rd and 4th 
repeat . 

This study was clone with a VISI-PI'lUI !.bdel 6087 (an advanced 
SCNAGRAPH / ~ analyser). 



'ffiX'l' AND 'IlIANSLATION OF N8 POTLATCH SCNG, QlIEF'S OlIN PARrY SCNG, sung 
~ BILLY ASSU 

wo aWO a hawil/-i. ha ha 

a la. ".,w~ an Ua -i. tilLt Li. 
lo ft hap gl/all U I/a.fl <lull gla. 
waf. ga mo.l/ 
<luk Ila Ilu IIwa. mll/ ~-i.1l 
e a mo. IIwa.l la.il U 
we amp U I/ak M ea mall 
t<Xtf.a..tl. U weamp z-i. !fall ~a ala.k 
g-i.fla.ma. I/a 
ma.g gJta ft ~-i. I/a 

Syllables 

I'm going to go inside your 
big house and you are going 
to see haw big your prince 
is. The prince is your son . 

-10 Pot\~-lc.h 50h~ t.J'l (Bill,:) A .... uJ 
- ::=1= -~J . tJ S<t. f'W~~~~o~'""1tj#.;::j::,:::::;::::r=lr=;:z;=:;:::==r:::::;::=n= 
~ 1( .. ~~-- • • 

ulo -"'0 ho (wi 'ji) y.. .. ... 

~4-!~J] fJ J bAb4fl1EftP J j 471 J j J n$f 
~.. h~ 

tJ J1ILi±j=jJJ J J!8 _*~'~'f ~Q ~~ 
AI 

~w.~Ef=i~=}-t~ p~ 

~~R¥;~~I~~~~~~~~ 
A1 

~l) r Lj MlfJ7cl H Igf}~Fn JED fflJJ 

f=J~ IT rR-JT--J J-JJn~==J=¥J=¥Fi94JJJF 
t=:-JJJJ~TfJ1Jil ~-tSl .'=P j=J#Et= ~ ql ~:4' (~J 

r; 

Side 4, Song 3 
N33 QlIEF'S PARrY &lNG, sung by BILLY ASSU 

This song belongs to QUef ASSU; made by himself. Last time 
he had a party he made that song. He gave away many things. 

FORM 
--A 

A1 repeated four times 
B 
A coda 

N33 is in two parts, A and B. The A section is COll'rised of t"" 
sub-divisions, A:a and A:b . A:a is an extended tone with heterophonic 
upward and downward artJellishments (indicated by 00 ): 
EXAMPLE 1, A:a 

A:b is a longer section, a sub-divided phrase showing intervallic ex
pansion ' fran 2nds through 3rds and 4ths and an expanding range: 
EXAMPLE 2, A:b 

:':-0--' 

J #3 J 
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A varied version of A, A1, follows imnediately. A1 begins with an 
initial repeat of the extended tone with added pulsations but tbe 
subsequent section A:c is slightly different in character to tbe A:b 
section presented earlier. A:c is characterized by even broader range 
and a much rrnre flantJoyant play of larger intervals: 
EXAMPLE 3, A:c 

The B section of the song begins with an introductory prefix, B:a, 
introducing the three notes used in the B section: 
EXAMPLE 4, B: a 

The next section is B:b, a sequence of six chain patterns: 
EXAMPLE 5, B:b 

The final section is B:c, a cadential suffix: 
EXAMPLE 6, B:c 

BEAT 
-=-=-- Spondaic throughout. 

CXMMENI'ARY 
N33 is a strophic PatilLtch song exhibiting all of the characteris

tics of the genre: sustained tones to begin; intervallic expansion; 
and chain patterns. Of particular note is the figure of interwoven 
4ths and 3rds at tbe end of the A section, and the chain patterns 
covering a range of a 9th, with leaps of 5ths, resolved by 4ths. 

EIECrnCNIC ANALYSIS 
The first and last note was measured during each verse repetition: 

1st time = C sharp - 20 ~ D+2 (first note) 
F sharp + 37 (last note) 

2nd time = D+2 /' D+43 (first note) 
F sharp - 19 (last note) 

3rd time = D+71 )' D+25 (first note) 
0-45 (last note) 

4th time = D+43"" D sharp + 54 (first note) 
G+9 (last note) 

5th time = D sharp + 16 ~ D sharp + 49 (first note) 

TEXT AND TRANSLATION OF N33 QlIEF'S PARrY SCNG, sung by BILLY ASSU 

woa !fe !fa a wo ha I/e I/a a 

ha .eo. z-i. ama hel/ glugh !fa wik I/eli ~a 
!fa !fa wenk ha wa 
guu !fa g-i. lOl/aw dam z.i. 'fM ha 
ala g.i. laq will gla wa.i lu laq wik 
ma mall £.u.,t£.helauqwa 
.6-l.6 omp ka6 awekglla gewa.!.agh .tR.e !fu..tR.o. 
,oola6 a6 z.i. 1/u..tR. ha6 g.i.!fak hama 

a I/a a 'fe 'fa a wo ha I/e I/a a 

Ita .eo. ~.i. mag-i.gfug h !fawikl/el.i.M 
'fa 'fa wellk ha wa 
gwa !fa gilauq dam z.i. I/a ha 
ola. gelouq wek glugwel kelouq 
We.kma.nmUIl lu..tR. Itelauq 
~-l.6 amp ka.6 auugha guu!.eagh.tR.e 'fu..tR.a 
kw)!k ha la6 z.i. ya.tR.a g-i.kagama /fa 

Syllables 

The big man start to a rrnving 
his mind is rrnving 
that what he always do 
really a prince's man 
really full of everything 
fran his father the call his 

big name 
as well as the chief 

Syllables 

'The big man is standing up 
his mind makes him to ""rk 
he always do a big thing 
really a prince's man 
really full of everything 
the father make his only name 
all the people always cane 

together 
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Side 4, Song 4 
AS WHALE S(lqG, sung by BILLY ASSU 

The Whale (Gunyam) is the king and great spirit of the sea. He is 
often depicted as the tyrannical lord of the underworld, and the tradi
tional enany of the Thunderbird. The Indians accredit to the Whale power 
over the SalJron and, thus , to their food. 

Whale hunting is an irrq:>ortant part of the Nootka tradition, accord
ing to JERRY JACK in 1968, himself a chief of the NootiuL6 in Gold River; 
whaling continued among t he Nootka until about 1900. There are descend
ants of whale hunters alive today who have the harpoons of their ances
tors . These harpoons are made of a l<OOden pole with a bone tip. One 
such existing harpoon has thirty-two cuts, meaning its owner caught 
thirty-two whales in one year. 

JOHN JACXlI3SCtI told that, "Most central Nootka.1't6 wanted to be like 
a Thunderbird if they were to become a whale hunter - they had to do 
what th£' Thunderbirds do - their form of worship - they remain pure. 
until after a successful whaling expedition - there were chiefs who were 
whale hunters - but as early as around 1450 or maybe 1480, long before 
the advent of the Europeans, there was one chief who remembers his father 
on Vargas Island - they returned fran a whaling expedition and they had 
nine whales and one killer whale fran sixty canoes." 

It is interesting to note that one Nootka Whale song which was sung 
by the Nootkart PEl'ER WEBSI'ER is in the KunfUuil language and is not un
derstandable to the Nootka.l't6. It can be heard on the NOOTKA recording. 

As we are having on this album songs of Raven, Thunderbird, and 
Whale, it might be interesting to understand the relationship of these 
totems to each other. 

Legend has it that Raven was walking along the beach when he saw a 
Whale far out to sea. He thought how he might kill the Whale. He flew 
out, and when the Whale rose, Raven flew into his roouth. He made a fire 
in its stanach and cooked the fish swallowed by the great manrnal. When 
he had no fish to eat he cut pieces of fat fran the Whale's side. Fi
nally, the Whale died, and Raven was imprisoned. 

Strong men came and cut open the Whale. Raven flew away and cleaned 
himself, for he was greasy. 

The people ridiculed the greasy bird who had flown out of the 
Whale, though they did not know that it was Raven. He was so ashamed 
that he did not return. The people ate the Whale which the Raven had 
intended should be his food. 

According to another version of the story, Raven turned himself 
into a man and returned to the village. He told the people that it 
would be dangerous to eat a Whale fran which a mysterious voice had 
cane, and this so frightened them that they ran away. He then settled 
down and consumed the Whale at his leisure. 

The Whale is also linked up with the Thunderbird as it is seen on 
sane totem poles, namely the Whale being held in the Thunderbird's 
talons. The Whale lies over the top symbolizing the roountain top where 
the bird rests after his trip fran the sea before devouring his prey. 
Supposedly, Whale bones will be found on the top of many roountains. 

The Whale i s carved with a flat, dished snout and a small triangular 
dorsal fin. 

This song depicts the distribution of a Whale at a Poti.a.tc.h. 
Before a Whale song, a head-dress song is always used. 
The founder of the lineage of the Mama.ULi.ku.f.a tribe of Village 

Island was created as a Whale, but changed to human form and took the 
name WALAS. 

BILLY ASSU: 
"Also on the crest of totem pole. When the other nations allied 

together will never harm them. This Whale is a head man. Another 
recognized person all under supreme canrnand. Six families all with 
their own crests in Cape Mudge. The others tried many times to defeat 
them but didn't. Not only Nootka have Whaling song." 

TO.I WILLIE: 

'IW: For the Poti.a.tc.h not only the chief, but all the people , you know 
the smaller men, lower rank than the chief, they all go in the big 
house. That's why they say in the song, to cane people, cut off 
that thing, and they cane cut off all how ouch they want. 
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ill: I see . lie is distributing the pieces to the people. 
Which \\lOrd means "Whale"? 

'IW: Gunyaw. 
IH : The people are asked to cane to the Poti.a.tc.h and tell what part of 

the whale they want to have, is that right? 
'IW: Yes. 
IH: I thought only the Nootli.<L6 were allowed to fish for whales. The 

KunfUuil also did sane whaling? 
'IW: No, they didn't go fishing for whales, sane of them is culture, 

the story, whale. That is why he put that on in the Poti.a.tc.ft song. 
Myself I got a culture whale. (Under "culture", 'IW understands 
the Totem adherence.) My name, when I was young, is CLACLATLAWEES 
{KLAKLATLAWIS J • It means two whales together. 

IH: But the KunfUuil did not really go out and catch whales. 
'IW: No, the KunfUuil KWAGWALLA, he got it fran people who married to 

\\OIlalJ fran the West coast (i. e . , Nootka). The West coast chief 
gives that Poti.a.tc.h song to the other chief, Kunfu:.u.tt chief. 
That's why, and they split all those things. 

IH: I see. He got it indirectly. If he married, then he got that 
Whale song. 

'IW: He got everything. I got a whole bunch of stuff -- Whale, Bu.kwa.6, 
TllMleo, feather dance, headdress dance, also blanket dance. When 
my daughter get married, I give my stuff to the man who married my 
daughter, all the stuff, all the songs, and the name, that's what 
he get. 

IH: So that's how they get the whales , but actually they are not hun
ting the whales, only the Nootk<L6. 

'IW: No, only the Nootk<L6. 
IH: That is what I wanted to know, because I was interested how did I 

get a Whale song fran the Olief BILLY ASSU and I read about that 
only chiefs can go out and they fast and all that, you know. So 
I wanted to know the story fran you. You clarified the point for 
me , Mr. WILLIE. Thank you very ouch. So that is a good song. He 
got that whale and distributed that whale at his Poti.a.tc.h . 

'IW: Yes . 
IH: You don't know how he got the whale. Does it say how he got the 

Whale song? 
'IW: No, it never says that, just Whale song, that's all. All different 

songs about whales. When there is a Poti.a.tc.h, when you give the 
feast, you have the right to use the Whale songs too. Besides that 
wear a mask. 

IH: One is a whale fin? 
'IW: Yes. 
IH: Fine, now that is what I wanted to know for a long time. 

ANALYSIS 
------n;e form of the song is: 

A 
Bl chain patterns 
Al 
B2chain patterns 
A 

The A8 WHALE S(lqG is ccnprised of contrasting melogenic and .!og£-
geniC sections. The transcribed version of the song begins with A, an 
extended note, followed by a long section, B, which consists of chain 
patterns. 

The extended note in A is a fragment closely rel~ted to similar 
extended notes used later in the song (i.e. , Al and A2 ). 
EXAMPLE 1 

The chain pattern sections of the song are clearly logogenic; 
the melodic pattern is subservient to the words and syllables . 

The chain patterns consist of two basic notes, B flat and G. 
Subordinate chain patterns are prefaced by a higher note (either 
Cor D). or ended with a lower note (C). For example, X,y, respect
ively: 
EXAMPLE 2 

A cadential variant of the chain patterns is used to signal the 
end of the chain section, z. 
EXAMPLE 3 

The second verse of the song begins with a rootif, A
1

:a, character
ized by sustained tones with heterophonic wavering, undulating , melis
matic tonal qualities, and the interval of a 4th. 
EXAMPLE 4 



'Ibis IIDtif is sung twice before a new IIDtif, A1 :b, consisting 
of short isolated rhythmic notes, is introduced . 
EXAMPIE 5 

'Ibese two IIDtives, a and b, fonn the materials of the first section, 
A1 , of t he song. 'Ibey are cati:>ined in an a,a1,b,a2,a3,b1,a4,b1 ,a5 pat-
tern . 1 

Following this section, an extended passage, B , based on chain 
patterns, follONS. 2 

'Ibe song ends with a return to the A material A, presented in 
a truncated version . In this repetition, only a,ai ,b,a2 and b1 are 
presented, though the concluding ~ section is slightly extended. 
EXAMPLE 6 

t;\ 

, ) , J J 

CXJ,lMENl'ARY 
'Ibe AS WHALE SCNG has many of the fonnal and melodic elenents 

as Po;Ua,tc.h songs though the fonnal construction appears to function 
differently. 'Ibe range and intervallic content of t he chain patterns 
is noteworthy; they outline a dominant 7th chord with an omitted 3rd. 

It: - I 
" 

BEATS 
--Q:jly spondaic beats are used, but with definite breath or 
phrasing breaks after specific sections. In the first verse the beats 
are presented in a pattern of 10,8,7 followed by a break. In the 
second verse, t he pattern is 10,8,3 followed by a break . 'Ibe third 
verse is structured 5,10,8 followed by a break. 'Ibe fourth verse is 
10,10 followed by a break, and the final coda is 8, break, 7 , break, 6. 

E:l1X::IllOOIC ANALYSIS 
Electronic measurenents have been conducted to detennine pitch 

and interval analyses of the AS WHALE SCNG. 'Ibe analyses, which are 
very illuninating, are found in the EIECI'I1(NIC ANALYSES of the INIID
~ION. ---

'IElIT AND 'IRANSLATION OF A8 POTLATCH WHALE SCNG, sung by BIILY ASSU 

he. te. z<. mall ylU> g<'ka ana ya We all Sjle you standing Chief 
yu;tl g<'ka maya .toJu, W£z-Utaya for all the people cane to your 
khough «llw£ tala gJ.U6 6<'1l bane 
£.ail. he.y a un a W£ tg<.to.i.a gJ.U6 6<'1l where are standing 
taM gta W£ U<.no. ka6 you lift up by four men who are slaves 
a<m6 he.tlgullyull w£ta hall and you lift up by ten men 
WCI6 ou an hall hollyull King of the sea, 
w£ta hall WCI6 0 mull un hay a Whale 
hay gunyama we yo ha ya y<, yo hay Syllables 

he. te. u mall ylU> g<.kamaya 
taM gta we. z-Uta IlM WCI6 Ilhug6 
un W£ tala gJ.U6 6<'1l 
taM aun we.ia tayaUo 6<'1l 
taM gta W£ uno. hay IlM ou 
tall z<. x.a Ile. d.<. gJ.U6a kl.U> 
gta we. z<.na hay u 

We all see you standing 
In that where you standing 
for all the people came to your home 
those all people cane to you 
where you standing 
those people was wake up to see you 

Side 4, Song 5 
MM28 OlD rorLATCII SCNJ, sung by MillU) MARrIN 

MillU) MARrIN: 
"Hane.nIiM, only one man chief - everybody knONS him." 

ANALYSIS 
---nie fonn of the song is: 

1st verse 

f
A (no beats) 
~ridge (beats begin) 

bridge 
A 
B 

2nd verse {iridge 

3rd verse { ~ridge 
B 
coda (truncated A) 

Note the symnetry throughout the charts. 

MM28 is a binary song with the standard Po;Ua,tc.h song components: 
the A section exploits sustained tones and microtonal alteration of pitch, 
the B section contains chain patterns in variation. 

In the first verse, the song begins with a statenent of the A section 
sung without accompanying beats. 'Ibere are seven sutHiivisions in A. 

A:a is an introductory flourish: 
EXAMPIE 1 

A:b is the first of three sustained tones with pulsations : 
EXAMPIE 2 
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MUNGO MARTIN wilh Iwo Homo/so dancers wearing mulliple 
Crooked Beak mask and Raven mask. MUNGO is wearing a 
button blanket and Cedar Bark rings around his neck. 
Observe Ihe long beak of Ihe Hogok on Ihe TOlem Pole 
in the background. 

A: b1 is a shorter sustained tone section that follo.vs A: b: 
EXAMPLE 3 

A: c is a terllJOrary cadence fornrula: 
EXAMPLE 4 

A:d is a second sustained tone: 
EXAMPLE 5 

A: d 1 is another (shortened in time) sustained tone subsection 
follow:ing A:d: 
EXAMPLE 6 

A:e is a very short but emphatic cadence motive: 
EXAMPLE 7 

h. 

Following the first statement of the entire A section, the accom
panying beat begins and the A phrase is repeated, at a higher pitch 
level, twice more. Between the two repetitions of A there is a two 
pitch bridge passage: 
EXAMPLE 8 

This bridge passage is used exclusively to connect A sections with 
other A sections. When the A section is joined to the S section, this 
bridge passage is not used. 
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The S section has three closely related lUIitS: S: a introduction , 
S :b chain patterns, and S:c cadence fornrula. 

S:a introductory lUIit clearly introduces the pitch content of the 
chain patterns and is quite complex, in keeping with the complex nature 
of the chain patterns in the song: 
EXAMPLE 9 

B:b has two different chain pattern types, "X" + "yll, a short 
chain, "X"; 

EXAMPLE 10 

and a longer chain pattern, "y", which contains a complete triadic lUIit : 
EXAMPLE 11 

The final chain patterns are fused to fonn S:c, a cadence fornula 
consisting of t hree repetitions of an altered chain pattern and an 
extra, rhythmically elongated note : 
EXAMPLE 12 

In the first verse, the order of the chain patterns is as follo.vs: 
S: a introduction 
S:b xxy 

xxxxy (slight variation of 1st x) 
xxy 

S:c cadence 
In the second verse, the A section is sung twice with the internal 

bridge passage used as a link. All the materials have been transposed 
slightly higher. 

.. 



In the S section, the pattern and organization of the chains is 
slightly altered. In this presentation the order is: 

S: a introduction 
S: b xxxxxxxxxy (extensive variation of x' s) 

xxxxy (some variation of x's) 
S:c cadence 
In the third verse, the A section is repeated twice again with no 

alterations except continued upward pitch migration. In the S section, 
yet another pattern occurs with chain patterns: 

S:a introduction 
S:b xxxxxxy (variation of x's) 

xxxxy 
xxxxy 
extension of y chain 

S:c cadence 

In S1.l1lll!ll'Y: 

{

A:a'A:b'A:b1 'A:C'A:d'A:d1 'A:e} 1st verse 
bridge (beat begins) only 

A A:a,A:b,A:b1 ,A:c,A:d,A:d1 ,A:e 
bridge 
A:a, A:b,A:b1 ,A:c,A:d,A:d1 ,A:e 

S 
{

s :a 
S:b x's plus Y 

x's plus Y 
x's plus Y (1st and 3rd verse only) 

D 

<} 
RAmE 
--6th 

BEATS 

S:c 

v V V Take note of the solo beats which are heard at the 
beginning of every bridge of each verse. 

TEXT AND 'IRANSLATIOO OF M28 OW POTLATCfI SCNG, sung by MUl'G) MARTIN 

dukJmR.a. .ta ga .ta he!! u. We see our chief 
Ijagek hama Ija Ija ha .tak wa.ta. key Ija all people all over 

1000 a ha 0 ha 0 ha !!e !!a 
hoo a ha !!e !!e ha wo !!e !!a 

dukwata. .ta ga .ta a he!! zi 
!!ag ek hama !!a ha 
lelk wa.ta. tie!! !!a 
we!! zi .ta gill e,t;a.iM tla 
walMi .ta ha tia Ita.ta. 
gi .ta ha tla haka ttamuk. 
ma ek wala .6 e .ta eJW.k 
U. Ija a ha gekama !!a 
lJi gik he!! di!!a ha lJa 
ha.m.6 9 eil.ama. !!ik lilkJmR.a. kli 

1000 a woo wo ha !!O!! a ha 

hi ga mi .ta..e.a.giU.6i 
mMk. lJa Ija ha lJa ho lelkJmR.a. kli 
tielj og!!it! mM g.ta mi.6 
tala multik wi. gi gum 
1M >tik WM lelkJmR.a. kli 

dukwala ha gO!! u. ha 
9 ekama a he!!a lilkJmR.a. kli 
lJak. !!a tli he geka mel. 
Ijakwala giU.6 tlak hi.6 
gal hi di Ija ka mak .6a 
lu.m maltuk .6.<..6 gik he dilja 
haku..6 hu.4 9 ekama!!a 
w!l zi ha ga ga g.ta IOOWa 
flaM g.ta wal gama .!!ik 
giil.ama.lja ka ki uak 
Iju u. am glek ham zi !!a 
ha lJa glOOlek kle !!a ha 
u. gak!la.ta. JW.k wama!!a 
glekum zi !la ha 
.6att4 gekama !lik 
le.tkwa.ta. kli 

Syllables 

You will give big do it again 
big po.tla-teh our big brother 
you are the only one 
we see big po.tla-teh again 
big chief 
chief's people our 
our chief's people 

Syllables 

CAlly be long past show 
always for our people 
we are shamed shamed to 
see snall people snaIl chief 
people 

We see our big chief 
people 
canoe gives away the chief 
gives away 
snall people 
snall people 
chief 
go ahead and get up 
stand up for princes 
princes give sanething 
his big name is 
you make you own big name 
big name make smoke around the world 
that is the name you make for your-
self, our chief for the 
people 

.," 

J 
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Side 4, Song 6 
N12 POTLATCH 0CN:i, sung by BIlLY ASSU 

BIll.Y ASSU: 
"A very old song 
HOG MISKIN 
Cape Mudge, grandfather time of MAOLI 
campbell River relation 
His grandfather's side, wolf, eagle totems 
We Wa.£ Ka.£ tribe 
WE KAI first man of tbe tribe 
KJm.1Uuti just the language 
Little Kola¢~~ is nations of people 
A Heita is tune of the song 
Supreme man without equal was Uncle WAMISS' 
After many years, after other nations were striving to imitate him, he. 
sent invitation to other tribes to show than they can't equal him. ThlS 
is one of the main characteristics, to climb to the top and to better 
thanselves. J' Very arrt>itious. CAIr people are wealthy, '!bey can afford 
to do many things, even when there is no rrvney. Therefore, rrvre po.ver
ful." 

To call a Po.ti<Lteh was declared illegal by the Canadian government 
in 1884. Chief ASSU was told he would be put in jail. He thought that 
it would gradually disappear anyway but it was wrong to forbid it. Cbly 
the older generation cares to do it, not the younger ones. 

OIRISTINE 'IWINCE: " 
(The song to that dance shows choreographic direction . ) 
"'!be dancers turn according to the words wo ho ho. Sanetimes, at these 
syllables, the dancers SION down or speed up. ED WCtIDK, my grandfather, 
taught me this dance." 

TO.! WILLIE: 
'IW: '!be first word of the Po.ti<Lteh song is wa.£li.Yl1l> , "sit down". 

IH: 
'IW: 
IH: 

'IW: 
IH: 
'IW: 
IH: 
'IW: 
IH: 
'IW: 
IH: 

You expect people to have a feast party and want to do some 
Po.ti<Lteh. 
How often does he repeat that? HON many strophes are there? 
Repeats twice. 'IWo verses, repeated two times. 
And did you notice that he goes higher? That is intentional? 
He doesn't stay on the same note? 
No . He canes up a little higher. He goes lONer too. 
Where does he end? Cb the higher or lower pitch? 
Higher on the end, 
It seems to be a very old song. 
Yes. 
Have you known it before? 
No, I didn 't. 
We are going to discuss if there is any correlation between the 
syllables and the text. Mr. WILLIE, we have with the Po.ti<Lteh 
song always the same syllables, right? 

'IW: After the first words of the s<;>ng, we always have the syllables 

IH: 
'IW : 
IH: 
'IW: 
IH: 

'IW: 
IH: 
'IW : 
IH: 
'IW: 
IH: 

we we . '!be full syllables are ho a.£ a 0 we ha.£ ~ a a we ~. 
There's only one word, wo, and then he says something. 
What does that word mean where that WO occurs? 
WWYl1l> means "try". You people try to expect to have first party. 
That one wa.£ means the expectation of the people? 
Yes. 
How far does that first word go? Where is the end of that first 
word? 
Wa.£ li.Yl1l> 
What does that mean? 
It means "you expect people to have first Po.ti<Lteh". 
That is all in that one word? 
Yes. 
Actually, in the PoUlLteh Song, that's why you have that first 
"wa.£" here. Does every Po.ti<Lteh song start with wa.£? 

'IW: No. 
IH: But somewhere it cones in? What I'm after, does it always come 

back again to that word? 
'IW: Yes. 

ANALYSIS 

Form: Introduction (fragments of A and B) 
A 
B 
A1 
B1 
A2 
C 
A3 

N12 begins with a brief introductory section based on the interplay 
of 2nds and 5ths, a 'germ' rrvtive coobining integral units developed 
later in the songs: 
EXAMPlE 1 

Section A follows this introduction. A is comprised of three sub
sections, "A:a,A:b and A:c. A:a continues the interplay of ascending and 
descending 2nds famd in the introduction" 
EXAMPIE 2 
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A:b is a sustained tone concluding in a rapid figure: 
EXAMPIE 3 

• 
R IF 

Note how the outer subsections of A define and amplify ideas 
originally stated in the introductory unit. 

B is comprised of six two-note 'chain' patterns (an arrplification 
of the descending 5th rrvtive fran both the introduction and the A:c 
section) prefaced by the introduction based on the melodic use of the 
2nd. B ends with a highly characteristic clOSing figure triggered by 
a particularly interesting inversion of the two-note chain pattern: 
EXAMPlE 5 

~<hQ.i" 

e 'W- I t ~ ~A ~J: I #43,3 ~ I #3 ]).4J 

In the second verse, formal subsections remain easily identifiable, 
though some 'tlterations are made. The melody in A1:a1 is rhythmically 
altered: 
EXAMPIE 6 

A1:b1 has an altered and augmented concluding figure: 
EXAMPIE 7 

is slightly extended: 

A':e'& m J 
B1 is an almost exact repetition of B, the only difference occur

ring in the third chain pattern. 
The third verse begins jth A2:a2 and A2:~ sections (though the 

conclusing figure in the A2:b subsection is inverted to form a descen
ding pattern, a descending augmented triad and an ascending 
4th -- a very sophisticated melodic event): 
EXAMPIE 9 

A2:c2 is considerably altered by extension and transposition to 
higher pitch levels: 
EXAMPIE 10 

A2:c2 is followed by an extended interpolation, an entirely new 
section, C. C is comprised of two subsections, C:a, coobining par-
lando recitative and interplay of 2nds: 
EXAMPlE 11 

and C:b, which introduces new chain patterns based on the interval of 
the 3rd, an interval found only in the A:b subsections (and used 
sparingly in tbose units): 
EXAMPIE 12 

C ends with a transposition of the closing suffix of the B section: 
EXAMPlE 13 

j 



The entire song ends with a retlU"ll to the A section. A3: a3 and 
A3 :b3 are, however, transposed upwards to new pitch levels: 
EXAMPLE 14 

A' & F , ~ 'r It' It 't It' t If I en i 
OCALE 
--A six-note scale. Different sections of the song use different 
(but intersecting) zones of the scale: 

RAOOE 
--10th 

INl'ERVAIB 

tI·15 

The size of intervals is constant during the song, but there appear 
to be fixed intervals which can be raised in pitch (microtonal transpo
sitions. ) 

Concerning our manifold statements of pitch rise as a variation 
technique during a song, electronic research has been done with a Gentle 
Electric Pitch Follower attached to a Gould chart machine. The follnw
ing substantial rises were noted. The first pitch rise, B+50 to C+50, 
arrounts to a half tone. The second pitch rise, C+50 to 0+10, arrounts to 
slightly llX)re than t+t tone. The third pitch rise, 0+10 to E+50, equals 
slightly less than 1! tones. 

BEAT 

1st reciting pitch = 8+50 cents } 

2nd reciting pitch = C+50 cents } 

3rd reciting pitch = 0+10 cents I-
4th reciting pitch = E+50 cents J 

100 cents 

160 cents 

240 cents 

TOTAL - 500 cents 

For rrost of the song, the underlying beat is: - v' - v etc. 
Hcmever, during the A2 section, the beat begins to shift. Short beats 
r eceive llX)re and llX)re errphasis, causing the basic pattern to shiflj fran 
trochaic to spondaic -- regular short beats: VVIJIJ • At the A sec-
tion, the original beat returns: etc. 

When the syllables wo ho ho are sung three times, the drum beats 
are : _ v V - u V These are co-ordinated with the rhytlTn of the sung 
syllables. 
cn.1MENl'ARY 

N12 PoilcLtch song is in the two-part strophic design familiar in 
Kwa~~ Poil<Ltch songs -- an embellished opening section hovering 
around a central sustained pitch, followed by a llX)re rhythmic section 
based on chain patterns. It uses a predictable sequence of smaller 
i ntervals to begin, followed by larger intervals as the song progresses, 
consistent with other Poil<Ltch songs . It is particularly interesting 
to note the concluding figure in the A: b subsection, the intervals of 
which gradually become wider in successive verses of the song. 

A unique irregularity in this song ,is the introduction of a 
, foreign' C section in the final verse. At this point it is as if a 
new Poil<Ltch song AlB carplex were grafted in. C has two distinct 
parts: an opening parlando section basically pitched on C sharp; and 
a contrasting pbrase with new chain patterns . It is interesting to note 
t hat the underlying beat changes for the C section. Where earlier sec
tions have been underscored with a freely trochaic beat pattern, C is 
caJiJined with a spondaic beat. 

Any assurrption that N12 consists of ho separate and unrelated 
songs is quickly contradicted by the concluding section of the song, 
an upward transposition of the initial A material and a retlU"ll to tbe 
trochaic beat. 

TEXT AND TRANSLATIOO OF N12 POTLATCH SOOG, sung by BIlLY ASSU 

wo..i.kiflU> 6~ naank ifa.i.lU> a woif J.. woif You expect people to have a 
wo..i.kiflU> 6~ naank ifa.i.lU> hld6a na an ka.i.IU> feast party 
gala. hifO<l a naank ifUl.> to £.a. hldO<l gtowJ.. and want to do sane Poil<Ltch 
toana ka.o OW<l ak IdJ..il he.tu klU> way I'm standing because I'm 
a.wa. gen W<lkou ane ka.o a.wa. g ... ken lucky far 
flag ... weld wo ho ho a ha woif my both side of my llX)ther and father 
WO ho Ideh ha.o ifu maid g£.a. llig <Lt£.a the chief before me 
kldlU> ken a.o woil toJ.. Ida ife hoa khJ..n he's the one who gives us a 
ow ala. du wuk dJ..gh ho W<l Ideh ho W<l full of food the chief always 
£.o.me kheko he! ifJ.. £.a.k hawameil.ea. gives big feast 
ifeh how a 6a ho mJ..6 ~na the chief always of everything 
IdJ.. Ida gtlU> gekl/a kame ka.o a.wa. the name of lots of food always 

the chief to all t he whole people 
Side 4, Song 7 
N5 TUGWIV DANCING SOOG, sung by BIlLY ASSU 

The TugwJ..d Dance is always performed by ~ wanan. weari~g a hemlock 
headpiece and neck ring. The dancer enters Slllging ill a hIgh, clear 
voice, claiming to have Supernatural power. To the rux:arpanlJllel1t of 
rapid drumming , she dances for sane time before the Palllted screen, and 
then stops. Although she was urged to display her power, she . did not . 
This process of starting and stopping occurs four tImeS, but It IS only 
during the fourth time that she actually displays her supe~atural power 
(even though she was chastised by the partICIpants the preVlous three 
times). In sane cases, the power she displays is ~he ability to have a 
manifestation of the Supernatural power, after havlllg been cut up, to 

BIlLY ASSU: 
"AHMOO' KH (sister's name) 
Dancing Song. Sister sings Aomo4 
Doctor passed sane people. Doctor canes in the canoe. 
People might not look at doctor, but she still dances. 
Doctor then tells the story on the totem pole. 

Sister did a dance and song. 
They use a big drum, boxes and she is put in it. 
Sanehody try to cut her neck. Four men get busy with big knife and 
first man said he is scared. Second man scared too. Third man say 
he is going to cut and the knife dropped. Fourth man says he is going 
to cut and he cut her and lots of blood canes out. Then takes the 
head and shows it to the people. Finish then after several hour. 
Sanetimes she canes out again with her head alright and now she starts 
to sing and dance. 

NAWALOG. Being a doctor she gets a vision and then start to dance . 
CAle gets a vision and the song canes to them. If they awake the song 
is there. 
Medicine man had the power to kill but not in her opinion - mind over 
matter. Witch doctor is not the same as medicine man -- only certain 
power but not the power to kill. Medicine man had the power to kill. 
Second part refers to Totem Pole - but does not tell the story of the 
Totem Pole - the tapping." 

The song relates to the Supernatural powers of \\OIleD traditionally 
deronstrated by self-mutilation, blU"lling, drowning, etc . , and regenera
tion after four days. (Four appears to have particular significance. ) 
other "magic" deronstrations i nclude making stones float in boxes filled 
with water. 

TugwJ..d can be danced by a man or a wanan. Old TugwJ..d song is also 
a medicine song. The TugwJ..d story is also found in different Indian 
families. For instance , HERBERT JCIlNSOO used to be a dancer. He was 
dead for four days and came alive, and sang and danced a TugwJ..d song. 
Then the people joined him, singing. When he came back to life, he came 
back as a Wolf, or a ghost, according to 'lUI WIlLIE. (I bave a song in 
my collection fran TCM WIlLIE on that subject.) 
TCM WIlLIE: 
TW: That kind of dance, call it TugwJ..t, that's a wanan's Supernatural 

power dance. That kind of dance is very difficult to watch. ''You 
take an axe and chop my head off." CAle of the old people take the 
axe and chop the head off; cut it. 

IH: She's got Supernatural power, gtugwa.£.a.? 
TW: Yes. Five different types of things they do. Sanetimes they open 

their belly or cut off their head or throw them in the fire or 
throw them down in the water and stab them and she still canes 
back after four days, still canes back if you cut the head off. If 
they get thrown in the fire after four days they come back and dance 
again. 

IH: It is a make-believe story. Yes, I ranenber Chief BIlLY AS&) said 
bis sister cut herself in two and she appeared again. That is a 
s how. And so, that wanan has the Supernatural power to do that? 

TW : The wanan, when she canes back, shows the people bow smart (she) 
is ... She asks tbese people to fill up box with water and tbe stone 
is floating in t hat water and she told the people to give her sane 
feathers and this \\UIlan make scrnething like snow and put t his lit
tle tbing in the box all over the place like the snow. 

IH: A real magician! 
TW: Yes, sanething like that. 

FORM 
Strophic, Aro) 
Internal fonnal divisions in this song are enigmatic. The initial 

A section has two phases -- the first, a, explores the interplay of appear fran a wooden box. 
47 rising and falling 2nds: 



EXAMPLE 1 

The second, b, introduces the i nterval of the descending fifth: 
EXAMPLE 2 

B is a descending melodic line covering the range of a fifth: 
EXAMPLE 3 

The B motive is immediately modified by 3 subsequent repetitions 
from the original motive: ' 
EXAMPLE 4 

13' 

. . ... . 

,J: J 

In B1, the note values are augmented; in B2, the order of the first 
two notes is reversed; in B3, the motive is slightly truncated . 

C introduces new rmterial, a fourth and fifth apart, symnetrically 
alternating leaps between pitches: 
EXAMPLE 5 ~ 

c ,t ) JUIJiJ 
D begins with a highly unique triadic motive which concludes in an 

extended chain of ascending and descending thirds: 
EXAMPLE 6 

D OJ 

, J J J J f) I ~ jd 

RANGE 
--7th 

BEAT v-

ORNAMENTS 

C·30 
0, ___ 0 

) I J )r 

Characteristic use of a portamento on extended tones in contrast 
to sustained tones, as in the following: 

8' 

Tu~w·'d. Da.nc:t. ~5 (BahA".) 

• 
~ i I J :to/mJ") fDg:.tJ :I!-J J) )'Y 
t§ ,...., ."'. ~~ :::t:::Jb: 
@$fG1g}lr £! GIW ~l l {Y_ 1JIJ.=}}t 

~
.. ~ • to ~ ~" " '" 

J 'J llH J I J JJ jl J I gd J I J i F" I - - -- - - - (-) -- - - -

~;J ~ ~ j I ~ ~ th J ! J ~ I! (ftittt A _); I 

, J ~'g p ~fC iC 5 !. It' F ~ I pa ~11 ~f ~J I 
$J. Jill JJ JIJ»}J. IJJjJ.J J'IU J JI 

,0 - - -. - - _ _ C}--

4> J J' f"" J , I J I 
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TEXT AND TRANSLATICN OF N5 TUGWIV DANCING OCN>, sung by BILLY ASSU 

.tum eno k hILt li.. 1a .t.f.o.k I'm going to listen to you 
u<- ua. ky ail. a. you eo. 1a for your Supernatural power 
ya. 61Lt ua.y k<. :to m-i. to cane for to perform for us 
li.. rna. li.,,() z<- ya. y<- y<- a. ha. y<- ye ye and I know that you say it is 
a. ha. y<- ha. a. hoy 0 ha. really Supernatural power 
woy woy wey wey ua.k to come into your big dance 

he rna. ku.U. u<- k6a.k ya. 
:t.f. 1a .eo yuk .eo z<- ka. ,()O yu.U. 
Mk .eo pek a. li.,,() a. yu.U. .t.f.o.k 
ua.y p<.k a. ya. 6<- ha. a 
ha. ye a. ye a. hoy e ha wey 
way way 

Side 4, Song 8 

post and your village 

N38 NIMKISH DANCE, sung by BILLY ASSU (WI ND SCNG) 

BILLY ASSU: 
"Somebody paid me to dance t hat song. 
NIMKISH, belongs to, over 100 years ago." 

The dance is like a wind. The song begins with whu, imitating 
the wind. Then the words follow immediately. He tells the wind to stop 
blowing. The third word of the song , tjowala , means "blOWing" or "wind". 
The syllables, way yea. , imitates the blowing as well. They are used 
three times as a programrmtic device. The syllables are repeated twice 
in successsion at one point. The other syllables, yeo. he ya. he<. ya. a. 
yo ho, are also derived from yowa..f.a. The song concludes with y<- ho . 

ANALYSIS 
------nie song is strophic, with four verses. The form is: 

A 
B1 
B 
C 
D (cadential secti on) 

Within each verse there are slight changes. (See transcriptions) 

N38 is a strophi c song with three basic phrases. The first phrase, 
A, contains symnetrical intervallic play among three notes, B, D and F 
sharp, a triadic f igure. Notice how the upper and lower pitches are 
gradually i ntroduced with increased time values. 
EXAMPLE 1 

• 
The second phrase, B, is not triadic, but s hows a similar basic 

contour to A -- repeated notes succeded by larger and larger intervals. 
Note the interesting intervallic pattern of a 3rd, a 4th and a tritone 
used at the end of the phrase. 
EXAMPLE 2 

t .. 
juur 

• + + + 

I BIB a U It;: J , 
The next phrase, B1, is a virtual repeat of materials heard in the 

preceding B phrase, a repetition which emphasizes the intervals of the 
4th and the tritone . t + + , -+-
EXAMPLE 3 m e rilE r f' 2[} ...... ,J , 

Both phrases C and D appear to be cadential. C is a lower transpo
sition of the triadic interval series found in the A section. 
EXAMPLE 4 

D is an extension of the notes used in the C phrase , given new 
rhythmic emphasis by the use of longer note values . 

EXAMPLE 5 &j .. J ',j i 
In succeeding verses of N38, only minor changes occur in the A,B, 

B1 and C sections. In the A phrase on the 3rd and 4th verses, the 
raised F sharp mi=tes llIl\IIal'd to G. .. 
EXAMPLE 6 ~ • ~ ~ ·r ...... our; It; I r ~' 

In the B section, certain notes are repeated with quicker note 
values. EXAMPLE 7 + 

& r UJ I U I is E r: W J J J J ~ Its J , 
The only significant structural change occurs in the D section . 

the 2nd verse, D becanes extended through repetition. 
EXAMPLE 8 

J ' J r c ) 

In 



I n t he 4t h verse , upward pitch migration has taken place. 
EXAMPIE 9 

J ~J 

c •• ~o C.-1S a-IS A-30 

~, .. e 

MUNGO MARTIN, with hi s Crooked Beak Im.lltiple mask 
wit h small Hagok (Huk Huk) and Raven attached. 
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RANGE 
--octave 

BEAT v IJ u u (./>1» 

cx:MMEm'ARY 
Like other Kwa/Uu,U dances, N38 is strophic in form and repeated 

four times. The llDJSical material is concise and arranged in a straight
forward manner, with few repetitions of sections. Repetition is re
stricted to the repeat of the second phrase, 8, pr esented again as 81 , 
and the rrore subtle repetition (at a different pitch level) of a small 
rrotive fran t he A phrase to form the C phrase . Performance embellish
ments seem to he restricted to: 

1. microtonal alteration on sustained notes (such as the pulsation 
on D in phrase C 

2. slight rhythmic alterations (see phrase 8, verses 3 and 4). 



TEXT AND TRANSLATICl'I, N38 NIMKISH DANCE (WIND SCNG) / sung by BILLY ASSU 

~ ~~~~~~ 
g~ Z06~ yo-wala g~~ ~ala ya blowing in our world. He 
tLtia !lag ~ mala g~~ <OO1g hOWl. gak hanuk said don't tbe blowing 

woy y~ a a !Ie oe ye a he ya a 

£a g-Ue. ~ ~ wok he ga wak he ya 
;ta fto £ak we£a ya <AXIk 6~ to £a 
ya <AXIil6 ~~ ;tak y~ chMuk ~kumo.ya 

way yi. y~ y~ way y~ yi. 
yi.yaay~yaayi.ho 

V-t r .=U=;H ; 
~o>oA> 

~iliW-; 

Side 4, Song 9 

I 
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'IW38 MAVEM SCNG, sung by m.1 WILLIE 

towards tbe people care 
to our land 

Syllables 

that why take thE!ll and get 
to care help to his work 
with our chief because he's 
never stop doing a Poti.at.ch 
or dance 

Syllables 

, . • + 

:, &1" CH! ; rd 6 IT 

r I 

, 
:' , : U.' ffii!% 
: ; , lifi1"ffiii~ 

-,--
I 

1 - _ 

TCt.1 WILLIE's Madem Song is fran the N-i.mwh version of the farrnus 
mythological story. It is interesting to note that Mr. I'IILLIE could not 
give me the story of the N-i.mwh Madem. I asked him who the present 
owner of the story is. He said it was MOSES ALHlED who, however, died 
in 1971. (His Indian name was VLOSUTEWALIS . "VLOSU" means "other side", 
i. e., the east coast of Vancouver Island as opposed to the mainland; and 
"TEWALIS" means "high chief". He is a descendant of OZETALIS, meaning 
highest cbief and famous singer . ) Therefore, it duly belongs to his 
widow, AGNUS ALHlED. She is an old wcman now, but she keeps the story 
very guarded, just as TO.1 WILLIE had warned me. I located Mrs. ALHlED, 
after nine long-distance phone calls, at the hane of one of her daughters. 
Mrs. ALHlED said tbat she knew the story but she could only tell it in 
Indian language. However, she gave me permission to use the story, in
fonning me that the only one who knows it at present is JAMES SEWID (fran 
Alert Bay, now living in Campbell River). He is entitled. to tell the 
story because Mrs. ALFRED's daughter is married to Chief SEWID's son . 
In speaking with Chief ~VID he also enlightened me about his initiation 
into the HamaUa society (see HamaUa, in Introduction). 

There are also several versions of the N-i.mwh Madem story in 
Boas (1897, 1910). 

There are many legends on that subject, including a Madem story fran 
the Hope Town G!.u1IAXlenox people, related to me by TCt.1 WILLIE. I also have 
the Hope Town Madem song, with text and translation, sung by TCt.1 WILLIE, 
'IW37, not included in this record set. The G!.u1IAXlenox version is also 
found in Boas (1906, 1935). 

In the Hope Town version, the iIrl><>rtant syllable in the Madem song 
is woi. , expressing Supernatural power. We have previously found tbis 
syllable in Medicine songs and other songs dealing with great Super
natural importance. 

In the N-i.mwh version, the syllable expressing the Supernatural 
power is a ~a ~a which we have encountered as typical syllables for 
Mourning and Ghost songs, and also as Saruh ~ledicine songs, caning fran 
the word a~AAa, "pain, hurt". (See Halpern, ETIlNCMUSICDlffiY Journal, 
May, 1976). 

The rhytlmic beat in both versions is the same. 
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There are also three songs for "washing off" the Supernatural Power 
fran tbe dancing singer. This is rE!lliniscent of the purification rites 
of the HamaUa dancer. 

As an aside to tbe Madem song, I have found that tbe rraltreatment of 
Indian children, for exanple S-i.wi;t, and their subsequent act of running 
away fran hane, is a well-known elE!llent of Kwa.1Uu-te. society. MABEL 
STANIEY, a Kwa.1Uu-te. chief ten , once told me that a child has a right to 
run away fran hane if he has been physically rraltreated or humiliated. 

A certain dissatisfaction with h1.l11all weaknesses often leads to 
abandonment of the h1.l11all race and turning to nature and Supernatural 
power. (See also the story of the Robin in my Folkw.l.ys Album Booklet, 
NOOTKA.) This is the underlying rrotivation I see in all the Madem 
songs, so widely treated by t he N-i.mwh and G!.u1IAXlenox. 

ALERT BAY NIMKISH MAVEM STa!Y 

OMALALEME and UNATTAINABLE were men in the beginning, in the far 
past. They did not meet anyone, and they built their house at Up-river 
(Ne~elk~ox). They were walking after elk, and went across to the other 
side. Then they arrived at the village of those of the other side, the 
foreigners. That is the first time they were met. They did not know 
thE!ll. They were the Ma.tl>adex. The narm of their chief was waUo~ka. 
Then the chief began to give a winter dance. Then the chief was struck, 
the one on whose account he was to be a host. The child cried. They 
tried to call him, that he might rise in the house, but he did not eat 
for ten days. He just wrapped himself up in the house. He did not 
sleep. Then he started and went to connit suicide. He was looked for. 
His rrother wailed for him. 

Then the child arrived on the large mountain where quartz is. 
~artz flew into his body. Then the child began to fly fran the rock . 
He began to fly with the quartz. Then the child went to what is called 
Feather-Dn-Top. Then the feathers came to be on his body, and he became 
a b1rd. He'came flying, soaring over his mother and father. Then tbe 
child was seen. 

His father was awakened. "Stop, your rraster has care." "Don't talk 
foolishly," said the father, who covered his head with a blanket. "Go 
through there and die." 

Then the mother was nudged in the house. "Behold, your rraster has 
care. Put on your belt." She put on her belt. 

Then the child came and was surrounded. Time was beaten for him, 
and it is said he was a Madem. 

"Bebold! That is the way of the one who we like, who we initiate, 
because I am a real dancer. YeIAXl YeIAXl. Because I am a real shaman, 
therefore I am the only Supernatural one . I was carried to the lower 
world because I am a real shaman, therefore I say that I am the only 
great Supernatural one; for I was taken along, flying like Madem by my 
screaming garment, the winter dance garment of the world, because I am 
a real dancer. YeIAXl YeIAXl." 

'IW38 ALERT BAY NIMKISH MAVEM SONG, EXPLAINED BY 'lU.1 lVILLIE: 

'IW: 

IH: 

'IW: 

IH: 
'IW: 
IH: 
'IW: 

IH: 
'IW: 

IH: 
'IW: 

I heard the Madem song fran the N-i.mwh people all the time, all 
those Madems go in all different places, go to Kingcare, Alert Bay, 
I see that song . Must be old, old song. 
I'm going to explain about the song on the first verse . A ha ~a are 
are the syllable!;: of the song. When they go into the verses, £a 
ti~kgtau 6edz-i.£ak, £a ha k.Uo.Ma 6h£ak, it means that I"ve been 
standing right in, long rrountain, it was steep, I was walking up 
and down. That mountain is sanething like, rocks are rolling down 
kLi.aJ..hala. Second verse, the same thing, "I've been standing right 
under these long, steep rocks (i.e., cliffs) along the side of the 
mountain. And run up and down with my power, my Supernatural 
power, my Supernatural power as a Madem. Hy-i.ma tach means glass, 
or diamonds, falling down the rrountain. That's what Hy-i.ma £ach 
means. That's the second verse of the song. And then, after that 
he does the syllables. Always syllables go with the songs. A man 
in Kingcare (i.e., TSAWATENOX) had a wife who was N-i.mwh; that's 
why he take that Madem dance. ~ gave it to bis nephew, AR'lliUR 
JOOEPH. I saw him. He run up and down in tbe bouse, the big long 
house. He pretend to be on a rrountain. 
The people in the old days, when they get sanething like a different 
kind of dance, and your husband do a Poti.at.ch and you get all your 
dances. You get it fran your culture and give it to ... and when you 
get a daughter and your daughter marry to other people, you give it. 
It was hereditary. It didn't belong to all of the people (i.e., 
connunally owned) but it had to be given according to hereditary 
law. So not everybody could sing or dance it. It must be a very 
old song. 
The first time ARrHUR JOOEPH sing his own song, then he let the 
people take it after that, they do the dancing. 
Are you related to ARrHUR JOOEPH? 
Yes, he is my wife's grandfather. 
I see. So you are entitled to sing it. 
Yes. 
Lots of girls like to do the Madem dance in Alert Bay. Sanetimes 
ten girls at the same time. 
The syllables sound like a Mourning song. ha Itll ha Itll, like that. 
a ~a ~a. A Mourning Song. 
The Madem bas Supernatural power. He can disappear. He can also 
fly. That's why they call it Madem. That word Madem is not in 
our language. That's Bel£a Bel£a language; ma:ta is "fly". 
The syllables a ha ~a are sung high, yi. hd are low. 
The high one is tip).? (Indian word for high pitch) 
Yes. The low one is ben<.. Those boys in Alert Bay, they want to 
learn how to sing. When I sing with thE!ll, I told thE!ll, we're 
going up twice; we're going down twice. I do that when we're 
singing. Say everything as we do. 



IH Do they understand how much they have to go up? 
'JW Yes. 
IH What does it mean, "twice go up"? 
'JW Well, when I sing that a. ha. na high, sanetimes they always go up 

twice on the high, and twice on the lo.v. 
IH: So the first time they go a little higher, and then again, still 

higher. 
'JW: Yes. 
IH: And they do the same, lo.ver and then still rmre lo.ver. So, that 

is a change. .. Yes, you kno.v that I measured these things on elec
tronic devices; there is quite a difference between the highest 
and the lo.vest. And they kno.v exactly ho.v high they should go and 
ho.v lo.v they should go? Ho.v do they kno.v that? 

'JW: Well, they don't go any higher than me when we sing. Or any lower. 

The text and translation of the 'IW38 NIMKISH MAVEM OCt-IG, sung by TOd 
WILLIE, is: 

a. ha. na.a.a. a. harta. a. ha nay Syllables 1 
'Ie. IU. ya.a. a. lli IU. I 

la.k da.n gl.a.uk 6.(. ze. t.ay 
zamarta. a. he.y IU. 
t.ak ha. dU. ya.k ya. ha. .te.y 
ga. t.a na a. he.y IU. 

I been standing at the \ 
end of this long rmuntain 
fran which the rocks are 
falling do.vn 

a. ha na.a.a. a. harta. a. ha nay Syllables 
'Ie. IU. ya.a. a. lli IU. 

lak d.a.x gt.auk tze. t.ay 
za. ma. 114 a. he.1J IU. 
La. kha. c.1wJ<. t.a ma.c.h a. .te.y 
ga. la. na. a. he.1J IU. 

I been standing on bot tan J 
long steep long rrountain 
which is powerful 

sparkling rocks 

a. ha na.a.a. a. ha.na. a. ha. na.y Syllables 1 
'Ie. IU. ya.a. a. lli IU. 

(repeated 
twice) 

(repeated 
twice) 

(repeated 
twice) 

(repeated 
twice) 

han halt hart Wit coda 

ANALYSIS 
-----nie fom is: A two times 

~1 } two times 
A1 

B } . B1 two hmes 

A2 two times 
coda 

Within each one of the A (A1 and A2) and B (and B1) sections, there 
are five rmtives (or their variants): a,b,c,d,coda. 

Motif a has one variant, a1 , which is an inversion of a: 
EXAMPUl 1 

0.' -

II Q Q iJ 
Motif b has two variants, b1 and b2 : 

EXAMPUl 2 

Motif c has three variants, c1 ,c2 ,c3 (which is also varied). The 
relationships of the different c's should be noted. In c, there is a 
rmve down to the B flat. In c1 , it reaches the B flat, but delays it 
in rmving up a 3rd to 0 flat and then caning to rest on the B flat. 
In c2 ; it goes straight fran E flat to B flat and rests there. c 3 goes 
straight into the B, rests there (in repeating the B), goes back to E, 
and then finishes off on the B, the final note. Note that c 3 in verse 
7 has the same 4th jmop, repeated, with finalizing on the B. Strophe 7 
is the cadential strophe. 
EXAMPLE 3 

_ ...... " 

Motif d has two variants, d1 and d2 : 
EXAMPIE 4 
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The coda consists of four repetitions of one pitch: 
EXAMPIE 5 

1 Section A has two variants, A1 and A2 , because its d rmtif becanes 
d in A1, and d2 in A2. 

Section B has one variant, B1, because its b1 rmtif becanes b2 

in B1. 
The canplete fom, consisting of sections, rmtives and verses, 

may be illustrated in the follo.ving chart: 

BEATS 

verse 1 
verse 2 

verse 3 

verse 4 

verse 5 

verse 6 
verse 7 

\Jvvvv etc., and----etc., in alteration. When the four women 
dancers cane out fran behind the curtain, about ten long beats (-), 
then about twenty-five short beats (OJ ), gradually getting slo.ver until 
ten long beats are played. When they rmve to the next corner, there 
are short beats; whenever they turn, the beats change. 

RAroE 
--7th 

d.' tn.A 



ETHNIC CATALOGUE 

Including: Music, Spoken Word, Instructional, & Document-
ary Records From Around the World. 

Listings of countries, states, peoples, language groups -
alphabetical, under continent & sub-continent headings. 

See Complete CataloKue List ing For Title And Price 

MIDDLE EAST 
(See also U8tin~8 under: "Africa") 

AFGHANISTAN - 4255. 4361. 
ARABIA & ARABIC - 4408,4421,4480, 

450l(AB)·, 4504·, 4508·, 8761 , 
8763,8815,8818,16925,31307 . 

ARMENIA - 4416,4507', 4535(CD)*, 
6504', 6806, 8704. 

AZERBAIJAN - 4416, 4505*, 4507', 
4535*, 6916. 

BEOOmN - 4204, 4421. 
BOKlIARIA - 4408. 
CAUCASIA - 4175*, 4504', 4505*, 

8504*, 8754. 
COPTIC - 8960. 
DAGESTAN - 4535(AB)', 6916 . 
DERVISH - 8942, 8943. 
DRUSE - 4480. 
EGYPT - 4501 (AB)', 4506', 4673, 

6925.8512,8761,8763. 8960. 
GEORGIA - 4175*,4504', 4535(AB)', 

6916, 8754. 
GREOORIAN - 3865, 8754. 
GUR'YA - 8754. 
HAmAN - 4468. 
HEBREW (See a lso: ''Europe'' -
Yiddish & Jewish - "Middle East" -
Israel) -4175*, 4510"', 6825, 6928, 

6940, 7554, 8739, 8773* J 8916, 
8917, 8922, 8923, 8924, 8925, 
8930, 8961, 9974. 

mAN - 4103, 4469, 4505·, 4507·, 
4510*,8831,8832,8856, 8943, 
9923. 

IRAQ - 4469,4507',4510*, 9923 . 
ISRAEL (See also: ''Europe'' - Yiddish 
&. Jewish ''Middle East" - Hebrew) -

3051, 3360', 3591, 4175', 4203, 4204, 
4205, 4209, 4408, 4501(AB)', 4511', 
6501*, 6504·, 6841, 6842, 6847, 
6911', 6935, 7226, 7406, 7566, 
7738, 8552, 8724, 8735, 8852, 
8921, 8930, 8951. 31305, 31307. 

JERUSALEM - 8552, 8951. 
JORDAN - 4175*,4408,4501',4505*, 

8552, 8816, 8951, 4480. 
KABARDINIAN - 6916. 
KAZAK - 4535, 6916. 
KURDS - 4103,4469, 4507', 

4510>, 8552'. 
LAWK - 4469. 
LEBANON - 4480, 4508, 8815, 

8816, 16925. 
PALESTINE - 4175*, 4203, 4408, 

4501(AB)', 4505' . 
PERSIA - 8552', 9923. 
SEPHARDIC - 8737. 
SOUTH ARABIA - 4421. 
SUFI - 8942, 8943. 
SYRIA - 4480, 4501 (AB)' , 4508', 

8816. 
rADZHIK - 4535 (CD)', 6916. 

TARTAR - 4535(CD)', 6916. 
TURKEY -3360',4404,4469, 4501 (CD)', 

4506·, 4507*, 4510", 6504·, 
8801, )922. 

TURKMEN - 4535(CD)', 4581'. 
U.S.S.R. - 4416,4535, 6916. 
UZEBEKISTAN - 44 16, 4535(CD)'. 
YEMENITE - 4408,8735, 8921. 

NORTH AMERICA 
ACADIA - 6923. 
BR. COLUMBIA - 3569", 8972. 
CANADA (English) - 2312, 3000, 

3001, 3505, 3522, 3547, 3549, 
3569, 3862, 3872, 3973, 4005, 
4006,4018,4051,4052,4075, 
4307,4312,4511,6821,6831, 
6880,7018, 8744, ~764, 8771, 
8810,8820,8825,8826,8972, 
9805.9806, RFIIO. 

CANADA (French) - 3000, 3001, 
3531,3532,3547·,3560,4482, 
4505*, 6911', 6918, 6923, 6929, 
7214,7721, 7722, 8809, 9905, 
77212. RFIIO, RFIII. RF112. RFII4. 

CANADA (Gaelic) - 4450. 
CAN ADA (Indian) 
(See also: 'North America" - Eskimo) -

3502, 4006*, 4444, 4464, 4506*, 
4523,4524,4551'. 

CANADA (Russian) - 6828, 8972. 
CAPE BRETON - 4450. 
CREOLE - 2009. . 
DOUKlIOBORS - 8972 . 
GREENLAN D - 4175*. 
ESKIMO -4069. 41)70, 4175'. 4444. 4541 ' . 

4S81-. 

MANITOBA - 8764. 
MEXICO (See: "Central America") 
MIRAMICHI - 4053. 
MARITIME - 4307. 
NEW BRUNSWICK - 4053,4307,8744. 
NEWFOUNDLAND - 3505, 4075, 6831, 

8744, 8771. . 

NOVA SCOTIA - 3549", 4006, 4307, 
4450,6923 , 8744. 

ONTARIO - 3522 , 4005, 4051 , 4052, 
6821, 8825, 8826, 9806. 

PACIFIC NORTHWEST - 4523, 4524. 
PRINCE EDWARD IS. - 4307, 8744. 
QUEBEC - 3531, 3532, 3560,4482, 

6918, 6929, 6951, 7214, 7721, 
7722, 9805, 9905 , 77212. 

SASKATCHEWAN - 4312, 8764 . 

UNITED STATES 
(See also: Americana Series, 2000 &. 
3000 Series In Complete Catalogue) 
ALABAMA - 2038, 2650, 2651, 2652,2653, 

2654,2655,2656,2657,2658,2659, 
2691·,2694· , 4417,4418,4471,4472 , 
4473,4474,4500, 5594, 5595,7004, 
33868. 

ALASKA - 4069, 4070. 4444, 4541 , 7108. 
S.E. ALASKA - 34031 . 34032. 34033 

ARIZONA - 6122. 
ARKANSAS - 3812. 
CAJUN - RF2I. 2620, 2621, 2622, 2623, 2624, 

4438,4508' , 6526,8361 . 8362.8364,77860. 
CALIFORNIA - 2416, 2436, 5255, 

6122, 82436. 
CHESAPEAKE BAY - 32410. 
COLORADO - 5333, 6154. 
CONNECTICUT - 3850. 
CREOLE - 2009, 2202, 2622. 
FLORIDA - 4383, 4492 . 
FRENCH - 8601,8802.8603. 
GEORGIA - RF 15. 
HAWAII-4271. 4508'.7406'.8714.8750. 

8885.8886,8714. 
IDAHO - ' 5343. 
ILLINOIS - RF 16, 2080, 2805 , 

3554,7661,7661,2806, 
3536, 2025. 

IN DIAN (See: American Indian Cata
IOg\le (or detailed Ust of tribes) 
INDIAN (Canada) - (See: Canada-Indian) 
INDIAN (U .S.) - 4003, 4070, 4072, 4175 ' ,4251, 

4252, 4253.4328,4334,4381,4383,4384, 
4392,4393,4394,4401,4420,4445. 4464, 
4505.4541' ,4581',4601.6501.7566' , 
77H, 7776, 7778, 8850, 34001,37777. 

INOlAN (Contemporary) - 2531, 2532, 
2533,2534 , 2535,4541', 31013, 37254. 

INDIANA - 2025,3809. 
ITAliAN - 34041. 34042. 
KANSAS - 2023, 2134. 
KENTUCKY - 2007, 2025, 2136, 2301, 

2302,2316,2317,2342,2343, 
.2358, 2363, 2368, 2392, 2408, 
2694.2865, 3831. 5562. 31016. 

LOUISIANA - RF 21, RF 203, 2009, 
2202,2461,2462,2463,2464, 
2465, 2476, 2620, 2621,2622,12650, 2651, 
2652, 2653, 2654, 2655, 2656, 2657, 
2658,2659, 2671, 2691',2694',2803 , 
2865, 3843, 4438, 4508', 7312, 8362, 
8363. 77860. 

MAiNE - 5323. 6530, 7352. 
MASSACHUSETTS - 2032,2106 , 

2377,3850,5211,8704,32377. 
MIDWEST - 4018, 4212, 5330, 5801. 
MINNESOTA - 2132. 
MISSISSIPPI- RF 14, 2389, 2467, 

2650, 2659, 2690, 2691*, 2865, 3820, 
4151,4500*,5593,9774,31028,31037. 

MISSOURI - 2810, 5324 . 
MONTANA - 2376,4001. 
MORMON - 2036. 
~EBRASKA - 5337. 
~EW JERSEY - 2601. 5120, 9843. 
~EW MEXICO - 2204,4062,4426, 6122 . 
NEW YORK - RF 3, 2353, 2354, 2694, 

2807,3501,3852,3853,4502(CD)', 
5210, 5257, 5276, 5311, 5558, 5559, 
5560, 5562, 5580, 5581, 5582 , 
5589, 6161, 6130*, 6155, 7003, 
7341, 7857, 7858, 9703. 

CAROliNA - 2009, 2040, 2112. 2309, 
, 2355,2359. 2360, 2362,2434. 383 1. 3848. 

533 1, 31039,34151,34152. 

Booklets included in most recurds. 

OIUO - 2025. 5217. 
OKLAHOMA - 4601, 5319. 
OREOON - 12046. 
PENNSYLVANIA - 2025,2215, 3568, 

5258. 
PENN. DUTCH - 2215. 
SHAKERS - 5378. 
S. C~~~INA - 2306, 3840, 3841, 

TENNESSEE - 2007, 2009, 2040, 
2355, 2356, 2359, 2392, 269 1., 
3823, 5590, 7546. 

TEXAS - 2128,2480, 5328, 5723. 
UTAH - 2036, 5343. 
VERMONT - 5210, 5314. 

VIRGINIA - 2007, 2040, 2110, 2363, 2380, 
2435, 2694',3811,3830,3831.3832,3839. 

WASIIINGTOI< - 12046. 
WEST - 2022, 2175, 2176, 233~, 

3569,4530", 5003, 5259, 5723 , 
5801,5802*,6122, 10003· , 
12046, 4001. 

WEST VIRGINIA - 2025, 31039. 
WISCONSIN - 4001. 

THE PACIFIC 
(Sel!. also listings under "ASia") 
ABORIGINE - 4102,4210, 4439. 
AMAM11S. - 4448. 
AMBON - 4537. 
AUSTRALIA - 2310,4102,4175', 

4210, 4211, 4439, 4505*. 
4581',6116,8718. 

:~~~K ~4~5r04" 4537'. 

BELLONA - 4273. 
BORNEO - 4175',4459,4507',4581'. 
CELEBES - 4351.4537'. 
FIJI - 4508'. 
HANUNOO - 4466. 
HAWAn (See: 'North America" - U. S.) 
INDONESIA - 3863', 4175', 4351, 4357, 

4406,4423 , 4447·,4459,4504*, 
4507*,4511*,4534,4537,7102, 
8774' . 

JAPAN (See under: "Asia") 
JAVA - 4406,4507*,4537* , 
MAGINDANAO - 4536, 4581'. 
MALAYSIA (See under : "ASia") 
MAORI - 4433. 
MARUT - 4459. 
NEW GmNEA - 4175', 4.16, 4269, 

4581 ' .9786. 
NEW IRELAND - 4175'. 
NEW ZEALAND - 4433,6102. 
NORTH BORNEO - 4459. 
PAPUA - 42 16. 
PIULIPPINES - 4466,4506*,4536, 

4581 ' , 8745, 8791. 
SAMOA - 4175*, 4507'. 
SOLOMON IS. - 4175', 4273, 4274-
SOUTH PACIFIC - 4269J 42 73, 4274. 
SPICE IS. - 4537'. 
SUMATRA - 4175*, 4406', 4537'. 
TAHITI - 3863·, 4504*, 
TORRES STRAIGHTS - 4025 . 
TRUK IS. - 4175' 

SOUTH AMERICA 
(See also ; "Cenlral America ,"Caribbean ) 
AMAZON - 4458 , 6120. 
ARGENTINA - 4175', 4176, 4179, 

4506', 4511', 6503', 6810, 7850, 
8752. 8841. 8842. 9927. 

AYMARA - 4415. 
BOLIVIA - 4012, 4508', 6871. 
BORU - 4581' . 
BRAZIL - 4175'. 4236, 4311 ,4446,4458 . 

4500* , 4502 (CD)' , 4506', 
4511', 6503', 6953, 9914 . 

CHiLE - 4175', 4505'. 6503' , 6911'. 
7850, 8748, 8817, 31040'. 

COCAMA - 4458. 
COLOMBIA - 4055, 4376, 4500' 

4511·, 6503·, 6804. 
CONIBO - 4458 . 
ECUADOR - 4376. 4386. 7854 . 
FRENCH GUIANA, S.A. - 4235 
n-lDIAN - 4012, 4176, 4177,4311, 

4376,4386, 4446,4456, 4458, 
4539. 

JIV ARRO - 4386. 

::R~A~ 44 ~~~644 tl,7~4 58, 4506', 
4539, 5562, 6120, 6503', 
7850 , 8749. 

QUECHUA - 4415. 
SIUPIOO - 4458. 
TIERRA DEL FUEGO - 4176.4179. 
VENEZUE LA-4104 ,4 507',4 511 ~ 8844. 
WESTERN COLOMBIA - 4376 

NOTE * One or more select ions in an anthology of music from many areas. LITHO IN U.S.A. EJIIiIIi<t-
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